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Confession Claimed
In Mississippi Case

MERIDIAN , Miss. (AP) - An
FBI agent told a U.S. commissioner today he had a confession
signed by one of 21 men charged
in connection 'with the killing of
three civil rights workers.
A dozen defense attorneys
Immediately objected to use of

the alleged confession on
grounds it was "hearsay" evidence.
The report of the alleged
confession came at a preliminary hearing before Commissioner Esther Carter for 19 of
the 21 men arrested last Friday,

Henry Rasp, 38, FBI agent
from Atlanta, Ga., told Miss OLSO, Norway (AP) - Dr.
Carter he got a confession in the Martin Luther King Jr., Amerikilling from Horace Doyle Bar- can Negro civil rights leader,
riette, 25, last November.
accepted the 1964 Nobel Peace
Miss Carter ruled Rasp could Prize today as "profound recognot give details of the alleged nition thati nonviolence is the
confession. Defense attorneys
answer to the
requested a copy of the alleged
crucial political
confession and Miss Carter
and moral quescalled a recess to study the
tion of our time
question of admitting it as evi—the need for
dence.
man
to overNineteen of those arrested
come
oppreswere charged with conspiring
sion
and
vioto interfere with the federal
lence
without
rights of the three youths. The
resorting to vioother two were charged as aclence and opcessories.
pression."
In
companDr. King jon ceremonies
later In Stockholm, Sweden,
Nobel awards in physics, chemistry and medicine were to be
presented to two American
scientists, an English woman, a
German and two Russians.

JohnsonAwaits
Russian Reply
On Viet Nam

AMICABLE DEPARTURE . . . In a display of cordiality
President Johnson escorted Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei
Gromyko to the door after their hour and a half meeting
Wednesday in the White House. Gromyko said disarmament
and several other subjects were discussed and described
the exchange of views as useful and the. atmosphere of their
conversation as friendly. In the center is Soviet Ambassador
to the U. S. Anatoly Dobrynin. (AP Photofax )

WILL TEND HOME FRONT

Russians Seen
Turning Inward
By WILLIAM L. RYAN
AP Special Correspondent
The post-Khrushchev Soviet
regime seems to have decided
that attempts to restore a semblance of world Communist unity add up to a bad gamble. Apparently it has turned inward to
domestic problems instead.
The 1965 budget, unveiled
Wednesday in the Supreme Soviet (parliament), and accompanying official statements appear to envision a period of relatively relaxed relations with

Tshombe Has
Audience
With Pope

VATICAN CITY (AP) - With
a heavy police escort to protect
him from possible Communist
demonstrations, Congo Premier
Moise Tshombe came to the Vatican today for a 20-minute audience with Pope Paul VI.
No demonstrations marred
Tshombe's trip through Rome to
the papal city-state , however.
He had arrived four hours earlier from Lcopoldville.
The Pope appealed to the Congolese people to cease their
warfare and work together for
the common good of their nation .
The controversial Congolese
stopped in Rome en route to the
United Nations for the Security
Council debate on the rebellion
in the Congo and the U.S. -Belgian paratroop operations to
rescue white hostages from the
Communist-backed rebels.
A Methodist educated by
missionaries,
American
Tshombe snid he would ask for
the Pope 's ndvice and prayers
for (he turbulent Congo.

No Top Hat
For Johnson

WASHINGT ON (AP) - President Johnson will dispense with
the traditional top hat and
morning coot at his inaugural ,
taking the oath in n black suit
and four-in-hamd tie,
The word on what the President will wear Jan. 20 came
Wednesday from his wlfe '8
press secrctnry , Mrs, Elizabeth
Carpenter. She also said the
President p lanned to appear in
dinner jacket and black tie at
tho four inaugural balls to be
held in the capital that night.

the United States. Probably this
must be at the expense of Improved relations with Red China
and the world's impatient ultra-revolutionary Communists.
Evidently the Kremlin plans a
period of marking time in the
global political contest while the
new regime entrenches itself
and decides what directions it
will take in the future. "
Budget statements and pronouncements from the official
press in recent days have shown
a marked tendency to defy Red
Chinese criticism and plug
ahead on the theory that the
pressing needs of the Soviet internal economy cannot be
shunted aside.
The statements pay lip service to world Communist unity,
but there are deviations in the
Kremlin attitude to delight the
sniping critics of Soviet policies.
Steps toward rational development of the Soviet economy, as
outlined in the budget statements, surely will bring more
anguished howls from Chinese
and other critics who have accused the Kremlin of infusing
bourgeois ideas among the Soviet people and leading them
toward capitalism.
While Soviet budget figures
for arms spending often are unreliable, hiding such items in
other categories, there clearly
is considerable new emphasis
on spending for consumers,
probably at the expense of some
military outlays.

King Accepts
Prize, Gives
Away $53,123

Sixth American in 3
Days Slain in Viet Nam
Sharp Increase
In Red Attacks
By MALCOLM W. BROWNE
SAIGON, South Viet Nam
(AP) — Six Americans have
died during the past two days of
hard fighting in South Viet Nam
as the Communist Viet Cong
intensify their effort to overrun
the country. Another American
is missing.
South Vietnamese military
officials believe the "Viet Cong
has launched its winter-spring
offensive. Beginning last weekend . Communist attacks increased sharply.

Gunnar Jahn, chairman of the
Norwegian Parliament's Nobel
Committee, presented the gold
medal and diploma in a ceremony at Oslo University on the
68th anniversary of the death of
the donor, Alfred Nobel, Swedish inventor of dynamite.
King got the monetary award
of 273,000 Swedish kroner—$53,123 — and announced he had
given it to the civil rights cause.

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Johnson administration has
asked the new Soviet leaders to
use their influence to halt Communist operations from North
Viet Nam against South Viet
Nam.
The request was made to Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei A.
Gromyko by Secretary of State King, 35, is the 12th American
Dean Rusk in the course of a and the third Negro to win the
series of conferences Gromyko peace prize. He was honored for
held here with Rusk and Presi- asserting the principle of nonvident Johnson. Rusk also asked olence in the civil rights movethe Russians Wednesday to ment.
work for peace in Southeast
Asia.
with
Gromyko
conferred
Johnson at the White House for
about 90 minutes. In a show of
cordiality, the President escorted him to the door when the talk
ended.
Gromyko taid disarmament
aiid several other subjects were
discussed in his meeting with
the President and added: "I
think that the exchange of views
was useful and the atmosphere
in the course of the conversation
was friendly. "
'He did not specify the other NEW YORK (AP) - Former
topics taken up with Johnson. President Dwight D. EisenBut he did say that the Presi- hower and former Vice President welcomed the $555 million dent Richard M. Nixon have
defense budget cut which was told Sen. Barry Goldwater that
announced Wednesday by Soviet his hand-picked GOP chairman
Premier Alexei N. Kosygin.
must have a mandate, not just a
Asked whether Johnson and
he talked about the possibility of
an East-West summit conference, Gromyko brushed aside
the question.

RINGO LEAVES HOSPITAL
Ringo Starr, drummer
member of the Beatles, leaves University College Hospital in
London today where he underwent a tonsillectomy last week.
(AP Photofax)

Showdown Meeting Jan. 22

Ike and Nixon Put
Pressure on Barry
majority , to stay at the helm of
the party .
Nixon relayed that word after
a summit talk Wednesday with
the former president and the
party's defeated nominee for
the White House. The three par-

Court Will Ban
Railroad Strike

Johnson was understood, however , to have developed the line
that he is deeply interested in
easing tensions and improving
East-West relations , particular- CHICAGO (AP) - A disaly in the fi eld of new disarma- greement over wages that could
affect traffic on more than 90
ment agreements.
¦
per cent of the nation's railroads has moved from the bargaining table to the bench.
WEATHER
U.S. Dist. Judge Joseph Sam
FEDERAL FORECAST
Perry said Wednesday he would
WINONA AND VICINITY - issue a restraining order MonVariable cloudiness, little tem- day forbidding three railroad
perature change. Intermittent shop unions representing more
rain causing hazardous driving. than 53,000 workers from strikLow tonight 20-30, high Friday ing for at least 10 days.
35-40.
LOCAL WEATHER
The order would nullify a
Official observations for the strike scheduled for Dec. 15.
24 hours ending at 12 m. today: Judge Perry said the reMaximum , 34; minimum, 25; straining order would take efnoon, 34; precipitation, .13.
fect Tuesday and run through
AIRPORT WEATHER
Christmas Eve.
(N. Central Observations)
The unions issued a strike call
Max. temp. 34 at noon, min. Tuesday after negotiations with
29 at 3 p.m. Wednesday, sky the railroads broke down in
overcast at 1 ,000 feet , visibility Washington. The railroads filed
1 mile with fog, wind 5 M.P .H a potition in federal court in
from southeast , barometer 30.04 Chicago asking that the schedand falling, humidity 93 per- uled strike be postponed and
requesting a temporary injunccent.

tion.
Judge Perry said h« would
hear arguments for a temporary injunction after he issues
the restraining order Monday.
The carriers argued that the
strike deadline is an illegal attempt to compel the railroads to
bargain directly with the three
unions, rather than with the
AFL-CIO Railway Employes
Department.

LE SUEUR , Minn. (AP)-A
li ght airplane , its wings coated
with Ice , crashed in a farm
field 3', _ miles west of LeSuctir this morning; and two
brothers were taken to a.hospital with undetermined injuries.
The plane was owned and piloted by Roger Kranz , 26, of Le
Sueur, with his brother, Steven,
20, aboard as a passenger.

Goldwater said the three all
hope the rift between GOP moderates, some of them out to oust
Republican National Chairman
Dean Burch, and the party 's
conservative wing can be healed
before the National Committee
meets in Chicago Jan. 22 and 23.
The committee will decide
then whether to keep Burch as
chairman.
Both Eisenhower and Nixon
said they told Goldwater the
party needs a broadly based
leadership in the months ahead.
Nixon put it this way:
"We feel, and Sen. Goldwater
agreed, that the national committee must have broad-based
support — not unanimity, but a
majority of one is not enough. "

CHRISTMAS SEALS fight TB and
other RESPIRATORY DISEASES

He made the comment after
telling newsmen that Burch's
own polls indicate the chairman
now has the National Committee votes he needs to hold onto
the post Goldwater gave him.
Nixon said neither he nor Eisenhower will say or do anything publicly to influence the
committee's decision.
"We do not have a candidate
for the chairmanshi p, " he said,
"I an. not prejudging what the
National Committee should do . "

Senators Recess Baker
Hearing Until 7965

Elsenhower said later, "We
are going to have to have a
leadership that satisfies by and
large all of the sections of the
party and that's the committee 's responsibility. "
The three GOP leaders spoke
separately after their meeting
¦while Burch waited across the
hall from the Eisenhower suite,
The chairman snid he hnd wanted to be on hand in case ho w s
needed.
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WON'T ASK ABOUT PARTY (^IRLS

Plane Crashes,
2 Brothers Hurt

ty leaders met for an hour in
Eisenhower 's Waldorf Towers
suite. Then Nixon and the former president talked separately.

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Senate 's stormy Bobby Baker
hearings have been closed down
until next year after agreement
was reached to call former
White House aid Walter Jenkins
for questioning.
The committee B I SO decided
that the "party girl" issue that
has bobbed up in the Baker
probe required no further investigation.
Jenkins resigned in the midst
of tho presidential campaign
after disclosure he twice had
been arrested on morals
charges. His resignation was
requested by President Johnson ,
with whom he had been clonely
associated for 25 years.

ing Jenkins as part of its probe
into the outside business and
financial dealings of Baker ,
former secretary to the Senate 's
Democratic majority.
Jenkins ' name wns brought
into the inquiry months ago In
testimony by Don R. Reynolds,
a local insurance agent , about
the purchase of advertising time
on an Austin , Tex,, television
station controlled by President
Johnson 's family.
Sen. B. Everett Jordan. DN.C., the committee chnlrman ,
said he would Issue a statement
Inter on decisions taken at a
closed meeting Wednesday that
lasted for four hours.

er, R-Ky., at the start of a public hearing following the closed
meeting of the committee.
Cooper said he felt compelled
to reveal the committee 's decisions since he had been informed that Jordan hod told
newsmen he t hpuRht the Kentucky senator was "happy "
about what had taken place at
the meeting.
Jordan said in reply he hnd
not intended to Infer that Cooper
had agreed with the actions taken by the committee's Democratic majority .

The Nicollet County sheriff's
office sold the plane came
down about 7:15 a.m. when Roger banked the craft in an
apparent attempt to return to
the LeSueur airport because of
icing conditions. Tho plane
nosed into the ground. There
was no fire.
Cooper ftnld that except for
Steven, apparently not badly
calling Jenkins, he hod not been
hurt, walked about a quarter
in agreement with the commitmile to a farm house for help.
tee 's major decisions and , in
Roger, manager , of the IxiDlnrloMire that Jenklnn wonlri fairness to him and other COP
Sueur airport , was * reported In
fair condition at a LeSueur hos- The Srnalr Hides Committer he called for questioning came committee members, the record
announced no date for question- from Sen. John Sherman Coop- should show this.
pital.

Value of Dollar
A child who knows the
value of a dollar these days
(says the cynic) must bn
mighty discouraged . . . ](
a husband's words are
sharp, maybe it' s from trying to get them in edgewise . - . Youth is that wonderful time of life when the
fate of the world seems to
hang on whether or not the
ball goes through lhe basket
. . . No matter what any
courl says , you enn tell that
Americans put their trust in
God, by lhe way they drive .

ed in the same battle near the
provincial capital of Tarn Ky,
about 350 miles northeast of Saigon. Several hundred Viet Cong
overran the fortified hill before
government forces fought their
way back.
Earlier, the Viet Cong killed a
U.S. Army officer in a highway
ambush in. Phu Yen Province,
230 miles northeast of Saigon
along the South China Sea.

A helicopter gunner was killed
and a U.S. Army adviser was
missing and presumed dead or
Communist raids and am- captured in fighting Tuesday for
bushes at scattered points in a fortified hill in the An Lao
mountainous central Viet Nam
aroused belief that the Viet
Cong hopes to drive government 4 Americans Saved
forces from that area adjacent
to Communist North "Viet Nam. B y Desp erate Gamble
A U.S. Army officer killed
BA DUA, South Viet Nam
Wednesday in a battle to retake
tm — Four U.S . Army ada hill raised to 232 the number
visers cornered in a small
of Americans who ha-ve died in
building by attacking Viet
combat in South Viet Warn since
Cong infantry early today
December 1361.
called in air burst artillery
right on top of themselves
A U.S. spokesman said an
to drive off the enemy.
American enlisted man and an
This desperate measure
Australian officer were woundcaught the Viet Cong in the
open only yards from the
Americans' positions. The
Goodfellows Fund
assault faltered and lost moPreviously listed ..$1 ,133.15
mentum as shells screamed
C. V
in from six howitzers.
2
Mr. and Mrs. O. J.
"We hugged our foxholes
Powers
10
as that stuff burst 20 feet
A Friend from Pre sup in the sky," said Capt.
ton, Minn.
Harry C. Spaulding of Seatin
tle, Wash. "We were underMr. and Mrs. E. W.
Barthotomae
10
runi and they "ere above
That stopped them in
Bob White
2
their
tracks and'turned the
Edwin A. Brown
5
tide."
Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Goke
5
mountain valley, 300 miles
Catholic Daughters of
northeast of Saigon. Three
America, Winona
American soldiers were killed
Court No. 191
15
Tuesday when the Viet Cong
Employes of Northoverran a small outpost at the
ern States Power
Co
120.50 southern tip of Viet Nam.
Peerless Chain Co.
and Employes
400
Frank Adimczyk
A. J. Bimbenek

il
is

D. C. Bambenik

25

Chester H. Bambtntk

5

Joseph B. Bambenik
25
L. J, Bambenek
1
Ray D. Bambenek ......... 10
Lionel Bening
1
Ervln Benson
1
Ted Bernafi
l
Arthur H. Boll
3
Vern Brand
1
Robert Br*no
2
Dolorli Brugger
1
Lynn Brugger
1
Claim Burbach
t

Ed Cada

,

Richard Cada
James Carroll
Earl J. Collins
Danie l Corder
Joseph J. cyscwskl
E. Czaplew-skl
L. S. Ciarnowskl
Lorraine Devlne
Stanley Draikowskl
Elmer Erickson

J

.,,.,

A. Feriske

Marlon Foster
James Frankard
Harold Gabrlch
Joseph Qabrlch
James Qabrych -. . . . ,
Howard W. Ooss
H. Oottschalk
Clarence J. Guenther
Leroy Ounderson
Leonard Helgemoe
Cliff Hennessy
Ed Hodman
Roy Holiworth
Dan Janikowskl
James J . Jeresek
Fred 5. Jereciok
N. Jllk
Stanley Joswick
Ed Joiwlck
Joe Kasper
Michael Kl«lnschmld|
Karl Koehl«r
John Kuktlntk t
Dan Kukowskl
Diana Larson
Ed Larson
F. Lilla
Harold Lilla
Loll Lilla
Joe R. Lmhek
Ben Malolke
Dom Malof ka
E. Mclnke
George J, Modleikl
Norman Mueller
Clara Nlnmeyer
Sharon Nyselh

Fred Parpart

1

,...

John Parpart
Dale Pearson
Daniel pellawskl
..
Edward f. Pellowskl .. . . . . .
Mark Pellowikl
Rernadelte Pellt rsen . . . . .
Boh Pllmkl
John Pllnskl
Ooidnn Polus
......
Frank A. Prochowlu
James Prondilmkl
Berl Ralalciyk
Stove Snrinv<ikl
,,
Sharon Schliietar
Paul Schouvjtller . . . . , , _ , . . .
Roht rt Schuli
Frank E. Sctuils
Virgil Schwlrti
....
Robert C. S houp
nan Slerackl
Erv SleracM
Jnrome Slariackl
IJImar Swenion
Chatter Mewell
Robert Valonllne
Bob Welihrod
H Welch
Ralph Wlcie k

Jerome Wirmkl
Terry Wlne»kl
peler

Worner

1
5
S
1
1
1
1
1
I
1
1
>
1
1
1
1
7.58
I
1
1
1
1
1
1
10
3
1
1
1
1
\
1
I
I
1
1
1
1
1
l
1
1
1
J
I
3
I

1

I
1
1
I
1
1
1
I
1
l
J
1
J
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
I
1
I
I
I
I
1

1
1

i

Total to date ... S1 .7l2.fiS

Clothing — Ann and Tom
.lohnNon, I'ouutnln City,
Win.

Titan 3A
Military Space
Rocket Tested

CAPE KENNEDY, Fla. (AP)
— A Titan 3A military space
rocket blasted off today in a test
attempt to launch a dummy satellite from a flying space platform.
The 124-foot-tall booster, slated to play a key role in manned
as well as unmanned military
space missions, vaulted away
from its launching pad at 11:52
a.m.
The third stage — a unique
multipurpose rocket called a
transtage—fired itself into orbit
about 115 miles above the earth.
Upon completion of one 100minutc circuit of the globe the
transtage was to kick loose a '.!,750-pound cylinder-shaped satellite above the Gulf of Mexico
west of Cuba.

Conrad Starts
From Cape Town
To II. S. Saturday

CAPE TOWN, South Africa
(AP ) - Max Conrad , America 's
flying grandfathe r , said today he
was feeling "real fine " after hi.s
29-hou r, nonstop flight to Cnpa
Town from Dakar , Senegal —
n distance of 5,000 miles.
The 62-ycnr-old pilot , formerly of Winona , Minn., arrived
Wednesday. Ho left Puerto Rico
last Sunday .

"During tho night I smelt
burning ami turned off all electrical witiipmont , flying in lhe
dark without radio guidance ,"
ho snid, "I mado n 40 - degree
turn pnrtwnrd , picked up the
African coast nnd followed it
down. "

Conrwl piano to leiivo Saturday on nn (UOO-mlln nonstop
fli ght to New Orleans , La.,
which ho estimated will take <i.r>
hours. He hopea to break his
own light plane record set In
l!»M) , when he flew from CUMI ••
hlanca lo El Paao, Tex., a distance ol 6.911 miles.

sions when fire destroyed their | Dr. King Urges U.S., I the United States arc "bolster, |by a maislve movement for
," ha said.
\
home two weeks ago.
ing up the Soulh AJrican tyran- I economic sanctions
The /'Give a Log" drive Is British African Action I ny " that promotes racial segrebeing
co-ordinated by Universi- j
gation. .
HOUSTON, Tex. (AP ) - Bety of Alaska students. Eighty ; LONDON (AP) - Dr. Martin The Negro civil rights leader
fore settling down for the night,
FREE
logs, at $5.60 each , have been • Luther King, prior to leaving for said both governments must act
salesman T. L. Flanagan , 67, of
donated.
j Oslo to accept the Nobel Peace decisively. "We must join in a
Dinner for 2
Dallas left his motel room and
Professional
builders
have
drove to buy a magazine.
action to bring freeFAIRBANKS. Alaska (AP) - '
nonviolent
told
a
mass
meeting
Prize,
. . . at Th» Oaki
t or
As he returned, Flanagan , One hundred logs are too bulky pledged their time to build the , Monday night that Britain and | dom and justice to South Africa
Goldin Fraq
24-by-38-foot
house.
The
housemistook a swimming pool patio ! to fit under a Christmas tree but
you
run
eut of «f UEL
.
.
.
If
raising
bee
is
planned
next
between two cars for an empty ! they fit around one just fine .
OIL whrle on our
week.
parking spot.
j That is what Fairbanks folks
¦
KEEP-FULt SERVICI
The car skidded on the wet j are giving the Chuck Garrett
paving and dived into the pool, j family for Christmas — a log : The name Christmas did not i
Giving
Tha
Ultimata
tn
Chrittmas
Flanagan waded ashore as the cabin to house their Christmas come into use until about the !
i 11th Century. The word is an!
vehicle sank.
tree.
j
Phone 23 14
¦
< outgrowth of the Old English ;
j
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friend
took
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upon
himself
,
stress , or a Johnny Come Late- this point , to direct the proly director . Read on — you i ceedings as he let out a yell
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i th rough the theatre — at least
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Recently I gave evidence to through my ears , "Look out!"
That was reaction . And how did
being a television cheerleader j1 1 feel sitting with my expresof a sort. It was nearly the sive friend? About like my wife
last of the first half of a foot- figures she would feel if she
ball game between my favorite were to go to a football game
)
team, and a top-notch opponent. with me.
I had just tuned in to learn In this sense , are you a TV
that my team, so to speak , was cheerleader , a glib ad libber ,
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without my help. But I justified Parking Meters
the whole instantaneous outburst as a reaction . My wife For Yule Buyers
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Tha comfort ti In Col-Rad, Cal-Rad scientifically €011-'
trols combustion without the usual residues. Midland
I NFRA -H EAT fuel oil -with Cal-Rad gives more heat , protects" your heating equi pment against rusting, corroding,
filter plugging or clogging, keeps your home clean , saves
you money, and assurei you oil-safe , oil-dependable heat.
Only Midland I NFRA -H KAT has Cal-Rad.
And only Midland I NFRA -H EAT fuel oil has "Comfort
Assurance ," too. "Comfort Assurance " guarantees that
your tank will not run dry, or it will provide an easypay budget with uniform monthly payments instead of
•urnmer lows and hard to handle win ter hi ghs. Knjoy
Midland golden romfort home heating. Live up-to-data
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Nut to Winona National & Savings Bank

City Architect Gets
School Assignment

By C. GORDON UOLTE
Dally News Staff Writer
Members of the Winon a firm
of Eckert ic Carlson will meet
with the Winon a Board of Education Wednesday to sign contracts for providing architectural services for lhe proposed construction of a new multi-million
dollar Winona Senior H i g h
School.
The decision to retain the Winona firm , which will be associated with Houston , Tex. architects Caudill , Rowlett & Scott
on the project , was made at a
meeting culminating more than
two months' study of qualifications of a number of architectural firms which had expressed
an interest "m the work.

said that it would be in association with Caudill , Rowlett k
Scott if it were to be awarded
the contract.
Edwin 0. Eckert and James
K. Carlson , principals in the
Winona firm , indicated at that
time that the Houston firm
would concentrate primarily on
the design development for the
project and the Winon ans on engineering and other aspects, including working drawings , although both firms would participate in all phases of the job.
The standard 6 percent tee
will be charged for architectural
services. This is based on the
ultimate cost of construction ,
including fixed equipment in the
new building. All of the architects interviewed had agreed to
IN THE FINAL analysis the the standard fee schedule.
choice was narrowed Wednesday to two local architects, Ec- THE COST OF the new building has been estimated to run
kert and Carl- r—
son and W- _ .
. anywhere from around $2.9 million to near $4 million, exclusive
Smith Archi- jCnOOl
of the cost of site acquisition . No
tectural & Endecision has been made yet on
g i n e e r ing
B _-_ -1 _ .J
Q
a site.
Services.
DOBT
Directors Wednesday agreed
After repre- ~—
'
sentatives of each of the two that with an architect retained
firms had been interviewed for arrangements should be made
one hour each by directors a as quickly as possible to make
straw vote was taken of the soil tests at the several sites
board on choices from the sev- which have been under consideral firms which had figured in eration for the new school.
The size — and in connection
final considerations.
Agreement then was reached with this the cost — location and
on retaining one of the two lo- even the project itself still are
cal firms and after a final straw subject to several future develvote had been taken a motion opments.
was made and adopted unani- First , to construct the school
mously to award the contract to authorization must be obtained
Eckert & Carlson and the Texas from the state Legislature at its
next session for a bond issue
firm.
to finance building.
AT ITS presentati on earlier
INITIALLY the architects will
this fall , Eckert and Carlson had

County Boards Asked
To Pass Resolution
Asking Bonds for 61

Adoption of a resolution asking speedup of Trunk Highway
61 reconstruction through a
bond program will be asked of
the Winon a, Wabasha and Dakota County boards.
Such a resolution was passed
last week by the Goodhue
County Board of Commissioners, acting at the request of
the Red Wing-Goodhue County
Safety Council.

Sarnia, Mankato
Land Available
For New Armory

Park-Recreation Board members agreed Wednesday to designate land at Sarnia Street
and Mankato Avenue as an
alternate armory site .
The board met informally
with Council President Harold
Briesath and Capt. David
Lueck , company commander of
the local National Guard unit .
Board members said five acres
of land just west of the intersection , north of Lake Winona ,
would be offered if officers of
the 47th National Guard division decide against a proffered
site in Wincrest Addition.
Previously considered , the
Surnia-Mankato Avenue location
was adjudged probably unsuitable because of high cost of
necessary footings. U n d e r
standard-armory building agreements, cities must furnish sites
cost-free and fully Improved ,
rendy for construction operations.
No decis ion on the Wincrest
site , discussed at
Monday
night ' s City Council meeting,
has been announced by Guard
officers.

Another Phone
Booth Damaged

Police Chief James W. M«Cane today reported vandalism
of a telephone booth at 5th and
Main streets sometime after 4
a.m. today .
It was the fifth similar Incident In lhe Inst 10 days .
Chief McCabe also said that
n transistor radio worth $50
was reported stolen sometime
Wednesday from the G & K
Electric Service Co., 211 W. 3rd
St.
Patrolman Milton Ronnenberg
noticed that Die receiver hnd
been torn out of the booth nt
5th and Main while walking his
beat early today. The booth wi».i
untouched up to 4 a . m., ho reported.
involved
Earlier Incid ents
telephone booths at 3rd nnd
Market and 3rd and Walnut
streets. One week ago , two telephone sets were tmken from
offices In Winonn Slate College 's
newly ded icated (iildcmei ster
Hull , Kinfi ami Washington
streets , a fact which was reporled tn police Immedi atel y ,
despite nn earli er police report
to the contrary.

THE RESOLUTION , copies of
which will go to the Legislature's Highway Interim Commission and its chairman , State
Sen. Norman Larson, Ada , asks
that the commission "give high
priority consideration in recommending reconstruction of (TH
61) between Hastings and Winona."
Under the present highway
construction program , it is estimated that 15 to 20 years will
elapse before this section of TH
61 is completed, the resolution
notes.
Earlier reconstruction is needed, however, because this section of the highway is the state's
"easterly gateway . . . from
Chicago and the industrial
East ," the resolution says.
It points out that a motorist
from the East , heading for
northern Minnesota , h a s a
choice of routes at Tom ah , Wis.
He can take Interstate 94 north
to Eau Claire , then westward
through Wisconsin to cross the
St. Croix River at Hudson .

ON THE OTHER hand , he can
follow I 90 westward and enter
Minnesota south of here, then
follow the Great River Road
northward,
Too often , the resolution goes
on to say, the motorist chooses
to stay in Wisconsin and thus
avoid the outmoded and dangerous sections of TH 61 in this
area.
The resolution points out that
the parts of TH 61 between
Hastings and Red "Wing and
Lake City and Minneisk a were
built in 1932, These sections
have been the scenes of many
serious accidents , it notes.
The bonding program was
recommended as the only way
to complete the reconstruction
program in the next five years.
IN EXPLAINING the resolution to the Goodhue County
board , Arnold F. Vogel , vice
president of the safety council ,
said that the state constitution
allows the Highway Department
to issue bonds for road improvement totaling an much as $150
million. Almost $112 million of
this capacity has not been used ,
he asserted,
Total cost of reconstruction of
TH 61 from here to> Hastings
has been estimated at $17 million , Vogel said. Mast of the
cost would come from bridfies
in the Red Wing-to-Hnstings
area.
Copies of the Goodhue County
board's resolution have been
sent to groups that have been
working for prompt reconstruction of the highway. Along wilh
the copies went letters urging
that these groups lobby for passage of similar resolutions by
(heir county hoards.
T II K LKTTKRS requeued
passage of the resolutions in
December in order that the
Highway Interim Commission
mighl have copies in. time (or
the opening of the 1965 Legislature in January.
Winona County 's board , however , bus concluded Its December meeting. Passage of such
n resolution would not be possible before ,) an. ft unless a special meeting ol the hoard Is
railed.

be working on preliminary design and plans from which an
; estimated cost figure can be
projected to assist directors in
determining the amount of the
j bond issue necessary for the
t project.
j If the issue is approved work
will begin on detailed plans and
I specifications. The present time[ table calls- for construction to be
|completed to permit occupancy
in the fall of 1967.
j A University of Minnesota suri vey team which recommended earlier this year the construction of a new high school
building proposed one of 45 general classrooms, specialized departments, library, auditorium ,
gymnasium , swimming p o o l ,
food services, administrative offices and other facilities in a
net area of approximately
219,000 square feet.
COST OF SUCH a structure
was estimated at $3.9 million.
However, the survey team noted , the entire building wouldn 't
have to be completed at one
time. The auditorium , pool and
22 general classrooms could be
built later and effect an initial
saving of about $1 million .
Just how far the board will
go immediately on the project
will depend to some extent,
probably, on the outcome of a
meeting to be held next week
with representatives of the Cotter High School Advisory Board
on a suggestion that a sharedtime program of instruction be
approved if a new school is
built.
It has been proposed , only informally thus far , that Cotter
students be enrolled at Senior
High for certain electives in a
cooperative program that would
permit public school students to
attend classes at Cotter for
certain courses not offered
there.
If such a program were to be
undertaken, the full-scale project probably would be necessary at the outset to provide
accommodations for the Cotter
students.
W. WAYNE SMITH and W. W.
Ward of W-Smith and Eckert
and Carlson appeared before directors at Wednesday night's
individual one-hour sessions.
Smith and Ward told board
members they were prepared to
serve as consultants to any of
five architectural firms from
the Twin Cities if they were to
be awarded the contract.
Accompanying Smith a n d
Ward to the meeting was John
Hamm , a representative of
Charles J. R. McClure - Associates , St. Louis, Mo., who are
providing engineering services
for construction of the St.
Mary 's College gymnasium for
which W-Smith has the architectural contract. He explained
what engineering s e r v i c e s
would be made available for
the high school project.
ECKERT and Carlson was
established here in 1956 and
among its major work have
been same $3 million in construction and rehabilitation on
the Winona State College campus , including the Maxwell Library addition , science building, repairs and maintenance
building and arts and industrial
arts building. Now in progress
is the construction of a $1.5
million dormitor y and food service and union building on the
Winona State campus.
They also are architects for
the First National Bank building now under construction here ,
Sauer Memorial Home, Breitlow Funeral Home , ' Dunn
County courthouse at Menomonie , Wis., high school additions
at Whitehall and Independence ,
Wis., Fillmore County courthouse at Preston , Minn., a number of industrial and commercial projects and residences in
Winona and the area.
Caudill , Rowlett & Scott has
been engaged in school bluilding
projects througho ut the United
Stales and has won a number
of awards for architectural designs.

Two Collisions
On Slushy
City Streets

There were two collisions on
this morning' s slushy city
streets , and a bus-car collision
Wednesday morning sent an
85-year-old man to the hospital
with bruises over most of his
body.
The collision / between a car
driven north on Wilson Street
and a Winona Transit Co. bus
moving east on Howard Street
occurred at 11 a.m. and injured
the bus drive r and two passengers.
AUGUST ENGEL. 555 Vila
St., was pron ounced in good
condition Thursday noon after
doctors at Community Memorial Hospital examined X-rays
which showed no fractures. A
hospital official said Engel's
hospital stay probably would
be a short one. He was in the
bus.
The collision occurred when
Gary Gibbish , 18, 1174 Gilmore
Ave., driving north on Wilson
Street , noticed the bus and tried
to stop. Gibbish told police that
his brakes suddenly failed and
that his hand brake would not
work either .
Patrolmen Roy C. Nelson and
Willis H. Wogan measured 46
feet of skid marks leading up
to the point of impact. There
was no evidence of a brake
fluid leak , thei r report showed.
After colliding with the bus 's
f ront door, the car "rebounded "
east down Howard Street, and
the bus slid to the curb at the
northeast corner of the intersection .
Thomas H. Pampuch , 56,
Fountain City, Wis., the bus
driver, and
Mrs. Conrad
Schewe, 57, 515 Wilsie St., a
passenger, complained of pain
but were not hospitalized. Four
other bus passengers were unhurt.
More than $200 damage was
done to the front of the car ,
and more than $100 to the right
front of the bus.
A COLLISION at 4th and
Main streets today at 9:25 a.m.
caused more than $300 damage
to the two cars. There were
no injuries.
Scott E. Streater, 23, 315 W
Wabasha St., was driving west
on 4th Street when the collision occurred "with a car going
west on 4th , which attempted
to make a left turn north on
Main Street in front of Streater.
The westbound car, driven
by Mrs. Clara M. Salwey, Alma,
Wis., received more than $100
damage to its left front. Sweater's car received more than
$20O damage to its front. Patrolman Robert A. Theis investigated.
A collision today at 8:30 a.m.
at Wabasha and Vine streets
caused more than $225 damage
to the two vehicles involved.
. DENNIS - J. Repinski , 16, 807
E. Front St., was driving west
on Wabasha Street when he
stopped to yield the right of
way to a car moving north on
Vine Street. A car driven by
Charles E. Speed , 17, 510 E.
3rd St., which had been following Repinski was unabl e to
stop and smashed into the rear
of his car.
M ore than $200 damage was
done to the left front of Speed's
car , and about $25 damage to
the right rea r of Rep inski' s
vehicle. Patrolman Robert A.
Theis investigated.

3 Hew Municipal
Judges Appointed
ST. PAUL (AP ) - Three new
munici pal judges were namec
Wednesday by Gov. Karl Rolvaag.
Larry J. Rie t _ was appointed
special municipal judge in Owatonna.
Appointed special municipal
judge in Duluth tn replace
Harry Lnthrop was Harry Munger. Lafhrop resigned lo become
examiner of titles in the fith Judicial District.
The third appointee was Donald Ihissenstah . who was named
to rep lace Philip D. Brick in
Hutchinson. Hrick has moved to
New York.

IN BUFFALO CO.

Train Rams Car;
Pep in Gir l Killed

PEPIN , Wis. (Special) - An
18-year-old Pepin girl became
Buffalo County 's eighth traffic
fatality of the year Wednesday
night when her car was hit by
the Chippewa Valley freight of
the Milwaukee Road at the Trevino crossing south of here on
Highway 35.
Sherry Lee Tiffany, daughter
of Mr . and Mrs. William Tiffany, was dead on arrival at
St. Elizabeth' s Hospital , Wabasha.
Dr . E . A. Meili , Cochrane,
ccunty coroner , said death was
caused by a skull fracture .
Sherry was to have been mar-

ried Monday morning to Herbert Weiss of Durand at Lima
Catholic Church , where instead
her funeral will be conducted
Saturday at 10 a.m. by the Rev.
Charles Wolf. Burial will be
in the Nelson Cemetery. Arrangements are being madd " by
Stohr Funeral Home, ALma.
THE ACCIDENT happened at
9:20 p.m. Sherry was driving
west toward home from Wabasha, where she was employed
at the Arntson drug store . Her
car was struck by the southbound diesel.
According to Deputy Sheriff

City Delegation Gets
No Encouragement
From Swift President

Winona officials calling on
Swift & Co. officers in Chicago
Wednesday got a cordial reception but no encouragement in
their hope to avert shutdown of
the local plant in February.
Conferring with R. W. Reneker , president , and E. D.
Fletchall , vice president , were
Mayor R. K. Ellings , Arnold
Stoa , Chamber of Commerce
president , and Kenneth McQueen , president of the Winona Industrial Development Association.

Deputies Stop
Beer Drinking
Party in Car

An 18-year-old Wisconsin boy
was charged in Good view justice court and four juveniles
were turned over to juvenile
authorities after sheriff's deputies found them with beer in
their possession Wednesday
night.
Charged as a minor with beer
in his possession was Rolland
J. Hammond , 18, Galesville,
Wis. He pleaded guilty and was
fined $30 by Justice Lewis E.
Albert , who suspended $15 of
the fine. Hammond appeared
in the court Wednesday at 11:30
p.m.

FLETCHALL, who managed
the Winona plant from 1946 to
1948, said he felt a personal
sense of loss at the closing of
operations here. The closure
was announced last month by
Swift for economic reasons.
Company officials discussed
their reasons for ruling out
further operations here , among
which was an apparent lack
of enough availabl e livestock
to keep plant activity at profitable levels. Too few hogs are
available in the immediate
area, they said , and lamb
slaughter had been discontinued
for several years because of
scarcity of animals here. Veal
production has been sharply cut
because many calves now are
sold to feeders instead of packers, they continued.
A $l-million remodeling program at its South St. Paul plant
will enable the company to centralize its area operations , the
Winonans were told. This is part
of a process which has seen 18
plants, including large ones in
Chicago and Milwaukee, closed
by the company.

Myron Hoch , Alma , and Robert
Sing, Mond ovi, county traffic
officer , Sherry had driven her
1962 car onto the tracks. It was
struck on the right side , carried
some distance and stopped 60
feet south of the highway. When
officers arrived the car was
standing on its wheels 6-8 feet
down the 12-foot embankment.
Sherry was lying on the front
seat , her head on the driver 's
side. Officers think she may
have been thrown against the
post of the door.
Robert Brantner, Pepin village policeman and county
deputy sheriff , was first officer
on the scene. His wife, who
was with him , who has done
some nursing, told officers she
couldn 't feeJ a pulse on Sherry.
It is believed she died instantly .

TIIK ILL , THK LONELY anil the elderly l ight In our
nrea also will be watching for the mailman , This Christmas
let 's sec that no sickbed , easy olniir , or residence or apartment where t here 's someone living alone , Roes withou t n
kindly greeting from someone.
The list Is growing longer as folks who I ike the project
send us more names nnd addresses, Today wc suggest lhe
following:
Leonard Witte, Veterans Hospital , King, VIin. (This is a
Grand Old Army home established years aRO — visit it
sometime. )
Fred II. " While , c/o Sage Nursing Home , 9M2 W. Appleton Ave ,, Milwaukee 23, Wis.
Scott B. Nichols , 5026 Pratt Dri ve , c/o Dean Brown , New
Orleans , La,
Mrs. Louise Rogge , 1400 Green Ray St., l»a Crosse , Wis.
Ferdinand Huher , 1831 Hoover Ave., Fan Claire , Wis.
Waller Mo.sscr, St, Francis Hosp ital , La Crosse, Wis.

Hazardous driving conditions
prevailed in Winona and vicinity
today from intermittent rains
which swept over Southeastern
Minnesot a and Western Wisconsin , slicking sidewalks a n d
street intersections.
Variable cloudiness with continued rainfall is the forecast
for tonigh t and Friday with
freezing weather tonight (low
between 20-30j and a high Friday just about the freezing
point.
Partly cloudy and a little colder is the outlook for Saturday.

THE WINONA temperatara
rose to 34 Wednesday afternoon , dropped to 25 during th«
night and rose as dawn and rain
app roached to 33 at 7 a.m. At
noon today the reading was 34
THE ACCIDENT happened at with .13 of an inch of rain acwhat is known as the Trevino
crossing, about 4V _ miles south cumulated.
of Pepin and about six miles Visibility at the North Central
north of the Y where Highway | Airlines station at Max Conrad
25 turns north to Durand . The Field was tlown to one mile with
crossing, designated only by the fog at noon today when the
traditional crossbars , is about temperature there was 34. The
one-half mile east of the Pepin wind was 5 miles per hour from
. the southeast and the barometer
County line.
The 15-car freight was mak- was 30.04 and falling. Humidity
ing its regular run from Eau was 93 percent.
Claire to Winona. It leaves Wi- A year ago today the Winona in the morning, taking the non a high was 23 and the low
Burlington tracks to Trevino , 14. Highest Dec. 10 reading on
travels north to Eau Claire , and record was 52 in 1911 and the
returns in the evening.
lowest —18 in 1919. Mean for
Daniel Se ifert was first at the the past 24 hours was 28, conscene , having crossed the tracks trasting with a normal for this
immediately in front of Sherry. time of . the year of 22.
He called Brantner . The sher- Rain and fog was reported
iff's office at Alma received from most Minnesota points tothe call at 9:32 p.m.
day but temperaturesHremained
The train was held up ahout generally above the freezing
45 minutes ^ the dispatcher at point.
La Crosse said . Trainmen making the run were engineer Cot- F reezing rain and drizzle
tle, brake man Ostrom and spread eastward across WISconductor Reister. The train CONSIN today as temperatures
continued to Winona. Damage continued a slow but steady
to the diesel was being exam- climb.
Light freezing rain was falling
ined this morning.
at mid-morning at La Crosse
THE RIGHT SIDE of the car and Wausau had heavy fog.
was badly smashed, officers
said , the windshield was knock- Some light precipitation , mosted out , the front seat was ly in the form of drizzle, was
moved back , and the frame reported in Wisconsin Wednesday but it amounted to only a
sprung.
There were safety belts in trace.
the car but they were not in Temperatures during the day
use. There were no skid marks ranged from 31 at Lone Rock to
on the highway, officers said. 24 at Wausau.
Sherry graduated from Pepin | During the night, cloudiness
High School last spring. Besides ! kept the mercury from falling
her parents she is survived by I very much. Beloit was the coldtwo sisters, Mrs . Herbert (Di- est spot with . 21 degrees Park
ana) Smith and Pamela , Pepin. Falls, Madison and Racine had
H. O. Tiffany Sr., Nelson , is 23, Milwaukee and Wausau 24,
her grandfather.
Lone Rock and Green Bay 26
and Superior, Eau Claire and La
Crosse 27.

MAYOR ELLINGS said the
company considers new construction more economical than
remodeling existing facilities,
which rules the Winona plant
out as consideration for poultry,
fertilizer or other divisions of
the firm.
A new , highly-automated
plant has been built at Rochelle,
III., to replace former MilwauOLD TOWN, Maine, was the
kee and Chicago installations.
coldest place in the nation early
Swift officials said labor costs
tod ay with a low of 20 degrees
SHERIFF George Fort said were not a factor in the debelow zero. Santa Barbara,
,
cision
to
close
the
Winona
plant
today that his ' office had reCalif., and Miami and Homeceived numerous complaints Wages and benefits here were
stead , Fla,, tied for honors as
that beer cans were being lit- considered by the company to
An attorney will be appointed the warmest places with 78.
tered along Warren Township be on a par with those paid by
to represent James D. Jordan ,
competitors , Stoa said.
Road 10.
52, no permanent address , who
In response to the complaints ,
STOA SAID it Is not true that
deputies Wednesday night no- Swift workers who go to work was arraigned today in muniticed a car containing the for another packer would for- cipal court on a check forgery
group parked on (he side of feit pensions and retirement charge.
Judge John D. McGill explainthe townshi p road , with six benefits. Company officials said
beer cans on the ground be- any such forfeiture would ap- ed to Jordan that the charge
is a felony, to which he cannot
(AP )
side it.
ply only to a few persons in the make a plea in municipal court. i NEWPORT NEWS, Va.
— Susan Kaye Dickenson and
The deputies found the six sales and buy ing divisions , who
minors with one can of beer would be barred from receiving However , with a lawyer 's ad- Smokey the bear are now In
vice Jordan might want to have partnership.
open in lhe . car and two more benefits if employed by
others. a preliminary hearing in the
full cans in reserve. There were Hourly employes
Susan , 11, recently wrote a
would not be lower court , Judge McGill said.
two 18-year-old boys , one 16- penalized ,
letter to President Johnson with
they
assured
the
WiJordan
asked
for
an
attorney,
year-old and one • 15-year-old
nona delegation.
testifying under oath he does this suggestion :
boy , and two girls , 16 and 15.
Employes
at
the
Winona
plant
not
have sufficient means to If service station attendants
All but the 15-year-old boy
also
may
be
eligible
for
transhire
one. The defendant' s next j would offer to empty car ashand the other of the 18-year- fer ,
in some cases , to other court appearance will be Thurs- trays for customers , more peoo lds admitted drinking beer in
,
Minnesota. Both said they had Swift divisions. No employe so day at 9 a.m. At that time he ple might use them instead of
transferred would be demoted , will ask for or waive a prelimi- creating fire hazards by flinging
been drinking in Wisconsin.
nary hearin g.
officials said.
cigarette butts out the window.
Purpose of a preliminary
Livestock producers in the
The Forest Service replied for
THE DE PI TIES formed up
a "policing " detail , and the six area still will be able to mar- hearing is to allow the court the President .
"As a result of your suggespicked up over 50 beer cans ket cattle here at a buy ing sta- to decide whether the state has
scattered on both sides of the tion the company will main- sufficient evidence to warrant tion ," the letter said , "the folks
prosecution on a charge. County in Smokey Bear 's headquarters
tain, Stoa said.
road for about half a mile.
Attorney S. A. Sawyer repre- will be working with some of tho
The youngsters said lhat a
sents
the state in this case.
ONE
MORE
OPERA
major oil companies to launch a
man on 2nd Street in Winona
Jordan is accused of signing campaign whereby service stahad bought the beer for I hem
DENVER (fl — For next sumfor a small extra payment. mer 's festival , the Central City his wife 's name lo a $25 check tion attendants will offer to
They did not know who he was. Opera association is planning cashed al Shorty 's Mar-Cafe , 52fl cmplv ashtra ys. "
The car 's driver was taken to production of three work s in- Center St., Jan. 14 , A warrant
was sworn out March 25, and
Goodvicw j ustice court lo he stead of the usual two.
Jordan wt\ s arrested on the
charged wilh possessing beer
The increased activi ty was charge Wednesday at 10:.1(1 p.m.
The others , with the exception made possible through a boost in
ot lhe second IB-yenr-old , were receipts last season and because at police headquarters .
Jordan told Judge McGill that
all «i Ol» m>^a»a»a»«»_»_>»«aM»—
turned over to juvenile authori- of a five-year, grant from the he was l ust employed (wo
ties.
Ford Foundation of $175,000. months ago. He now has $1.50 (p
in cash nod owns no rea l or
»18.90 TO 900.00 VALUBI /
personal properly, he said. He
'ma1 *w w> ' «njw^«a<p«»ya^»*»*
is being he ld in county jail under $500 bond , pending his appearance in municipal court
next week
Mrs, Hilda Hunger , River-Vue Resl Home , Alma , Wis.
Roger Lemmer , St. Francis Hospital , La Crosse, Wis.
WITH PURCHASE OF ANT
The following men without families at HILLTOP HOUSE,
NEW MCCULLOCH CHAIN SAW
723 W. 5TH ST., WABASHA , MINN.: .less Walker , Eli Brandt ,
You got . . . at oo antra ch«rg« . . ,
George Molvin , Pau l LeVillie , Herman Zemlhe , Fred Wiseanother McCulloch Supar-Mic Chain
how , Chnuncey Gilbert , Louie Pohler , James Hawkins , John
worth |I8 90 to 160.001 It't I ftal
Tomes, Joe Welling*' , Albert Lamhrerht , Lloyd Skump and
doubla valui . . . tha wortd't moat
Christian Bremer .
papular chain uw wrth bir and! chain
The following residents of COC1UUNF, IlKST IIOMK .
Three Ill inois st udents were plot an antra, tupar-cuttln', Supar-Mao
COCHRANE , Wis.: Carol Tlioeny , (Jus llarley, Oscar Kruger ,
elected executive officers of the Chain — ill lor tha prica of tht taw
Mrs. Amanda Har trnun , Fd Hess , Mrs. Mary Blank , Hob
H
t. Mary 's College student sen- alone Otfir orpinsJanuary SI, 1M1
Hoy Roettiger and Miss Mu linda Joos .
Hnn.1
ate in balloting that ended Wed
WOMKN AT Ill'KNA VISTA NURSIN G IIOMK, WABAnigli
l
.
nt'sday
SHA , MINN.: Josep hine Goss , Anna Erpelding, Anna Doty,
New president of lhe group
Margaret Klntt , Sop hia Meyer , Flora Rand , Ki la McMillin ,
Is .lohn HlKiine , a junior fro m
Anna Ilurgland , Agnes Roundy. Grace Gregoire , Josephine
SAVE $8,001
Kiverside. Laurence Heynp, a
Harms , Anna Pickart , Augusta Gosse , Minnie I.utz , Augusta
Chicago sophomore , was chosen Gat a revolutionary $9.95 ¦ C\ ' \
Kenitz , Amelia Hnrt.sett, Gladys Hancock , Anna Gleudc , Nora
Supar Mac
4ps\\ \
vice
president , nnd Chnrles McCulloch
Mellen , Lena Heins, Christine l.nutcnschlauger , Julia TritchSprockat for M|
$1.95 . . . |
,
Nnsh.
a
.sophomore
from
Cicero
ler , Mamie Loechler and' Lilly Mover.
wit* tha purchtM et *ny WjJI .' fl ' j
sfcrctary-lrej isurcr ,
nat» McCulloch Supar Mac
W
MKN AT BlllONA VIST ." NClisiNO , IIOMK. WABASHA.
-—m
Holier! Holm , I.a Grunge , 111., Chain. Hurml
MINN.: Furl Stearns, John KUitt , John Muldoon , Frank HoffOflar aiplraa January II , IW.
man , Bernard Kruegor , William Multhnup, Chnrles Mnnhs , wns elected freshman class
president in an election hi'WJ siFred Hansen , Felix Fockens, Frederick Hand , Stewart lleig,
COME IH HW Full DCTJWU.
Peler Halir . Albert liusse , Charles Harms , Henry Siewerl , multuneou sly. lie , along wilh
Thomas Jud ge , Harr y Sheldon. Adol ph Nickels , Ben Schmidt , presidents of the oilier thi ee
ThnmaN Rnrlon , Irvin Rurkhnrdt , Mike Smith , John Barton , classes , will serve on the sen
Winonn, Minnaiota
ate.
John Carsten and William Stuver ,

Man Charged
With Forgery

Girl's Letter
May Help Cut
Forest Fires

DOUBLE VALUE DAYS
DOUBLE VALUE DAYS

at
ihfL Jj on&h
Jhwwnb&L
QhwdmaA,
^
By RUTH ROGRILS
Daily Newi Arc* Editor
Folks formerly from this area , frequently lonesome for
the old familiar sights, and friends , will have a happier
Christmas this year because they 'll be receiv ing cards , perhaps with a note , from home.
If you 've ever received a curd or note from such a person , you 'll understand what loneliness is.

Bad Driving
Conditions
May Continue

FREE CHAIN 1

Illinois Students
Head Senate at
St. Mary 's College

Feiten Implement

¦I

%

Voice of the Outdoors

Late Season Deer
The first deer from Winona
County to be registered by
Francis Teska, local warden,
during the late bowhunting season which opened Nov. 28, was
dropped by Joseph Jilk , son of
Mr. and Mrs. August Jilk ,
Stockton Valley, Monday. It
was his first archery deer, a
full grown doe.

Sophomore Carols, a traditional event at the College of Saint
Teresa, will be presented in the
portico of Lourdes Hall at 7:30
p.m. today.
Sister Marie , OSF, directs the
carols, and Miss Mary Beth
Hendricks, Minneapolis, sophomore class president, coordinated the program, assisted by
Miss Mary Ann Lauer, St. Paul.
Using a dual theme, the carols are planned to express both
the second and first coming
of Christ. The program will
open with the traditional, "0
Come, 0 Come Emmanuel,"
which will be followed by the
"O Antiphons," Hebrew chant,
accompanied by readings.
Readers are the Misses Kathryn Bennett, Minneapolis ; Gayle
Lehman, Owatonna ; M a r y
O'Brien and Helen Sheedy, both
of Austin; Diane Schliesmann,
Racine, Wis., and Kathleen
Nash, Chicago.
Sophomore selections include
"Creator of the Stars of Night,"
Gregorian chant; "0 H o l y
Night ," Adams; "Joy to the
World," traditional; " S i l e n t
Night," Gruber; "Angels We
Have Heard on High, " French
carol , and "Drop Down Dew ,"
Gregorian chant. "Behold a
Rose of Judah ," traditional , will
be the recessional.
Narrator, of the script will be
Miss Sally Strecker, Dallas,
Tex. The script was prepared
by the Misses Mary Ann Lauer,
St. Paul; Dorothy Berg, Fargo,
N. D.; Kathleen Hardgrove,
Fond du Lac, Wis.; Barbara
Broghammer, Decorah , Iowa,
and Victoria Jacobs, Minnetonka, Minn.
In the Nativity scene, Mary
will be portrayed by Mary
Schottler, Austin, and Joseph,
by Louise McClure, Chesterton,
Ind.

Snow, he said, helped to
locate the deer and enabled
(talking -in an area used
commonly by the animals.
There was no crust on tho
snow at the time. However,
Tuesday's warm sun may
have crusted the thin snow.
The Minnesota bowhunting
season runs through Dec.
20 with the southern half of
the state open. The Wisconsin bow season which
opened last Friday runs
through Dec. 31.
Prairie Island Camping
The free public campgrounds
on Prairie Island, maintained
by the Latsch Memorial Board ,
and operated by the Winona
park-recreation
department,
has stopped a good percentage
of the tourist traffic here and
has proved to be a popular asBet to Winosa, according to the
annual report by M. J. Bambenek, park-recreation director,
soon to be submitted to the two filled out the cards voluntarily,
which is probably not more
boards.
than 75 percent of the campers
At the entrance to the using the grounds. They came
camping area, a volunteer from 24 states and Canada.
registration board is main- They gave 425 cities or towns
tained where campers ar« as home addresses.' The numinvited to fill out some data ber of people camping was
on a card, such as where 1,835 , according to the cards.
they came from, the numMinnesota lead in the
ber in the party, the length
state list' with 178 parties,
of stay, ajid their comment
Iowa was next with 59, Wison the facilities provided.
consin third with 50 and
During the period April 1 to Illinois fourth with 48. Here
Oct. 31, 416 camping parties is the list of other states
and the number of campers: Ohio 7; Michigan 11;
Indiana 16; Canada 6; Pennsylvania and South Da':
THURSDAY-, DECEMBER % \tU
kota, four each; Missouri,
Texas and New York, three ;
VOLUME W, NO. »7
Florida
and New Jersey two
Publlahax! dally «xcept Saturday and holiand Utah, Kentucky, Maryday! by Rtpybllean and H«r«ld Publishing Company, 601 Franklin St., Winona,
land, Nebraska, Colorado,
Minn.
Mississippi, W a s h i ngton,
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
D.C.,
Tennessee, and North
Single Copy — 10c Dally, 15c Sunday
Dakota one each.

nate. " — Four overnighters
from Kenosha, Wis.
"Think you have best city
park anywhere. We have
camped with trailer for four
years now with trips to Glacier,
Yellowstone, Black Hills and
no other city park that we have
previously used was close to
what you offer here. Excellent campgrounds, good cook'
ing fireplaces, deer park for
the children, fishing and near
to good shopping area. Your
maintenance man is on the
job." — Party of four from
Minneapolis who .spent a week
in park.

WINONA DAILY NEWS
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The weekend trend southward
from. Minneapolis, St. Paul and
their suburbs was noticeable,
probably making up a third
of the campers coming from
Minnesota. Milwaukee sent the
most from Wisconsin. Many of
the . campers were fishermen
with boats on trailers. The
launching ramps in the park
and adjoining areas were an
added attraction.
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ROMAN CE AND RACINO
AM IN THEIR BLOOD)

W&

"Children enjoyed the
deer. Also there wasn't any
permanent concession stand
for the children to run and
buy things. This makes a
more pleasant camping. Not
any commercial feeling."—
Five from St. Louis Park
who spent four days.
There is a pack of 500 similar comments that may be
seen at the Park-Recreation
Board office. The Latsch Board
plans to double the parking
area next season and put in a
bathing beach.
Tonight
Robert Schutz, area forester , will report on its
Minnesota Memorial Hardwood Forest progress and
officers will be elected at
the Izaak Walton League
meeting at the Ike's Cabin,
Prairie ¦Island, at 8 o'clock
tonight.

The length of time spent
here varied, it was not just
overnight camping. A party
of 14 from Ft. Wayne, Ind.,
spent four days. Many of
the campers were repeaters
spending two or three days.
One group from interior
Iowa made It their vacation
place and stayed two weeks.
Here are a few comments
from the back of the registration blanks:

3 Area Students
In Fari bault
School Program

SophomoreCarols
To Be Presented
At Saint Teresa

Lanesboro Pupils
In Christmas
Concert Tuesday

LANESBORO , Minn. (Special)
—Lanesboro High School students will cooperate with grade
school pupils in presenting the
annual Christmas concert at 8
p.m. Tuesday in the Community
Hall.
A total of 122 children from
grades 4, 5 and 6 will present
"Symbols of the Tree," a description of the holiday 's meaning in readings , poems and
songs. Readers will be 6th
graders Karen Williams and
Rodney Johnson. Mrs. Keith
Burmeister will be director.
Lloyd Krob will conduct the
54-piece high school band and
54-volce mixed chorus. Soloists
will be seniors Sherry Zeller
and Brian Bell.
The groups will combine for
the finale of the free program
—"Three Christmas Chorales."

Premiere Performances Arcadia School
Add to Teresan Concert Sets 2 Concerts

By GEORGE McCORMICK
Daily News Staff Writer
The College of Saint Teresa's
holiday c o n c e r t Wednesday
night provided an enjoyable
introduction to the Christmas
season for the capacity audience in the college auditorium.
A program notable for its variety was made all the more
notable for its inclusion of premiere performances of works by
two faculty members, Dr. Elizabeth Hollway and Paul Parthun.
PARTHUN'S brlel "Blessing
of St. Francis" proved to be
as straightforward a piece as
the blessing's text, and as appealingly simple and unpretentious as the saint himself,
Of a more ambitious scope is
Dr. HoLlway's "The Shepherd's
Carol , " a work for treble voices
and instruments, -which was
commissioned by Parthun last
summer.
The carol combines a pastoral
quality, suggested by the text
and the accompanying instru-

Barbershoppers
Pick Headliner
For 1965 Show

The Winona Society, for the
Preservation and Encouragement of Barber Shop Quartet
Singing in Americ a — t h e
chords from its last show still
ringing — already have decided on the headline attraction for
the 1965 program.
The group will be the "Impostors," a quartet from Skokie
Valley, 111., that has been a
fifth-place medalist in national
quartet competition.
The show this year, played
Saturday night to a sellout
crowd for the sixth consecutive
year, featured the "R h y t h ro
Counts" from Toronto, Ont, and
the "Varieties" from suburban
Chicago.
During intermission, the Winona chapter presented a check
for $150 to the charity selected by the national organization,
the Institute of Logopedlcs in
Kansas City , Mo., a speech therapy institution.
Making their debut at this,
the ninth annual barber shop
show here, were a new local
quartet, the "Mister Sippies,"
composedof William Adank, Michael Hengel, Lawrence Curran
and Jack Stephan.
James Goetz was master of
ceremonies for the show.

LIBRARY CLUB PARTY
SMALL CLAIMS
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
FOUNTAI N CITY, Wis. (Spe— A Lake City small claims cial) — All the members of the
court opened today at 9 a.m. In Fountain City Library Club
Dame Edith Sitwell
the city hall. Cases may be were present for their annual
filed with Mrs. Stella Crowell, Christmas party Tuesday eveDead in London
clerk. Beginning next week, ning. They had dinner at the
LONDON (AP) - Dame Ed- cases may be filed at the city Golden Frog Supper Club. Gifts
ith Sitwell , one of Britain's lead- hall Tuesdays at 9 a.m., when were exchanged and cards were
played.
ing poets and also one of its hearing dates will be set.
most noted eccentrics, died of a
"Very nice, will camp here heart attack in a London
hospinext year."—Party of four from
Rochester who spent two days. tal Wednesday night. She was
77.
¦
My family says this is
SPEAKER
AT
ROTARY
the best camping we found
in the 11 states that we have
Paul Koprowski Jr. reported
just been through. Thank on his two years with the
you very much. Will be see- Peace Corps in Ethiopia at a
ing you again. " - Long meeting of the Rotary Club at
DDC
Lake party of five that Hotel Winona Wednesday. He
spent a weekend.
now is a Winon a State College
student.
OA SZA
"We enjoyed your park fa- j
clllti es a few years back and ; GILMANTON PROGRAM
have returned to spend a few i GILMANTON , Wis. ( Special)
more days." — Part, of four I — A community education profrom Mason City, Iowa.
.' gram will he presented by stu"We enjoyed our stay and J dents at Gilmanton Union Free
High School in an informal prowere glad lhe camp was
gram Saturday night.
~*U.Come over for
petroled. We wish you hnd and extracurricular Curricular
offerings
Sunday outdoor church ser- will ho demonstrated.
a good time anytime...
Tj^rjL
vices. " — Four from Albert
Lea , here lor a week.
and enjoy our

ments, with bold — but never
jarring — dissonances. It was
well-periormed by a chorus that
obviously enjoyed what it was
doing.
Particularly pleasant were
the third and fourth sections ,
The third . "But Voices Most Divine," was a lovely duet for Patricia Casserly and Patricia Poskozim; the fourth, "Tunes Do
We Hear," most fully utilized
the potentialities of a women's
choir.
Besides the chorus, directed
by Parthun, the vocal portion
of the program included five
songs sung by the triple trio.
The group was well-rehearsed
and sang with precision, yet
never let this quality get In the
way of warmth.
The triple trio's opening selection , "Nun Fanget An " (which
aptly translates, "Come Let Us
Sing a Joyful Song"), best showed the group 's happy combination of technical facility and
emotional involvement.

ONE OF THE members of the
triple trio, alto Mary Nilles,
was earlier heard singing two
songs by Brahms, displaying a
pleasant voice and a good sense
of pitch. She needs only more
such experiences to become a
thoroughly accomplished singer.
Miss Nilles was accompanied
by Parthun at the piano and Eugene Vuicich, viola. The rich
sound of Vuicich's instrument
was an ideal complement to
Miss Nilles' voice.
The program began with a performance of "Christmas Symphony" by the college string orchestra. Although it had the usual flaws associated with such
groups — which never have
enough rehearsal time to give
their members firm control over
their difficult instruments — the
orchestra gave the baroque
symphony an agreeable reading.

ARCADIA , Wis. - Music students of Arcadia public schools
will present two Christmas concerts this year.
The first, to be presented at
8 p.m. Dec. 17, will feature the
public grade school students ,
the grade * school choir and the
junior band.
At 2:30 p.m. Sunday, a conert will be presented by the
senior concert band , the girls
glee club and the mixed chorus. Both programs, which are
open to the public, will be given
in the high school auditorium.
Miss Suzanne Sheeny is vocal
music director, and Gerald Gleson is band director.

Caledonia Concer t
In Gym Toni ght

CALEDONIA , Minn. ( Special)
—School vocal groups and the
all-schools concert band will
present a Christmas concert at
8:15 p.m. today in the public
school gymnasium. Banc! parents will conduct a candy sale
after the program.
¦

St. Mary's Groups
To Present 'Canticle
Of Nativity' Sunday

Three area students at the
Minnesota Braille and Sight
Saving School in Faribault, will
take part in the school's Christmas pageant at 8 p.m. Dec. 18.
They are Pamela Farnholtz ,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Farnholtz, Winona Rt, 3 .
who will sing in the "Angel
Choir "; Nancy Kanz , daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Kanz ,
Lewiston, who will portray the
Virgin Mary, and Cheryl Lingenfelter , daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert J. Lingenfelter , Utica ,
who will sing with the senior
choir.
During the pageant, the story
of Christmas as told in the gospels will be read by the
school's superintendent, J. C.
Lysen, and the students will
pantomime the story, accompanied by the choirs,

Rushford County
Offices Held
To Be Incompatible
RUSHFOBD , Minn. - Atty
Gen. Walter F. Mondale held
Wednesday that a newly elected
Fillmore County commissioner
could not continue to serve as a
director of the Rushford area
drainage and conservancy district.
In an opinion requested by attorneys for the district , Mondale
said the two officers are incompatible under Minnesota law .
Arthur J. Miller , re-elected
mayor ot Rushford this year and
elected to the County Board
Nov. 3, is a member of the conservancy district.

"Canticle of the Nativity ," \
adapted from traditional and
contemporary sources, will be
presented at 4 and 8 p.m. Sunday in the St. Mary 's College
auditorium.
The free program will feature
the college Chapel Choir and
students from the speech de1
partment.
The canticle relates the story
of the Nativity from the prophecies of Isaiah to St. Luke's 1
gospel.

Entertainment By

j KENNY CARL j

FREDDY'S!
Stockton, Minn.
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"LADY IN A
CAGE"
STARTS SUNDAY
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"Vou have a very nice campgrounds. We will ho back for J
sure . " — Two> from Port Ar- j
thur , Ontario who stayed five
days.
"We very much appreciated your facilities. In the
time we were in your city
we spent about $12. Winona
has the mos t public facilities, parks , etc that we hav«
se*>n in any loo/il ion, Ynur
residents are very fortu-
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NOTE: "A HOUSE IS
NOT A HOME" NOT
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15 CARTOONS
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Two St. Charles School
Buildin g Plans Debated

ST. CHARLES , Minn. (Special) — Brochures on the proposed new $1, 100,000 high school
at St. Charles were distributed
early this week and discussed
at a meeting of 250 Tuesday
night.
The district will vote Monday
from 3 to 9 p.m. in the agricultural room on whether to sell
the proposed bond issue for
school construction.
THE ORIGINAL plans had
proopsed a $1,285,000 building
but they were cut to comply
with the bonding limit of the
district.
H. V. Matson , architect , said
the following costs were eliminated : Bleachers, $19,000; science department equipment ,
$11,000; home economics equipment , $10,000; kitchen , $9,000;
lockers , $6,000; stage curtain ,
$3, 000; library shelves, $5,000;
vault , $2,00O; blacktopping, $10,000; 28 feet from the east wing,
$56,000, which would postpone
construction of four classrooms, and $23,000 from the
shop area , among other things.
David Goblirsch of T. G. Evensen & Associates. Inc.. Minneapolis fiscal agents , said the
proposed bond issue would add
about 37 mills to taxes on current assessed valuations.
He said the tax would be
about 44 mills on the present
district if the $1 ,285,000 plan
were adopted.
Goblirsch estimated thut if
all area served by the St.
Charles High School were attached , the district could build
the $1,285,000 high school at 26
mills.

OSMUND Gilbertson of the
staff was spokesman for the
teachers who distributed their
own broehure, which said in the
present building, including both
high school , and elementary ,
there are 13 academic high
school classrooms, plus a study
hall for 76 in an "L" of the
library, while in the $1,100,000
bu ilding there would be 10 academic classrooms and no study
hall, although there would be a
library .
Gilbertson said more than 90
percent of the teachers concurred in describing the inadequacy of the proposed building for

their purposes. "We are hired to for study hall except during the
teach, and we hope to do so to lunch hour.
the best of our ability, and He emphasized , however ; that
have to use th« facilities provided,' ' he said. "From a teach- a second bond issue for completing standpoint , the proposed ing the building should come
building doesn't give us an op- within four or five years , or
perhaps next year.
portunity to do so.
The current b o n d Issue
"How can 84 a c a d e m i c
classes be scheduled in 10 class- wouldn 't include any renovating
rooms in seven periods a day?" in the present building for elementary purposes. This -would
HENRY BARTEL, superin- be handled over a period of
tendent , displayed a plan for years from current budgets.
using special departments, such Bartel explained the necessity
as chorus and home economics of building a high school to
rooms, for other classrooms and eliminate five persent substandsaid the cafeteria could be used ard classrooms in the current
l^y ttK ixam -tt'f &mtttttty ii&'tty tay sitttt
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building and the nine outside |
elementary classrooms.
BEST SELECTION
Goblirsch said the $1,100,000 are two factions , one which j horse, the horse is pushing with ;
bond issue would be paid over a j wants the larger school now and i his nose Instead of being up |
30-year period. The present ! the other which would settle for ahead pulling where he be- 1
debt will be reduced to $135,- building now and adding later , lon gs."
000 by Jan. 1.
said if the rural areas joined in Following the three - hour ,
The fiscal agent said the two the project , they would be "full- meeting including question and I Decorations & Toys
debts would be dovetailed so the fledged partners " in the district answer periods , Delvin Ruhbill for principal and interest and could vote on the bond is- \ berg, chairman of the board and
n/\nn BROS .
would run some $70,000 a year sue.
i of the meeting, said the ques- 1
flUDD STORE
until 11*95. Payments on the prolion would have to be settled i
posed new issue would be small- RUSSELL Rentfrow , suggest- Monday.
V 4 S HARDWARE
J
¦
er until the current debt is paid ing f-urther study before the
S76 E. 4th St. Phone 40(17
over a five-year period.
vote , said , "It seems we are The U.S. Navy has about 235
Bartel , acknowledging there putting the cart before the destroyer-typ* ships.
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-wider, easier to enter, with more
shoulder room up front. It'*
also got up to 180 bp available in,
the new top-of-the-line Corsas.,
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It's a longer, wider, more beauyj /T f W if nya atxlf tf - tiful kuia ol Chevrolet for '65.
\hj XJM WJVTI J UJV With richer, roomier interiors,
A smoother ride. "V8'a available

with up to 400 bp. And, at a
Chevrolet price, the kind of
craftsmanshipyou'll find in some
of '65'a moat expensive cars.,

Here'a where you rat a belt out
ot S0"1* thrifty. JBecause (1)
you get the sharpest looking
thrift car you've ever eeen-And

(2) you can pick from tho widest
range of power offered by any
caritasize.Includingthreo We.
with a top output of 300 "hp l
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QUALITY CHEVROLET COMPANY
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¦Twin Porcelain Enamel Hydrators hold 23.4 qhj., keep fruit*
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. Judge Loble Promoting
Program in Midwest

TODAY IN NATIONAL AFFAIRS

'Political Clique
Statement Hit

! JUDG E LESTER H. Loble of Helena ,
Mont., who favors open court hearings for
juvenile offenders and publication of their
Barnes and whose name has appeared often
in this connection in this column, is now in
the Middle Wert espousing his program.

By DAVID LAWRENCE
WASHINGTON — The Republican governors
adopted at their Denver conference what was
intended to be a constructive statement about
future policy for the Republican party. Naturally, it was worded in a political vocabulary of
broad scope so as to give comfort to all factions and viewpoints. But no sooner had the
document been issued to the press then those
who are still rankling over their defeat at the
national convention last July began interpreting the statement in terms of friction instead
of harmony, personality preferences instead of
principles and political warfare instead of peace
within the Republican party .
The governors' statement recommended that
all the leaders in the Republican party on the
state and national level should formulate "positive policies with broad appeal to bring before all the American people," and then added:

The judge has a persuasive case and
lhe Montana Legislature has agreed with
him. He points to substantial crime reducing benefits in his own court — and his following has been steadily increasing.
The argument over the publicizing o f
juve nile offenders is old. It has divided
lawyers and jurists , psychologists, sociologists, philosophers and legislators. The controversy has centered chiefly around the
effect adverse publicity and stern punish ment would have on the rehabilitation of
the young offender. All agree that the problem is one of balancing of this consideration for the youngsters with that of serving justice and deterring crime.

There is sound psychology in Lohle 's
theory. The parents, who are usually more
embarrassed than their wayward children
at having their children 's names made
public, are more apt to assume their parental responsibilities. They are more reluctant to provide their children with the family car and more concerned with keeping
advised of their children's whereabouts and
bis associates.
Mother and father prefer the anonymity
of disciplined parenthood to the public notoriety of permissive, negligent and indulgent tolerance. This apparently has been
the case in Helena. There is little likelihood
that an open court policy -would work any
differently here.

BUT THERE it something else festering in
the Republican party situation. It's resentment
over what is termed the political "treason"
practiced by some of the same Republican governors who, although operating under the Republican label, refused to support and campaign
for the party's nominees for the presidency
and vice presidency.
The realistic problem that faces the Republican party today is not how to remove Dean
Burch as national chairman but how to remove the bitterness and resentment felt by millions of Republican voters who did support the
ticket and are not ready to embrace the men
who now want to take over the party leadership. For many of these latter individuals are
the very ones who deserted the party.
The question is bigger and of more consequence than personalities. For it is important
not only to win back the Republican voters
who repudiated the ticket but also at the same
time to hold in line those who remained faithful to the Republican party nominees.

THE SHIELDING OF juvenile cases
from public view grew out of a noble motive — the supposed need to protect the
child from being branded, too early in life,
as a criminal, so that his prospects for a
law abiding adulthood would not be impaired. But we must balance this solicitude
with some concern for the growing juvenile
crime rate. We must weigh our concern for
the juvenile's feelings — and his future prospects — with more concern for the victims
of his crimes.
An elderly pedestrian run down by a
speeding 17-year-old driver is just as mutilated a* one hit by a 45-year-old delinquent: A store owner robbed by an arrogant juvenile is just as deprived of his
property as if the menacing gun were held
by an adult.

IN YEARS GONE BY

JUDGE LOBLE has ihown that an open
court policy for juveniles can bring rewards to a community, and to its youth
as well. Perhaps this is the time to re-examine our policy and ask whether the
cause of justice, respect for the law , and
elementary decency might not be better
served by following Judge Loble's advice
and fruitful example.

Ten Years Ago ... 1954

Roy N. Larson was elected president of the
Minnesota Beer Wholesalers Association . He is
owner of the Roy N. Larson Distributing Co.
Mrs. Oscar Bonham was elected oracle of
Riverside-Magnolias Camp, RNA , succeeding
Mrs. Nels Briesath.

Twenty-Five Years Ago . . . 1939

Chairmen for the 30th consecutive Charity
Ball to be held Dec. 28 at the Masonic Temple were announced — Mrs. R. E. Whitney,
tickets , and Mrs. M. L, Spencer, decorations .
George Vondrashek was re-elected president of the Winona Athletic Club at its annual
meeting.

Teacher Competence
Under Surveillance

Fifty Yea rs Ago . . . 1914

WE ARE GLAD TO SEE Northwestern

University and the University of Wisconsin
taking part in a program to test proposed
reforms in the education of teachers. Many
of the proposals come from Dr. James Bryant Conant' s book , "Th e Education of
American Teachers ." published last year
and based on a nationwide study.

A new sort of cooking oven has been invented by J . E. Lappen of Winona , who has had it
patented in the United States and Canada. Mr.
Lappen 's cooking oven combines the features
and advantages of an ordinary cooking oven
with those of a "tireless cooker. "
County Superintendent A. C, Loomis delivered a talk before the people of Altura , the occasion being the dedication of the new $5,000
schoolhouse there.

Among the reforms Conant advocates
are placing most of the responsibility for
teacher certification on the colleges and universities rather than on state governmental agencies; within the university , making the entire institution , not just the school
of education, responsible for certificatio n
and hence training ; and replacing "how to
teach" courses with more emphasis upon
subject matter and upon learning to teach
through actual practice u nder ex perl supervision .

Seventy-Five Years Ago . . . 1889

At a meeting of the "Young Men 's Literary
Society C. M. Kellam was elected President ,
W. .1. Stebbins vice president and F . W. Huntley
secretary.
Dnn Lcary , having almost coompleted his
contract for work on the Winona and Southwestern Railway extension , broke camp. Mr. Leary
lias taken the contract for erecting the new elevator for Strong & Miller at Bethany.

Northwestern I' niversity, with a $125 .000 grant from the Carnegie Corp., will
t ost the plan of making the whole university responsible for certification and hence
training. B. .1. Chandler , dean of Northwestern 's School of Education , said that t h e
academic departments would certify the
candidates ' competence in their own fields
and the president would "attest to the total competence of each teacher graduate. "

One Hundred Yea rs Ago... 1864

A number of soldiers arrived in town fro m
Fort SnellinR. Part of them were Company B
of the 10th Minnesota regiment bound for Nashville.
¦

"Mr lias pul down the mighty from their
thrones, and exalted Ihosf of low degree. "

l.llkf
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AT THE SAME rim* the University of

Wisconsin , with a granl of $260,000 from
the U.S . Office of Education , will try to find
out "exactly what is involved when a judge
evaluates teacher' compel once. "

THE CONTROVERSY hat gon* about
as far as il can profitabl y go with reliance
on theoretical proposals and puhlic debate.
The resort to scientific tcMtiii K of CnnanT s
proposals by actual operations in the two
Midwestern universities a n d also in five
colleges in New York sl«|e should move
the situation nut of deadlock.
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ROBERT C. RUARK

What 's Happened
To Big Fighters?
NEW YORK — I would say offhand , without any real
fear of contradiction , that the boxing business has become
the sp"f sissies, and that nobody majoring it can fight
his wa> into a paper bag, let alone out of one.
I' ve been hanging around the racket since Whitey Bimstein was a boy. I watched the tank jobs — also the con
j obs that old Doc Kearns used to rig. I saw the bad joke
that was Tony Galento, and
caught the openings of both
To Your Good Health
"Kid Galahad" and "Golden Boy. "
Just for the hell of it,
I'll mention tbat Goldie
Ahearn' s name was Goldstein, and that Ace Hudkinj
bit Rub j Goldstein (no relative) in the jugular before
he beat him into becoming
a referee.
After 30 years of watching By JOSEPH G. MOLNER, M.D
the sport of bums, I would
Dear Dr. Molner: I
say that the only bigger
bums alive are the people
am allergic to cold .
who dignify them with
Every time something
prose, I know that The
cold hits me, I get hives.
New York Times took CasEven in the summer,
tro seriously, but taking
when I go swimming.
Cassius Clay seriously is
Is there anything to do?
too much .
-L. R.
YOUR AGENT ii shoving
This is not a common
SO, but he is thinking of goallergy but it is far from
ing into the prize-fighting
unknown. Gradual exposure
business. I never made a
to cold (as to any other aldent in Bobo's chin, but I
lergy) to get your system
reckon I can whip Patteradjusted to it, may be of
son , Johansson, Liston and
some help.
Clay in a heat each. And I
Otherwise, the use of an
got varicose veins.
antihistamine p r e p aration
Saying I can 't quell these
prior to known exposure to
tigers, 1 reckon I can put
cold should help. Your docsome of their associates in
tor may also recommend
jail or in nuthatches and
one of the steroid drugs to
the customers who buy this
be taken beforehand,
nonsense in schools for
Dear Dr. Molner : How
backward children . This'll
can one tell when it is
take a bite out of the
permissible to eat ordisports-writing trade, but
nary foods again; such
really—
as salads, com, peas,
. Liston quit in what seemets.?
ed to be the biggest tank
Is this a cancerous
job since Eleanor Holm
disease?
Is a su/ferer
qualified for the Olympics.
doomed? Is it unusual
Whose chin hit whose paw
for a person of 50 to
and for why is still the
get?- MRS. E. H. T.
greatest mystery since "The
No , it is not cancerous,
Hammer of Thor"—how
and most certainly a paOlympus rocks! — wasted
tient is not "doomed." Ditime with Floyd Patterson .
verticulosis is a tiny outWHAT PATTERSON was,
pouching, usually of the
or is, will never be clearly
colon. Many foods, in most
define! But I can tell you
cases, are permissible exwhat he ain't. He ain 't no
cept those of high residue,
prize fighter. I don't even
such as corn, seedy fruits ,
know if he could make it
nuts, bran products. With
e v e n moderate caution ,
in ballet.
many patients have no
Liston can break arms
further trouble. Logical trial
only in the street. In the
and error will generally esring he sprains his own
tablish how much <or how
shoulder and quits on the
little) care is required in
seat.
avoiding irritating foods.
What is Cassius Clay deDiverticulosis is found prinfies description . I don't
cipally beyond the age of
mind that he's a windbag,
45, and in later years may
and has been defined as a
be present in 25 percent or
nut , and is too stupid to
more of the population .
pass the simple tests the
Army lays out for KP duD e a r Dr. Molner:
ty. Butt now he's had a
Shortly after my baby
hernia to keep him away
was born by hair began
from Liston. Not even Jack
to fall out. Now it is
Kearns would have thought
getting worse. W h a t
about this one on the eve
caused this and is there
of the next instalment.
anything I can do for it?
A good portion of the peo-MRS. S. J. H.
ple who loused up this genThere is no explanation ,
eration's share of the prizebut
this type of hair loss
fight business are doing
is not uncommon. In cases
time, but I don'f think the
like this the hair ultimateold lags who're shut away
ly regrows, but it can take
got the best of it. To me,
a matter of months. About
today's actual performers
all you can do about it is
qualify in the same league
gentle massage of the scalp;
with pop singers. They
don't brush or comb the hair
should be jailed for practoo briskly ; and keep the
ticing what used to be a
scalp clean.
trade.

People
Can Be
Allergic

"WE NEED to appeal to all Americans.
We need to become inclusive, rather than exclusive. We need to win elections and serve
America as a great broad-based political party,
far greater and far more effective than any
narrow, exclusive political clique can ever hope
to become."
Just who comprise the "exclusive political
clique" can hardly be discerned from a reading of the complete text of the statement. But
certainly it cannot be assumed that the 27
million who voted for Sen. Barry . Goldwater
are such a clique or that the national chairman, Dean Burch, and his lieutenants could be
so characterized.
The truth is that whether Dean Burch stays
or resigns isn't the real issue — unless his continuance or departure becomes symbolic of a
philosophical division in the party. The national chairman of a political party doesn't write
platforms or pick out policies to support or
oppose. He's an administrative officer of the
party organization at its national headquarters. If removal of Mr. Burch would assure a
victory for the Republicans next time, there
isn't an ardent supporter of Sen. Goldwater —
including Mr. Burch himself — who wouldn't
be willing to make the sacrifice.

JUDGE LOBLE by his pioneering effort , has added a new dimension to the dispute with proof that treating juvenile felony cases in open court has brought a decline in the juv enile crime rate in his city
of Helena. Since the open court law went
into effect in 1961, Judge Loble says, juvenil e felonies dropped 49 percent in the first
year in Helena and have continued to drop.
This is surely a powerful argument in favor of exposing felonious youngsters to the
white heat of publicity.

Conant's proposals have received warm
support from critics of traditional tead ioi training methods, includin g Northwest em 's
Dean Chandler , who has said thai "major
surgery " in teacher education i.s called
for. The proposals have att racted hot opposition from defenders of (radii ional
trencher training.

'YEAH—W E CANT MOVE AHEAD WITH THAT
ELEPHANT BOY SITTING ON HIS NECK!'

THE WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND

Pearson Goes to Head
Of KKK's Hate List

By DREW PEARSON
WASHINGTON - I have
a letter from E. L. McDaniel, grand dragon of
the United Klans of America , Knights of the Ku Klux
Klan, realm of Mississippi,
taking vigorous exception
to some of the things I
have written .
And inasmuch as certain
members of the Klan have
recently been arrested in
Philadelphia in connection
with the murder of three
Freedom workers, the grand
dragon 's views are interesting.
"The United Klans is not
anti-Negro," wrote
the
grand dragon , "but we oppose the 'notorious liar in
America' (Martin Luther
King), Dick Gregory, James
Farmer , i n s i d e - outside
king of Mississippi, Bayard
Ruston , Adam Clayton Powell , and Drew Pearson.
"But for our colored people, we will help them with
their concepts on anything
except social equality and
integration. We belie-ve this
to be against the laws of
God.

"YOU STATED in your
column of Nov. 26, 'Probably there is no man in
America , even Adam Clayton Powell , who is more
hated by the Ku Klux Klan
than Dick Gregory, ' " wrote
the grand dragon. "But
there is one and his name
is Drew Pearson. "
The grand dragon of Mississippi also informed me
that I was mistaken in describing Bob Shelton of
Alabama as the -' grand
dragon ,"
"He is the imperial wizard of the United Klans
which is the most honorable
title among men . " said M <Daniel
He also stated that Kmmett Thornhill , the McComb .
Miss., oilman , "is not and
never has been lhe lender
of the United Klans of America in Mississi ppi. "
I am glad to have these
corrections, but must admit
that the grand dragon 's letter is somewhat confusing
Because Mr. Thornhill had
previously informed me that
he had been active in supporting the Klan and had
raised the money to pay
for advertiseme nts for the
fair grounds rally at which
Bob Shelton , the imperial
wizard , spoke in Magnolia
last summer. But , said
Thornhill , he had withdrawn from the Klan followOPINION-WISE

ing the church bombings.
SUBSEQUENTLY . Thornhill issued a statement to
the McComb Enterprise
Journal in which he said
that he did resign from the
Ku Klux Klan but that the
Ku Klux Klan has since
merged with the United
Klans of America which he
described as "a fine organization."
This is the organization of
which McDaniel is Mississippi grand dragon.
Thornhill issued his statement partly in opposition
to the Dick Gregory drive
to send 20,000 Christmas
turkeys to underprivileged
whites and Negroes in Mississippi.
All of this points to some
rather alarming confusion
regarding an organization
which J. Edgar Hoover has
charged with being connected with murder and wholesale terror in Mississippi,
but whose support GOP
Chairman Dean Burch and
Rep. William Miller, candidate for vice president ,
said they would accept.
If the United Klans of
America is any different
from the Knights of the Ku
Klux Klan then the American people should know
about it.
A call from this column
to the Justice Department
regarding the Ku Klux Klan
brought the answer that
Justice is familiar with the
United Klans , and that none
of its members could get
a job with the government .
In other words, it is held
to be in the same category
a.s the Ku Klux Klan , which
has been listed a.s subversive ever since Tom Clark ,
a U .S. attorney general
from Texas , put it there
shortly after the war.

MOST SIGNIFICANT of
all is the fact that the UnAmerican Activities Committee , charged with investigating subversive institutions , has never investigated the Klan , the United
Klans , or any other organization bearing the Klan
name .
Karly this week , the UnAmerican Activities Committee called in two ladies,
Mrs. Dagmar Wilson and
Mrs . Donna Allen , members
of Women 's Strike for
Peace, because they had
gone to the S t a t e Department to ask that Prof .
K. Yasui , the Japanese
peace leader and protester

against nuclear war. not be
barred from the United
States.
Though bothering to grill
these ladies, the committee has not bothered to
probe an organization some
of whose members have
been arrested in connection
with murder, bombing, and
arson.
Critics of the Un-American Activities Committee
have charged that its failure
to investigate the Klan was
because its three top Democratic members are from
southern states — Chairman Ed Willis, La. , William
M. Tuck, Va., and Joe Pool ,
Tex.
The newer Democrats on
the committee are Richard
Ichord, Mo., and George
Senner Jr., Ariz . I am sure
none of these congressmen
want to condone murder and
arson. Yet failure to investigate the Klan, its motives
and its membership, while
they do investigate advocates of peace, puts them
in an embarrassing position.

THERE ARE now three
vacancies on this committee — all Republican — due
to the defeat of August E .
Johansen, Mich., Donald C.
Bruce, Ind ., and Henry C,
Schadeberg, Wis., all right
wingers.
If the Republican moderates who want to get a
new image for their party
were to put men like John
Lindsay of New York , Silvio Conte of Massachusetts,
or Ogden Reid of New York
on this committee , the Republican party would be in
a position to erase the black
mark given it when GOP
Chairman Burch and Vice
Presidential Candidate Bill
Miller said they would welcome Klan support.
In fact , the Republicans
might even be able to show
up old-line Democrats for
their failure to investigate
an organization some of
whose members have been
publicly charged with wanton arson and brutal murder.
¦
NOT OWN PRECINCT
LOUISVILLE (*) — Railroad clerk Gene Murta., has
served 36 years as a precinct captain for the Democrats in Louisville.
He can t vote in this precinct , however . His home is
50 feet outside the district
boundary.

I REMEMBER some people named Bellolse and
Ambers and Ross and Armstrong and Garcia and a
fine gentleman 'named Louis. First name Joe; whom
Jimmy Cannon once wrote
about in succinct phrase.
Somebody said Mr. Louis
was a credit to his race,
and Cannon 's line was:
"Yeah. The human race."
Mr , Louis, who haB been
constantly in trouble with
the tax people, now referees wrestling m a t c h e s ,
among other jobs, as a
livelihood, but he must
wince when the name of
Clay or Liston of Patterson
comes to notice. Even a
rassle referee has to hurt
when somebody refers to
one of these bums as
"fighlera ."
In the old days managers
used to say: "My bum can
take your bum." They were
really libeling their fighters.
There is no bum around
today who can take anybody, and that includes Allah , who is allegedly working for Cassius Clay.
By S.kr.n
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Property Tax
Changes Asked

was ssslgned to the 35$ Armament and Electronics Squadron
ceiving an order from a book- •
ODD ORDER
in January, 1962.' He is now staNEW YORK Of) — The book- store in Red China for famed
tioned at McConnell AFB, Kan .
publishing agency of the Young Swiss theologian Karl Bnrth' s
He Is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Men 's Christian Association, book, "How to Serve God in a
Gayloni Helle. He is a 1961
Association Press, reports re- Marxist Land."
graduate of Taylor High School.
*
. SPRING GROVE, Minn. (Special) — James R. Thorson, son By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS also would include a general
of Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Thorgraduate of Cotter High School son of CJuandatal, la stationed in There will be strong support sales tax.
and attended Winona State Col- Viet Nam with the Air Force. in the 1965 Minnesota Legisla- The proposal to do something
¦
lege. His address: Co. 510, RTC,
•
ture for a move to eliminate or about personal property taxes to
Great Lakes, 111. 60O88.
ROGER W. SUTTER, 17, son reduce the personal property tax help farmers and manufacturers
— to improve the business cliof Mr. and Mrs. Clarence F.
Sutter, 218 W. 4th St., has be- on farmers' livestock and manu- mate — is a legislative perengun basic training at the Naval facturers inventories and equip- nial.
Training Center, Great Lakes, ment, an Associated Press sur- Another is a suggestion that
¦
CHRISTMAS
vey indicates.
111.
the veterans preference law be
^
Forty-nine of the 88 legislators revised to require
¦
CAKDS
MM
a passing
•
Just tht Thing for a Musical
V\ u,
_^
UTICA. Minn. - Leon L. who participated in the survey grade in civil service examinaTBL
Christmas
Smith, 17, nephew of Mr. and said they would favor a move in tions before veterans preference
Mrs. Richard Smith, Utica Rt. this direction, while 17 said no. points could be applied to raise
1, has begun basic training at One of the latter said such ac- a candidate's rank.
the Naval Training Center, tion would be impossible be- On this specific point , 44 legiscause it would require a sales
Great Lakes, III.
tax and Gov. Karl Rolvaag lators said they would favor action and 13 said they would opOSSEO. Wis. . —A.3.C. Steven would veto a sales tax.
Gray
Henry
pose it.
M. Dettinger, son of Mr. and Of these who support the sugST. CHARLES. Minn. - Da- Mrs. Wilton Dettinger, Osseo
Ten others said they believe
vid G. Henry son of Mr. and Rt. 1, has graduated from the gested reform, 33 said a general some revision of the veterans
sales
tax
could
be
imposed
to
reADD
Mrs. James Henry, is attending training course for Air Force
preference laws should' be
SHIMMERING BEAUTY
the Navy Electronic School, jet aircraft mechanics at Ama- place the revenue lost through undertaken, but they did not say
Memphis, Tenn. A graduate of rillo AFB, Tex. Airman Dettin- elimination or reduction of the they would back the specific proto your Christmas tree with
property tax.
St. Charles High School, he en- ger, a graduate of 9sseo Com- personal
posal about which they were
new garlands and Jewelbrite
TRUMPETS
Other
possible
replacement
•
listed in July and has 39 weeks munity Schools, is being reasasked.
ornaments.
You've never seen
included
highof electronics training. His ad- signed to McGuire AFB, N.J. sources suggested
See the Complete Selection of Musical
Legislators
who
replied
in
the
income
tax
rates
together
anything
like
these beforil
er
dress: Co. C, 3rd Batt., NATTC,
with elimination of federal in- survey were nearly unanimous
Merchandise at
U.S. Naval Air Station, 55, Mem- WOMAN BREAKS ARM
come tax deduction in comput- on another matter. A total of 71
phis, Tenn.
TREMPEALEAU, Wis. (Spe- ing state taxes, selective sales said they would support a concial) — Mrs. Lloyd Anderson fell taxes, a gross earnings tax, a stitutional amendment to have
•
RUSHFORD , Minn. (Special ) and broke her arm in Roches- net profits tax and a business candidates for governor and
953 W. 5th ST.
—Dennis E. Westby, son of Mr. ter Sunday when she stumbled activities tax.
lieutenant governor run as a
SEE THE ANNUAL
and Mrs. Lawrence Westby, re- on the bell cord on the sta- Three legislators said that per- team. This would mean that a
116-118 East 3rd St.
Winona
MODEL
RAILROAD SHOW
cei ved the "Vigilante Sailor of tion platform. She was taken sonal property tax elimination or governor who died in office
OPEN
MONDAY,
WEDNESDAY
&
FRIDAY
UNTIL
9
P.M.
SUNDAY
2-5 p.m.
the Month" award for October. to Lutheran
,
Hospital
La reduction could be part of a com- would be succeeded by a man
He received a bronze plaque en- Crosse
plete tax reform package which from his own party.
graved with his name and a let'Jvmmmmmmmmmmmm
ter of commendation from his
commanding officer . Westby is
mm
mummmummum9mmmn umuumumuummuuumumummu
^ _____________________________________________________________a
assigned to the aircraft carrier
^^^^^
^^
^^
^ vv mm ^Lm ^Lm ^Lm ^Lm ^Lm ^Lm ^Lm ^Lmmm t
"Coral Sea." He left Monday
_^_^_^_^_^_r J___________________________________________________________ B i
^r
~*T^•^,>/-'^'*- ^\.
on a seven-month cruise to the
*. ifc
Far East. His address: AQFZN.
688-08-90, VF-151, Fleet Post Of
fice , San Francisco, Calif.
Pvt. Glen Bakken . son of Mr
and Mrs. Herbert Bakken, has
¦
¦
|_LI_ _ _in_ il I_ _ _il |lt | ¦
C_
¦^B _____________ ¦ I __________¦ ¦
BIB J |B l W _ l l i i i l l___i Hl|l|
\
completed basic training and is
receiving military police train
B
ing. His address: US 55785635,
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmWmmmm mmmmmmmm mmmwmmwa aaa\aaa\aa ^aaaaaaaam
m\
\
.r/V v_i _______________
•__¦%'•» • &„ > / ^w
Co. 5, 10th Tng. Bn. (1st Pit)
(MP)
Ft
USATC,
4th Tng Regt.
Gordon, Ga. 30905.
A.3.C. Steven W. Scattum is
spending a 21-day leave at the
home of his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Scattum. He has
completed the communications
center specialist course at ShepMain Ltvel
*m
^^^^kW
A ^mmWiaW-M
^
pard AFB , Tex., and has been
communications
assigned to a
squadron at March AFB, Calif.
Philip K. Rislove AG3, Box
M 1 Navy 214, FPO , New York ,
is now Petty Officer third class
He is an aerographer. Philip,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Rislove, is stationed at Kenitra ,
Morocco. His wife , the former
Becky Vitse, joined him there
last August.

Selective Service
Rules Reviewed

All young men reaching age
18 must regisler with the SELECTIVE SERVICE SYSTEM
or face federal penalties , says
Col. Robert R, Knight , state director of Selective Service.
This includes men who are
members of reserve components
or the National Guard , said Col.
Knight.
All aliens , with few exceptions, must also register within
six months alter entrance into
the U.S., the colonel said. A
young man may register at any
board in his vicinity when he
becomes 18.
Registrants m ust carry their
cards with them at all times.
In Winona County, men may
register with any of the following: Local Board No. 129 , 51V _
VV, 3rd St., Winona; Sgt. Clarence Loer, Winona armory ;
Brother J. Leo, St . Mary 's College;.Mrs. Roger Laufenburger ,
Lewiston, and St. Charles National Bank , SI. Charles,

ALAN . S. GRAY , son 0/ Mr.
and Mrs. Donald Gray, 67 E.
Howard St., is in recruit training at the Great Lakes Naval
Training Station. He will attend
the Navy 's Polaris Field Electronics Training School for Polaris submarine duty. He is a
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ARCADIA , Wis. (Special) —
The address of Pvt. Allen C.
Schank: US 55733980, D. Btry.,
1st Bn., 94th Arty., APO 326,
New York , N.Y.
•
TAYLOR, Wis. (Special) —
A.2.C. Roger A. Helle is a radar and computer mechanic for
fire control systems on the
Salet & Sarvict
F-105 jet fighters. His work con(02 Mankato Av t.
Phone 5665 sists of operation testing and
maintenance of the systems. He
Chremt Undari, iluddod raor lira ,
d»lux« Solo-Polo laddie, butt* rfly
handlibart , big reflactor, wide
choice of colon, iporti car ily ling.
You have to ride it lo f*e| what
fun this biltt cart be.
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$7.9 Million
State Resources
Budget Asked

ST. PAUL (AP) _ Plans to
spend $7.8 million in the next
two years to carry on the natural resources program authorized by the 1963 legislature were
outlined by the State Conservation Department.
The appropriation (or the current two-year period is $7.5 million. The program is financed
by proceeds from one cent per
package of the cigarette tax aad
the department estimates that
receipts plus a small carryover
will provide enough money.
Largest expenditure proposed
during the next two years Is $1.5
million for more state park
land, with an additional $1 million planned for park development.
Acquisition of 8«5 acres for
additions to 33 existing state
parks are proposed by the department .
The Division of State Parks
has asked for $2,189,482 to buy
12,321 acres, but the Conservation Department said spending
beyond the $1.5 million will have
to be financed from other sources.

Another major proposal Is $1,230,000 for purchase of 30,000
acres of wildlife land with an
additional $450,000 for development of this land. The request
for these purposes is up $800,000
from the 1963 budget.
Other items in the planned resources program include $255 000 for acquisition and development of historic sites; $300,000
for forest roads and campgrounds; $400,000 for tree planting and nursery expansion;
$330,000 to continue buying land
for the Minnesota Memorial
Hardwood Forest; $890,000 to
continue the program of topographic mapping; $330,000 to
buy spawning areas; $220,000
for the Red River basin survey
and other hydrologic studies ;
$200,000 for mineral surveys and
$100,000 for youth employment
projects and camps.

Wabasha High Girl
Wins VFW Post 's
Democ racy Contest
WABASHA, Minn. - Twentytwo students from St. Felix and
the public high school here participated in the 18th annual
"Voice pf Democracy" contest
•ponsored by the VFW.
First place in "The Challenge
of Citizenship'' theme was won
by Louise Rollins, Wabasha
High. Her speech was recorded and will be sent to district
competition. She received a $25
savings bond from the local
post.
Mary Florin, St. Felix, placed
second and received $10, and
Linda Boots, public school, received third and $5. All three
girls will give their speeches
at the December meeting of t.he
Rotary Club.
Judges were Dr. James Perry, Mrs. Harold Schierts, Dean
Plank, and Mrs. John Burriehter. Robert Tentis, commander,
was timekeeper and Norbert
Flicek , contest manager.

Realtors to Hear
Represntative at
Rushford Meetinq
RUSHFORD, Minn. - J ohn
J. Cronin, regional representative of the National Association of Real Estate Boards, will
address a meeting of the Southeastern Minnesota Board of
Realtors at Goliview Restaurant here Monday at : p.m.
Cronin, whose office is in Chicago, will spend next week visiting realtors and business
leaders in the area.
Before joining the realtors association. Cronin was a real estate negotiators for a major oil
company. He is a former executive secretary of the Maryland Council of Retail Merchants and served on the legislative committee of the National Association of Retail Merchants.

Cochrane Soends
BLAIR, Wis. (Special)-Win$1,000 on New
LOND0W iff)—Princess Anne, ners of prizes in the Christmas
14, daughter of Queen Elizabeth package decoration contest , usII , was hospitalized Tuesday ing Christmas seals, have been Christma s Lights
Winners at Blair

Princess Anne Hurt
In Riding Accident

night with a fractured finger.
Court aides said she caught
the little finger of her right
hand in a rein while riding a
horse near her school at Benenden, Kent.
She was taken to a London
nursing home f or the bone to be
set.

A

|7

announced by James R. Davis,
sales manager. Connie Huibregtse won the $5 first prize ;
Ellen Paul , second, $3 , and Mrs.
Ray Solberg, third, $2.
1
Packages will be distributee
to the Trempealeau County
Hospital patients.

COCHRANE. Wis. (Special )Cochrane is all dressed up for
Christmas, thanks to the village board and contributing
merchants.
The new decorations cost
about $1 ,000. Strings of metallic roping are suspended over

the streets in the business section , each intertwined with
colored lights , a big lighted
star in the center, and bells on
either end.
At the intersection of Main
Street'"and the highway coming
into town there are two ropes,
crisscross. In the center are
.our tiers of red lights and other RAUMA , Finland (AP ) - A
trimmings.
Roping with lights also is tugboat ran into a Navy motor
suspended across Highway 35 launch Tuesday night carrying
on the east side of the village. girls to a military dance and 25

28 Dead in j
Ship Collision j

teen-age girls and three young
sailors perished, authorities said
today.
"We had just leit the ship
Finn Merchant and were heading for the harbor when we
suddenly saw the motor launch
just in front of us . " William
Lethonen, captain of the tugboat
Rauma II told The Associated
Press. "There was; nothing we
could do to avoid trie collision , "

GREAT CHRISTMAS VALUES ARE YOURS |
AT PENNEY'S NOW...iCOMPARE!

_____ _ ^_._r

lennetff
ALWAYS FIRST QUALITY *
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Rochester City
Council Defers !
Parking Ramp Fee.!
L 5

ROCHESTER, Minn. — The |j
City Council has voted to de- ;
fer for up to fi ve years the : ]
annual $8,000 rental fee — in- j
volving a maximum of $40,000 !
—due the city by the Roches- \
ter Development Co. which op- j j
erates the Downtown Parking ! j
Ramp and other parking pro- * \
perties.
]
The land where the ramp is J
located is owned by the city j
and the latter, under the terms \
of the April 1962 contract be- 11
tween the two groups, is paid • \
either $8,000 « year as rent or ' \
12% per cent of the ramps' . |
gross income, whichever is ' |
'
greater.
J
Under the plan adopted last , f
night, however, the Council will \ |
defer this amount—without in- |
terest—up until Dec. 31, 1969 1
It was mainly the fact that |
this deferral will be without ; §
interest, and up to a maximum ' 1
of five years, that prompted Al- I
derman Dewey Day to cast the
lone dissenting vote on the ¦'' |
_
measure.
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Ex-Blair Resident
Goes to Ecuador for
Peace Corps Wo rk
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former Blair area resident and j §
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neth L. Coffeen, Milwaukee, !
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graduation from the University I
of Wisconsin in 1882. Mrs. Cof- ! |
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sity of Wisconsin.
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INDEPENDENCE, Wis. (Special) — The annual home outdoor lighting contest will be
sponsored again this Christmas
season by the Independence
Lions Club. Two categories will
be considered in the judging —
religious aspect and traditional.
BLAIR CLERK CITED
Prizes will be awarded. PlanBLAIR , Wis. (Special)-Don- ning to decorate early will
ald Skorstad, clerk of the Blair spread the Christmas Spirit.
¦
board of education has been
awarded a certificate for suc- The snowy owl — whose wingcessfully completing a three- spread may reach five feet —
year course in boardmanship. lives in the barren tundra above
He attended his third institute the Arctic Circle in both hemispheres.
at Madison Oct. 10.
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OUTSTANDING GIFT VALUES ?
MEN'S SPORT SHIRTS AND PAJAMAS
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Ban-Lon®
are
nylon "Silkava" or bo-ld
striped Acrilan® acrylic. Woven sport shirts are
P ADacron*
arepolyester-cotton or fine combed cotton.
jamas
ilannel.
cotton broadcloth or soft cotton
Sanfori7ed®
S-M-L-XL.
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Value-priced!
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FRANK LILLA & SONS
APPLIANCE STORE

761 E. 8th St.
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City Planners
Meet Tonight

Three Injured
In Bomber Fire

The City Planning Commission schedule, calling for meetings on second a n d fourth
Thursdays, will be altered this
month.
The commission is to meet today to hear a petition for zoning change by Carl Zaborowski
.Jr.. 660 'E. Broadway. Because
the fourth Thursday in December is Christmas Eve, the commission will meet Tuesday, Dec.
22 , instead. Both meetings are
to be at City Hall and will begin
at 7:30 p.m.
ZABOROWSKI is asking a
zoning change for a residential
lot at 666 E. 2nd St. from
M-l (light manufacturing) to
R-2 (one- to four-family residential) classification. This would
enable him to build a new
house on the property where the
previous one was torn down. Under the M-l zoning, residences
existing at the time of code
passage are permitted but no
new ones may be built.
Scheduled for the Dec. 22
meeting is a public hearing on
the preliminary plat of a proposed development called Burns
Acres. The tract is on East
Burns Valley Road, adjacent to
and north of property owned by
Dr. D. V. Boardman.
It comprises eight irregularly-shaped lots, distributed on
both sides of a segment of
Birch Boulevard. Developers
are Dr. and Mrs. Boardman and
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Magnu6on The tract is within present city limits.
If a quorum of commissioners
is not available for today 's
meeting, pending business will
be held over to Dec. 22, said
James Klein, secretary.
THE COMMISSION also plant
to meet with the City Council
Dec. 21 to discuss enforcement
procedures and possible amendments for the city housing
code. The code, passed early
this year, has not been enforced. Progress reports on code applications are now required by
Housing and Home Finance
Administration so the city can
remain eligible for renewal of
its Certificate for Workable Program for Community Improvement.
The Planning Commission will
recommend establishment of an
appeal board for property owners charged with code violations. The ordinance does not
now have this provision.
¦
The Independent Order of Odd
Fellows was founded in 1819.

BUNKER HILL AIR FORCE
BASE, Ind. itf>—A supersonic B58 Hustler bomber caught fire
and burned Tuesday on a ramp
at this Strategic Air Command
center. Three airmen were injured.

2 Injured in
Wausa u Blast

Six Orphans
Thank Donors

Kurt Schellhas
Receives Plaque
From Brew masters

SARTELL, Minn . (AP)-Hundreds of donors who have contributed $7,554, plus other gifts
and] scholarships, all are receiving personal notes from the
beneficiaries—the six orphaned
Jertderseck children.
They were left alone after
their father shot and killed their
mother and four brothers and
sisters before taking his own
life Nov. 14.

, WAUSAU, Wis. liR-An explo- Some of the donations , apparsion- of blasting powder in a ently from children r were in
granite quarry Tuesday injured ) nickels and dimes . But all are
two men, one of whom took his J being acknowledged.
companion to a hospital and re- J The survivors , Robert , 20;
turned to the quarry to lock up i Richard , 18, Judith , 17; Thomas,
the explosives before seeking 15, and twins Janet and Janice,
12, spent last Sunday helping
help for himself.
Ernest Kannenberg, 61, whose answer 600 letters from donors.
brother, John, is mayor of Wau- Overseeing the task is Rev.
sau, suffered second and third Frank Ebner, pastor of St. Frandegree burns over 30 percent of cis Xavier Catholic church, adhis body. After treatment at a ministrator of a special guardWausau hospital he was flown ianship fund established in proto St. Mary's Burn Center in bate court.
Milwaukee where he was list- Richard , a pre • engineering
ed in poor condition.
student at St. Cloud State ColAnton Rainzille , 44, the quar- j lege, has been given funds to
ry foreman, was in satisfactory complete his education. The
condition in a Wausau hospital ] don or remains anonymous. Robwith burns on his hands and : ert and Judith have been given
face.
' jobs in St. Cloud.

LA CROSSE—Kurt P. Schellhas, a retired brewmaster, formerly of Winona, was honored
Saturday at the annual Christmas party of the La Crosse District, Master Brewers Association of America.
Schellhas was presented a
memorial plaque for service and
loyalty to the district organization. He retired last year as
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j—QAIL-ROSS ——r

9:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M.

• Heated for your convenience
• Still only 25c
• Attendant on duty

217 E. 3rd St.
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Hoover agitator gets all the dirt in half tht time.
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School for the Blind. Their
teacher , Norman Anderson,
said :
"Our students can't walk into
a toy department and perceive
everything in the way that normal children do. Instead of
sight, they touch, smell and
hear to perceive what toys are
like. "
Anderson, too, is blind.

¦
The Very *Best in Upright Cleaners If mBk ond
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' WHO CANTWASH

dands of other children at this
time of year.
They read their Christmas
lists to Santa Claus and were
thrilled by a tour of the toy department.
There was a difference. Their
Christmas lists were in braille,
the authors blind.
The children ire third graders
at the Western Pennsylvania

;JpHOOVER ^

in this gift j pj f

Eliminate Winter Rust!
WAS H YOUR
CAR REGULARLY

Blind Younosters
Visit Santa Claus

vice president in cliarge of
brewing operations for G. Heiletnan, Inc., La Crosse.
He waa a son of the late William Schellhas, founder of the
Schellhas Brewery, Winona. AsPITTSBURGH (AP) - Eighsociated with his father 's brewyoungsters who visited a
teen
ery until its shutdown with the
downtown
department store
Schellhas
advent of Prohibition,
later ran a grocery stare in Wednesday were just like thouSugar Loaf. When Prohibition
was repealed, he became brewmaster for the Fountain Brewery, Fountain City, Wis. He
had been with the Heileman
brewery in La Crosse from
World War II until his retirement.

29.95
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Pasteur Hall Auditorium — Winona State Colleae
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DEAR ABBY;

He Must Be
Mad About You

By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
DEAR ABBY ; Tor two years I was a widow with five
children Under 12. Then I married a man who claimed he
loved me vary much, but he acts like he has someone on
the side. He waa.married before, and told me he divorced
his wife because she was so cold . Believe me, he can't
use that excuse about me. He has the kind ef job that he
can leave any time. He seems to have so many unscheduled
and late business appointments that I am suspicious. I've
never found any proof , like lipstick on hia clothes or telephone numbers in his pockets, but I've
got a feeling there's somebody else. Could
it be my imagination?
SUSPICIOUS
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BLAIR MAIL SERVICE
BLAIR, Wis. (Special) Postmaster Leland Chenoweth
said there will be window service Saturday and Dec. 19 until 4 p.m. Mail may be picked
up by boxholders Sunday and
Dec. 20, but there'll be no window service. Mail is received
in the morning and will be
dispatched if in the post office
before 4 from now until Dec.
23.
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INDEPENDENCE, Wis. (Special . — American Legion Post
186 will sponsor its annual
Christmas party for Independence and area children Dec. 19
at the high school gymnasium.
Disney cartoons will be
shown. Santa will arrive after
tha movies. He'll hava gifts for
all.
Members of the committee:
Ed Lyga, Alan Hanson, Bernie
Kulig, John Lucente, George
V. Bautch, Zig Glaunert ,
Aubyn Smith, Ernest Miemietz
and Richard Smieja.
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Children s Yule
Party Dec. 19
At Independence
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DEAR ABBY: This has happened to me
twice already and I want to know the reason. I have been invited to and have attended two bridal showers. Both were very
ABBY
nice, but I was ndt invited to the main event—the wedding.
Is this proper etiquette? Or is it just plain ignorance? I
know some other ladies who have received the same treatment. Both these brides had big church weddings and receptions following, but some of us who were invited to
showers were not good enough for the main event. Sign
NOT GOOD ENOUGH
meDEAR NOT: Some "showers" lately have degenerated into a big "collection" in which nobody seems to
care who gets soaked. If you were "good enough" to
be invited to the shower, it seems to me that unless
the wedding was limited only to family and a few very
close friends, you should have been "good enough" for
the wedding.
DEAR ABBY : With all the modern packaging, why is
it that when a person buys a pound of brown sugar it has to
be repackaged immediately after it has been opened or the
next time you want to use it you'll have a block of brown
"cement"?
I am mad. I just smashed my finger with a hammer
trying to break up a block of brown sugar. I am sure'
the brown sugar package has not changed in 100 years.
Please print this, Abby. It might wake up the people who
KAY
package it.
DEAR KAY: This is not a household hints column,
but if you transfer the brown sugar into an airtight jar,
put a little wad ef damp paper toweling In the jar, and
keep it in your refrigerator, you'll not have any problem.
DEAR ABBY: There's a television program for kids
with a talking goldfish who gives advice. He is sort of the
DEAR ABBY of television but, of course, they don't call him
that. Why do you suppose anyone would write to a goldfish
ROBB ROSS
for advice?

Bids on 12 trunk highway projects estimated to cost $10.5
million will be received by the
Minnesota Department of Highways Dec. 18.
Included is a project involving grading and installation of
a gravel base and plant-mixed
bituminous base on Trunk Highway 248 from Rollingstone to a
point 4.3 miles west.
Throughout the state, the projects involve work on 60 miles
of highway, construction of 19
bridges, remodeling of two
bridges, construction of 15
bridge piers and building removals.
BLAIR STORY HOUR PARTY
BLAIR, Wis. ( Special)-The
Christmas party for tht story
hour children will be Tuesday
at 2 p.m. at the Blair public
library. Mrs. Orvin Stay, librarian, said mothers will receive gifts made by their children. Children also will exchange. Refreshments will be
served.
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DEAR SUSPICIOUS: It must be!
Any man who, after ane unsuccessful
marriage, tries It again with a widorv
with five children (under 12 yet!) has got
to be mad about the woman.

Highway 248
Bid Opening Set
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GASOLINE STATION
& DISCOUNT STORE
Second & Main. Winona
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J. A. Semlings
Observe 50th
Anniversary

Stoc kton A id
34 Arcadia Brown ies To Hold
Get Girl Scout Pins Yule Program

ARCADIA . Wis. I Special) Thirty-four Brownies of Troops "STOCKTON, Minn. - T h e
166 and 87 held their investiture Rev . Clarence R. Witte will lead
FOUNTAIN CITY. Wis. - ceremony Monday night at the the discussion on the topic,
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph A. Sem- Willie Wiredhand Room of the "What is a Spirit Filled Christling .lr , Fountain City, cele- Trempealeau Electric Building. mas?" when the Ladies Aid of
Mrs. Clarence Misch . Ameri- Grace Lutheran Church meets
brated their golden wedding anniversary Sunday. A high Mass can Legion Auxiliary president , Monday at 8 p.m.
was offered for the intentions of and mothers of the Brownies Members are to bring their
the jubilarians at the Immacu- were guests.
Girls invested and receiving husbands since it is the annual
late Conception Parish Church,
be
Fo untain City, by the Rev. Lou- . Girl Scout pins were : Sarah Christmas party. There will
gifts
and
secret
an
exchange
of
,
Schultz
,
Wendy
Boland
Nancy
is Clarke. The coup le renewed !,
their marriage vows and receiv- Feltes, Carol Glowcheski , Chris- pals will be revealed. Each
ed the Golden Jubilee Blessings ty Fernholz, Nancy Schank , member is to bring one dozen
Nancy
Fernholz , Cheyenne cookies or a dish of jello.
before the Mass.
,
Winnie
Trowbridge, Pa- The lunch and program comKamla
Mrs.
by
A brunch , prepared
Orvi l Korte , was served at noon j mela Rogers , Debra Possehl, mittee is comprised of t h e
to the immediate family, the Danelle Veto , Donn a Abts, Elpastor and the attendants at the len Sylla , Lynne Haines and
wedding 50 years ago, Mrs. Al- Mary LaLiberte , all of Troop
phonse Pronschinski , Arcadia, 166, of which Mmes. Clar aton
Wis., and Ferd Balzer , Fountain • Smith and Cleon Fernholz arc
City. It was held at St. Mary's i leaders.
School hall, Fountain C i t y, | April Andow, Deborah Andow,
——.- i Pamela Diekmann, Bonnie Gamoke, Connie Giemza, Carol
Giemza , Cindy Glanzer, Ruth
Ann Krett , Tina Harrison , Jane
Kostner , Gail Shepherd, Barbara Smith , Mary Jo Snow,
Jane and Natalee Sobotta, Eon- J
da Weltzien , Jean Wolfe and )
Laurie Schwanke, all of Troop
87, of which Mmes. Ralph
Haines Jr. and Paul Sylla are '
'<
leaders.
Rita Weltzien of troop 87 who i
was absent will be invested
Do you need new ,ideas for later.
Christmas? BROWT* DRUG
Lunch was served by memwill have them! If you need
gifts for men be sure to see bers of both troop committees:
the large assortment of pipes Mmes. John C. Sobotta , Leo
and pipe racks — with or Schank, Gerald Wolfe, Joseph
without humidors — they are Snow and Cleon Fernholz.
Food was brought by Brownie
many and varied — For - a
companion gift—a great vari- mothers.
ety of tobaccos — The finest
fcn leather goods — billfolds
— keytainers — Dopp Kits — where an open house reception
leather backed clothes brushes for about 400 guests took place
— and the finest in Men's in the afternoon.
Cosmetics — English Leather
The honored couple was pre— Guerlain's V E T I V E R
sented with cards, letters, teleSPRAY — MONSIEUR LAN- grams, flowers , gifts and a
VIN'S V E T Y V E R - and purse of money . Out-of-town
FIGARO — Chanel for Men — guests were from Arcadia. Loy
Faberge for Men — Last but al, Cochrane, Genoa, Milwaunot least — a REAL*BUY - kee, La Crosse and Alma, Wis.;
CLOSEOUT on Imported BAY
RUM and ST. JOHN'S WEST Minneapolis,. St. Paul , CaledonrNDIES L I M E COLOGNE ia, Utica , Minneiska, Winona ,
mm™ ^^
\^aa\ IP
AFTER SHAVE and SOAP - Rollingstone„ St. Charles, HomIf this is your favorite, now er and Stillwater, Minn.
is the time to stock up —
Hosts for the celebration were
A real bargain.
the couple's two children, NorA FREE GOT" for you from man J. A. Semling, Fountain
Thursday afternoon of Dec. 10 City, and Mrs. Mark F. <Joy)
to Wednesday nite — Dec. 16 Cysewski, 463 E. Broadway,
— with each purchase of $5.00 and the seven grandchildren.
worth of Cosmetics — your
Mrs. Semling is the former
choice of one dollar's worth Miss Elizabeth B. Rick, daughof Christmas Cards — (sin- ter of the late VFW state comgles) — no boxes, please.
mander and Mrs. August J.
Have you seen the beautiful Rick , Homer , Minn. Mr . Semline of Karen Carson Cre- ling is the son of the late Mr.
ations? The lovely Rose Jars and Mrs. Joseph A. Semling Sr.,
and glass and china bud vases Fountain City.
and apothecary jars containThe Semlings have farmed In
ing scented candles — Each
this area all their married lives.
boxed in a pretty pink and
flowered gift box — from $1.50 Although they are retired , they
still live on their farm, and
to $2.95 — You will cherish
this hand-crafted container for are both still active. Mr. Semmany years — Exclusively at ling's hobbies are hunting rattle
BROWN DRUG.
snakes and trapping muskrat,
Please visit Brown Drug on mink and beaver in their respecyour shopping trip downtown tive seasons.
—- you will be amazed at the
Mrs. Semling, who has been
¦wide variety of gift >sugges- a member of the Royal Neightions — we will do our very bors of America for 54 years,
best to help you in any way held the office of oracle for sevwe can to make your shopping eral years in the Holmes Landeasier — Personal Service.
ing RN Camp. Flowers have
been her life-long hobby.

Swearingen,
Schmidqall
Vows Exchanged
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Schmidgall. Peoria , 111., announce the
marraige of their daughter,
Miss Carol Schmidgall , to Thomas F. Swearingen , Minneapolis.
The ceremony took place Nov
27 at the Hennepin Avenue
Methodist Church in Minneapolis.
Mr. Sweariagen is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Swearingen . 558 W. King St.
The couple will live an Minneapolis.
Mmes . David Olson, Leonard
and Alvin Burfeind , Linda Anderson and Arthur Ledebuhr.

a pillow and cane.
A noon dinner was served to
the immediate families in the
church dining room. The wedding cake was baked by Mrs.
David Theisen . a niece of Mr.
Suehla,
The reception for
INDEPENDENCE , Wis. (Spe- friends and other relatives folcial )-The Very Rev. Edmund lowed.
J. Klimek said a Mass of
PERSONS attended from ArThanksgivin g Sunday in observ- cadia ,
North Creek. La Crosse,
ance of the golden wedding an- and New Berlin , Wis., and Honiversary of Mr. and Mrs. Pe- kah , Rollingstone and Winona ,
ter P. Suehla. It was said in the Minn.
Ss. Peter and Paul Catholic Their five sons are : Ralph ,
on the home farm; Edmund ,
Church here.
The couple was led into the employed in Milwaukee; Roy ,
church by two grandchildren ; electrician in Whitehall, Wis.;
Cynthia Suehla, daughter of Mr. Ernest, carpenter in Whitehall,
and Mrs. Edmund Suehla , and and Peter Jr., New Berlin.
Roy Suehla Jr., son of Roy There are 23 grandchildren.
Suehla. The grandchildren pre- Mr. Suehla and the former
sented their grandparents with Miss Mary Gierok were married

Special Mass
Said for
Peter Suchlas

Jan. 26, 1915 In Ss. Peter and
Paul Catholic Church.
They lived for five years in
North Creek , then bought a
farm in Montana Ridge where
they lived until 1946. Suehla did
part time m ason work here until he retired in 1963.
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— 117 WEST THIRD ST. —
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WOLL'S DAIRY, RUSHFORD

(

27 Dtlicieus Varieties

(

5 Flavors

(

Home Style Ice Cream

SHERBETS

(CMitn Art pmt»)

Mr. and Mrs. Anthony W. Spelts

STRICTLY GRADE A
f Regular or Homogenized
JM
I
I I
IfllL ifm
Quarts and '. _ Gallons
FARM FRESH

(
/
^
I

(

GRADE A EGGS

(
• 2% LOW FAT MILK
1
• BUTTERMILK • COTTAGE CHEESE
(
CHOCOLATE
MILK (Made With Whole Milk) i /
•
• ORANGE • SOUR CREAM
\\
• WHIPPING CREAM • HALF & HALF
(
/
• CHIP DIPS
Carryouts
of
Malts
,
Shakes,
Cones, Novelties
¦
¦
¦)
•

Margie's

mm llajrii I
Cottage <

iml

PHONE
CORNER SEVENTH « MANKATO
^
^S
S>
^
'
4607
3^^ !^^
OPEN 9 A.M. TO 8 P.M. DAILY INCLUDING SUNDAYS '
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Spelrz-Schultz
Vows Said at
Lewiston Church
LEWISTON, Minn. — St.
Rose of Lima Catholic Church
was the scene of the Nov. 28
wedding of Miss Joanne Emily
Schultz, daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. Herman K. Schultz , Spokane, Wash., and Anthony
Wayne Speltz, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ray Speltz, Lewiston.
The Rev. J. Alan McShane
performed
¦the ceremony.
¦Soloists were Gene Thesing and
Jerry Simon.
Mrs, James Schultz, Killeen,
Tex., was matron of honor and
Miss Janet Lewis, bridesmaid.
Conrad Speltz was best man
and Charles Speltz , Rochester,
groomsman. Ushers were David Speltz , Chicago, and Steve
Schultz, Spokane.
THE BRIDE wore a streetlength satin dress which she
had made with a gathered
skirt , bodice covered with white
lace, long sleeves and a neckline finished with a scalloped
edge of lace in a boat-neck
design. Her veil was held by
a white satin crown with a bow
at the back and she carried
a crescent-shaped cascade of
white and yellow roses and
ivy.
Her attendants wore yellow

brocaded satin dresses with
rounded necklines, short sleeves
street-length
gathered
and
skirts. Their veils were held
by yellow brocaded crowns and
they carried bronze chrysanthemums with yellow and
bronze mums.
A luncheon was held at the
Cly-Mar Bowl , Lewiston. Mr
and Mrs, Lawrence Lewis were
hosts.
Following a two-week trip to
the West Coast the couple will
be at home is Lewiston.
The
bride is a ¦
graduate of
¦
Washington State University,
Pullman, Wash., and was formerly a home economics teacher. Her husband is a graduate
of Lewiston High School and
is engaged in farming.
Two prenuptial showers were
given the bride; Misses Donna
Curran and Goldie Speltz at the
Cly-Mar Bowl and Misses Meta
Lewis and Alma Wollin at the
Lewis home.
LADY FORESTERS PART Y
FOUNTAIN CITY, Wis. (Special) — The Lady Foresters ,
Juveniles and their mothers will
have their annual Christmas
party in St. Mary 's Parish Hall
beginning at 1 p.m. Sunday.
There will be a potluck lunch,
10 cent gift exchange for the
juveniles, and a free will offering for altar flowers among
the adults.
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¦ THESE ARE CASH AND CARRY PRICES AT THE
¦ DAIRY. DELIVERY PRICES ARE SLIGHTLY MORE.
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Sale will be held in the
recreation room at the Hospice.
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STRICTLY FRESH

;

REFRESHMENTS 2 TO 6 P.M.
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» °°'- 37c -

m ( Cream that whipsl Half and Half for cereels and I
¦
| coffee! Sour Cream — Cottage Cheese — Chip <
M : Dips — BuHermilk — Low Fat and Skim Milk.

Conducted Tours of the Hosp ice
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- 49c
PEANUT BRITTLE
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Occupational Therapy Dept.
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• CHRISTMAS BAKED GOODS •
Cookies, Cakes, Breads, Candy
• GIFT ITEMS •

Now entertaining's easy ! Perks coffee
automaticall y—then keeps it at perfect
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Sponsored By the St Anne
Hospice Auxiliary

(

.

¦ GRADE A EGGS
S 43c
37c
48c
¦
j
'C $1.25

GALA SALE

(

• Tengy, Refreshing

~™2

Christmas

(

Diabetic Ice Cream

Jlfe

BLAIR , Wis. (Special) —
Faith Lutheran Church Bible
Circles will have their Christmas party Tuesday at 1:30 p.m.
at the church. The Rev. L. H.
Jacobson will present the Bible
study, which will be-followed
by a social hour.
An Advent observance will be

^^^H

f

¦Pleasant Valley
S Guernsey Dairy

I

presented by the Ruth Circle
at the program at Faith Luther League Sunday at 8 p.m.
Serving refreshments are the
Messrs. and Mmes. Leonard
Sexe, Garven Borreson and Aidred Sexe and Miss Ida Her¦
HOME OWNED
— •—
HOME OPERATED
reid.
¦
In Norway, Denmark and ¦
Buy the milk that's FRESH DAILY at the store or
Sweden the name for Christmas
is "Jul. " In Iceland it is "Jol" _ : phone 4425 for home delivery.
and in Poland it is "Kolenda."
¦PLEASANT VALLEY FRESH GRADI A GUERNSEY

Blair Faith Church
Circles ' Party Set
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THOUSANDS OF SWEATERS —
ALL AT LESS THAN WHOLESALEI
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Try Our New CH ARC-ALL. the most liberal Credit Plan In Wards 92-Year History

SHOP MONDAYS & FRIDAYS, 9a.m to 9p.m.

WINONA KNIHING MILLS

902 Easf Second

Phone 3395

dent ; Mr«. Frank Branch , vice
president; Mrs. LaVaine Uthke.
secretary; and Mrs. Carl NichHOKAH , Minn. (Special) — EYOTA. Minn. (Special) — ols, treasurer.
Hokah Girl Scout Troops 95 , Members of the Holy Redeem- Plans were made for a chil
and 98, in a true Christmas sp ir- er Rosary Society, meeting re- idrcn 's Christmas party Dec. 20 ,
it of giving of themselves , are ) cently in the church parlors , wi th Mrs. Enos Daly appointed
offering their assistance to any ;
one in need of help during the t changed their name to Holy Hunch chairman. Mrs. Branch
busy days between now and I Redeemer Council of Catholic demonsrtated making Advent
! Women , at the request of the wreaths and Mrs. Joseph Clem- !
Christmas.
!
They are offering to write . bishop. They a lso re-elected of- er*s. centerpieces.
:
ficers
for
the
coming
year.
The
Rt.
Rev.
Msgr,
A.
P.
Christmas cards, put up decora- i
tions , help with Satwd ay cookie j Mrs. Donald Keller is presi- Layne led in prayers.
baking, baby sit , run errands, ,
wrap Christmas gifts, buy '
stamps , mail cards and letters
UAN, MEATY
~~~M,.~,
and do any other errands.
^^
Anyone wishing their help
may call Mrs. Gene Geiwitz or
Kate Kimball.
)

! Hokah Girl Scouts
Offer holiday Aid

Rosa ry Society
Changes Name

AT HOME AT I12 1.. LAIRD ST. are iMr. and
Mrs. Gary Braatz following a wedding tri p to the
states of Wisconsin , Iowa and Illinois and their
Nov . 21 wedding at St. John 's Lutheran Church ,
Lewiston , Minn . The Rev . Robert Beckman performed the ceremony- . Miss Nancy Stever was maid
of honor and Gene Gunderson , Lamoille . Minn.,
best man . A reception and supper were held at
at the Winona . Athletic Club . The bride is the former
Miss Mary Stever , daughter of Mr . and Mrs . Arnold
Stever, Lewiston, and the groom is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Theodore Braatz , Lamoille. Mrs. Braatz
is a graduate of Lewiston High School and is employed by the Winona Monument Company. Her
husband is a graduate of Winon a Senior High School
and is employed at the Red Owl Store. ( Camera
Art photo)
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i Buds . Blossoms Club
To Celebrate Yule
v SPRING GROVE, Minn. (Spell cial ) — The Buds and Blossoms
I Garden Club will hold its Christmas party at Scandinavia Fri|
I day at 6:30 p.m. Members
|
planning to attend are asked to
I : call Mrs. Sigmund Bergrud.
There will be an exchange of
|
|
50-cent gifts.
I New officers for the coming
i year are Mrs. Owen Storlie,
1; president; Mrs. Sanford Mor¦i ' ken , vice president; Mrs. Dale
l:Onsgard , secretary ; Mrs. Earl
¦
P Munkel , treasurer , and Mrs.
1 Evelyn Bakken. publicity.

IBeverly Munsch's
IEngagement Told
I '¦ ELGIN , Minn. (Special) # Mrs. Alvin Munsch , Elgin, an'
il nounces the engagement of her
% daughter , Miss Beverly Munsch ,
I i to Mahlon Vigesaa, son of Mr.
i i and Mrs. Walter Vigesaa, North|
j field , Minn. No -date has been
set for the wedding.
|
1 Miss Munsch is a graduate of
I F.lgin Higfr School and is a staat Mankato Commercial
ll dent
p
p ollege. Her fiance was graluated from Northfield High
|
% School and is also a student at
I MCC.

3
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ICatholic Daughters
; Wilt Meet Monday
i Winona Court 191, Catholic
\Daughters of America , will
f have a Christmas party at 8
* p.m. Monday in Holy Family
. Hall of the Cathedral of the
I Sacred Heart.
There will be a short busi*
i\. ness meeting, followed by the
I party.
I Each member is to bring
j*i toys or games for needy chilli dren and also unwrapped gifts
|i for men and women at Fari£? hault.

IHarmony Couple
ITo Be Married

i HARMONY , Minn. ("Special )
I — Mr. and Mrs . Charles Helge|, son , Bricelyn , Minn., announce
j| ' the approaching marriage of
I
I their daughter , Charlotte Ann
if i llelgeson Woods , to Elmo A .
fj D a h l , son of Mr. and Mrs. Al>* (red Dahl , Harmony, The wedft i ding will be Dec. 27 at Green|
field Lutheran Churc h, Har?<
tj mony.
§ Mrs. Woods is a graduate of
$ ; Mankato State College and is
j sj a fourth grade teacher in the
11 Harmony Area Schools . Mr .
gi | Dahl attended the Universit y
¦I of Minnesota and is farming
j
H near liar mon v ,
jf j VFW AUXILI AHY
% RUSHFORD . Minn. ( S pecial )
;v: ¦¦- The Vcternns ot Foreign
jj I Wars Auxiliary will meet Monj Slday at the VFW Post Home for
,> a Christmas party.
SCHOOL PLAY
LAKE CITY , Minn. ( Sperial )
"Christmas Unending " Is to
V lie presente d Dec . 17 at ft p.m.
WINTER VA U MT H . . . PLUS SMMiT SPOUT FASHION ,
1 m St. Mar y ' s Church bv the
WILL BK VOI'nS WI I KN VOU UlOOSK FKOM (H I! ¦] c hil dren of lilcCnhill School. The
public is invited
HOLIDAY SF.LKCTION OK < \.\K AM) SriU'UR.W COATS .
S I W V S I DI ; c'MU) PAKTY
SOMK ARK TOPP KH W i l l i KA Ci' ooS . . . OiHKKS AKK
HI ,AIR . Wis. (S pecial > - The
HOODED. IN POI 'UI.Ait SI F.i)F. CLOTH. CORDUROY
• ; Sunnyside Community Club will
AND OTIIEfl SPOUT r'ABIUCS. ALL AUK Ql'Il.TF.I ) OH , j sponsor a rani parly at the
.schonlhouse Saturday evening
PILE LINK O .
Prizes will be awarde d nnd |
lunch served. Kveryone is wel- :
A CIIOICI - : OF KKI> , NAVY , Hl.l K , A.Y1T.UU'K, (iOI.I )
come to attend , a club mem.; | ber -said.
OR BLACK ,

Sizes : 8 to 14
Values lo 25.98

SPEC.AL
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Shoppe

Use our. Christmas
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; HOSPITAL ( LUB TO MKKT
SPUING GROVF., Minn. ( Spp¦ < -i n11 - Hospital Club wi ll
meet j
. Monday, at _ p.m. in the Trin ity Lutheran churc h parlors . '
,., There will he a 50 cent g \U exdimiHe nnd each member is
, ,j ;iske < i lo bring two dozen cookj ies for the hospital. H ostesses
will be Mmes. Gerhard Gilbert. son, Cyrus Lee. Gerhar d Omodt ,
Osrnr Valentine, L^rry Meyer ,
Theodore Flaten , Hen Unwind,
liei ior a Solbr-rg. Henu ie Ganrud
,;, niii) Nel.s Ncsh rim.
j

I

\

Past Presidents
Hold Yule Pa rty
RUSHFORD , Minn . (Special )
—The Past Presidents Parley ,
American Legion Auxiliary ,
held its Christmas party Monday at the home of Mrs. Cora
Blanchfield. Dinner was served by the Mmes. Alfred Cordes . Jack Keeler and Marvin
Manion and Miss Alma Swenson.
A short business meeting was
held. It was decided to give
fn m- Christmas remembrances.
Games were played and gifts exch"n _ ed. Mrs. Earl Anderson
won the special prize.

FRESH

Order Your CHRISTMAS
POULTRY Now!

HOMEMADE

BRATWURST
__
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• Butchering

• Processing
• Curing
• Smoking
at al) times.

FROZEN FOOD
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WAR KKEK 'S

HOMEMADE SAUSAGES - GROCERIES — LOCKER PLANT
477 W. 5th St., Winona, Minn.
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EjKERR-McGEE OIL INDUSTRIES, lnc
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2 ^ $1.00
We Do Custom
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. . . The gasoline made for today's automobiles.
Come in and fill up —
enjoy natural power — plus neighborly service.
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MANKATO DEEP ROCK

" Phone 9752

Mankato a» Mark St.
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John Nepper,
Marie Frisch
Repeat Vows

Carl Fratz ke Jr, ,
Rosalie Beyers
Exchange Vows

Miss Rosalie A. Beyers,
(laughter of Mrs. Teresa J.
Beyers, 1938 Gilmore Ave., and
Carl A. Fratzke Jr. , son of Mr.
and Mrs. Carl A. Fratzke Sr.,
878 E. Broadway, were married Nov. 28 at St. Mary's
Catholic Church.
The Rev. Donald J. Winkels
performed the ceremony. Mrs.
William Franzen was organist
and Mmes. James Skeels and
William Beranek , soloists.
Mrs. J. M. Gannon, Louisville, Ky., sister of the bride,
was matron of honor and Mrs.
Ft. Thomas Becker, sister of
the groom, and Miss Lois
THE BRIDE WAS attended by Laabs, bridesmaids .
her sister, Miss Rita Frisch,
LEROY GIEROK was best
West Covina, Calif., as maid of man and James R. Brust and
• ¦ .v.-x-xn
honor. Misses Mary Paula, Car- Roger Beyers, brother of the
" - '""-™»^i^Be»Mr. and Mrs. John N. Nepper
ol and Antoinette Frisch, sisterB bride, groomsmen. Ushers were
(Camera Art pnott)
of the bride, and Miss Sandra Robert and Gary Fratzke.
Frisch were bridesmaids.
The bride, given in marriage
pointed
Robert Nepper, Minneapolis, by her brother-in-law ,
treasurer
to
succeed
Hairdressers Meet Miss Martha Lutz ,
James
was
best
man
and
Charles
Nelwho is leavM. Gannon, wore a bridal gown
ing the city.
sen and Gene Matzke , both of of lace and bouquet taffeta with
For Gift Giving
Mrs. Florence Thompson re- Rochester, and Donald and long sleeves, fitted bodice, saWinona Hairdressers Associa- ported on an executive board I Bernard Frisch, Minneiska, brina neckline and fitted midtion met Tuesday evening at meeting of the Minnesota Hair- j brothers of the bride, grooms- riff. The bell-shaped floordressers Association , which she men. Ushers were David Speltz length skirt had a bow at the
Williams Hotel for a Christmas attended
Sunday in Minneapolis . and David Drenckhahn.
back and streamers with lace
partyi Gifts were exchanged
Members were urged to at- Given in marriage by her appliques. Her silk veil was
and a greeting was given by tend the Jan. 5 meeting at brother, Richard Frisch, Min- held by a pearl and crystal
Richard Barness, newly-elected Joan 's Beauty Shop, when a neiska, the bride wore a floor- princess crown and she carried
complete program- for the com- length gown of white peau de white roses and blue
president.
pompons.
¦ ing year will be set up.
soie with an attached train. It
'
Majerus
was
apMiiss Judy
Her
attendants
wore
powder
had a fitted bodice embroidered b l u e
street-length brocaded
with seed pearls. Her veil was
dresses with scoop neckheld by a crown of seed pearls sheath
lines and matching overskirts.
and she carried a cascade bou: Their silk veils were held by
quet of red roses.
Her attendants wore floor- petal discs of the same fabric
they carried white and blue
length gowns of royal blue sat- and
pompons.
in and matching tiny hats with
blue veils. They carried bou- | The bride and groom's mothSmucker's Delicious Holiday Gift Boxes
*
j£
j ers had corsages of yellow
quets of pink roses.
roses.
A DINNER reception wag held
! A WEDDING breakfast was
Box af Twelv. PA £F 3 at The Oaks. The wedding cake served in the Hiawatha Room
M CA
Box of Six
|
(
was
baked
by
Mrs.
Erwin
Maus,
Asst'd. Preserve ^'OJ »
g Aufd. Preserves ^fc»3v
Minneiska,
and
was
cut
by
Mrs.
"
«
Bex ef Twelve () QC
Peter Daley, Preston, Minn.
R
Asst'd Jellies ^Jn\J3
% Others assisting were the Misses
Margaret Rinn , Rollingstone,
K
All New Crop Finest
REESE PURE
|Minn., Elaine Connelly, Rochester, Judy and June Kreidermacher, Lorraine Frisch and
Martha Speltz, Lake City, Minn.
8-Oz. OC f_
$ Following a wedding trip
IWalnut Halves
lb. $1.35
Con
0«*#V
5 Medium Pecans .. .. lb. $1.29
jjj through the southern states the
couple will li-ve at Fort Riley,
$1.49
Blanched Almonds
lb.
For aIniond macaroonS i a i_ |
Kan., where the groom is staJ Braiils
lb.
$1.09
mon(| fi j|ing or ma i<j ng mai zi- 1 tioned in the Army. After Feb.
«
$
K Filberts
lb. $1.19 Dan
1 they will be at home in Rochester.
The bride is a graduate of
GLAZED
Direct From the Coast
|Holy Trinity High School, Roll|
ingstone, and has been employed as an IBM key puncher at
International Transport ComK lit decorated containers. For
& pany, Rochester. Her husband
t j i j A
l JO
/LtUA
C
/
*
*>
W<M^U.M
Christmas giving,
g is a graduate of Winona Senior
|
High School.
PlMit for frying,
$ BHttl*
lb. 59C
| Prenuptial showers were giv_._. _ Gene
and
slewing or rawe.
« en by Mmes.en
$_
at Matzke
"
E Pecan
the letter's
hV C«J
ft Charles ^Jels
5Q
f l n GI
Brittle
-|home tn Rochester, the Mmes.
^
3<|r 8 Clarence, Leroy and Gilbert
CI OQ Nabiico OYSTER
K Hickory
8 Nut BriHle . . . . lb. .plot? CRACKERS , Mb. box J*** » Frisch, Tom Sheehan and Cyril
Speltz and Miss Sandra Frisch,
at Rollingstone, and by the
women of Guild 4 of St. Mary's
parish at Minneiska.

200 Honor Couple
On Golden Year
Anniversary

MINNEISKA , Minn. - The
Rev. S; N. Majerus officiated at
a nuptial high Mass at which
Mis* Marie Carolyn Frisch,
daughter of Mrs. Cleon FYisch,
Minneiska, and the late Mr.
Frisch, became the bride of
John Nicholas Nepper, son of
Mr. and Mrs. George Nepper,
Minneiska.
The ceremony was held Nov.
28 at the Immaculate Conception Catholic Church, O a k
Ridge , Minn. The choir of St.
Mary 's Church., Minneiska, sang
and Mrs. Neola Schell was organist.

IJELLY & PRESERVE ASSORTMENTS|
*

—

BLAIR , Wis. ( Special) — Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas E. Radcliffe,
Blair Rt. 2, observed their golden wedding anniversary at an
open house Sunday afternoon at
their farm home. About 200 relatives and friends were present.
Mrs. D a r w i n Bradley , a
granddaughter, served the anniversary cake which was baked
by Mrs. Duane Johnson. Others
assisting were the Mmes . Earl
and Donald Radcliffe, both of
Racine, Wis., Duane Johnson,
Orrin Olson, Winona , and Mrs.

Eva Larson, La Crosse.
Mrs. Radcliffe's corsage and
the boutonniere worn by Mr.
Radcliffe were gifts from the
grandchildren.
The couple has a son , Earl ,
Racine, four grandchildren and
six great-grandchildren. A son,
Fillmore, was killed in World
War II.
Mr. RadcLiffe and the former
Miss Bessie Kaas were married
Dec. 23, 19L4 in La Crosse.
They lived on farms near
Burr Oak and Galesville nearly
10 years and then returned to
La Crosse. Mrs. Radcliffe worked at the La Crosse Hotel and
Mr Radcliffe , on the Dresbach
dam. After five years they
moved to the Whitehall area
where they farmed fi ve years
and then purchased their own
farm in the Blair area .

CORRECTION
Mr. and Mrs. Carl A. Fratzke Jr.
of Shorty's Cafe with t h e ;
groom's parents as hosts and
a reception for 300 guests was
held at the Redman's Club.
Following a wedding trip to
various places in Wisconsin the
couple will be at home at 1938
Gilmore Ave.
The bride is a graduate of
Winona Senior High School and
is employed at the First National Bank. Her husband is
a graduate of WSHS and is now
attending Winona State College.
He is employed at the Winona
Glove Company.
A prenuptial shower was held
at the Golden Frog Supper Club
at Fountain City, Wis., with the
employes of the First National
Bank as hosts.

This I tem Appeared Incorrectl y In
Our Wednesday A<1.
IT SHOULD HAVE READ

(Durlay Jtudlei)

Simmons-Be rge
Wedding Set

LADIES' SEAMLESS

HARMO^fY, Minn. (Special)
—Mr. and Mrs. Carl Berge, rural Harmony, announce the engagement of their daughter,
Miss Barbara Elaine Berge, to
Keith Simmons, son of Mr. and
Mrs. G. M. Simmons, Guthrie
Center, Iowa. A January wedding is being planned ,
Miss Berge is a graduate of
Harmony High School and is
employed as a research secretary at Mayo Clinic, Rochester.
Her fiance is a graduate of
Guthrie Center High School and
of Iowa State College. He is employed at the Rochester Dairy
as a laboratory technician.
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LeVans Feted
On Anniversa ry

, Minn. (Special ) —
MIXED NUTS |TheELGIN
golden wedding anniversary

lb- 59c
i

« of

Mr. and Mrs. Lynn LeVan

was observed at an open house
We „se on y the besl alK) mjx g

attended
g at their home Sunday,
52 by 125 guests.
&
Smucker's
» Hosts were their children : LeH
Omaha, Neb.; Verlynn and
or
{ Roy,
Blueberry
, Elgin; and Mrs. WilKenneth
«
JONES DAIRY FARM
_
„,
, Cu-iii. 3
liam (Velma) Gray, Locker
Bla
Center, Calif.
Guests were present from
Omaha, Cedar Rapids , Boone
lb
Sunshine Vanilla
*>Cr $ and Estherville, Iowa , and Stew' www
S
85C
JJ*' S artville, Lake City, Rochester,
Wafers , 10-oz. box
|
Elgin and Plainview , Minn.
Mrs. Maurice Searles baked
the anniversary cake. Others
7C v, who assisted were Mmes. LeRoy
\Fancy California candied liui l s. figs and ff
fl OC to IM
4>t«M ^ g LeVan , Esther LeVan, D. 0.
jUisW
£ dates attractively gift packaged.
Partello , Paul Partello , Milton
« Benike, and INeva Preacher.
II Jeaaar 's Milwaukee
__
Mr. LeVan and Miss Hattie
Partello were married Dec. 9.
1914, at Estherville , Iowa , where
they lived until 194R. At that
113
1
time they moved to their farm
home near Elgin, where they
still reside. They have 15 grandchildren.
_
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Legislators Discuss
Taxes, Apportioning

By FRANK UHLIG
Daily News Staff Writer
Winon a County 's three legislators fi elded questions on a
variety of issues Wednesday at
a Chamber of Commerce governmental affairs committee
luncheon.
Sen. Roger Laufenburger,
Lewiston. the only veteran of
the 1963 session, handled a
larger share of inquiries than
did Frank Theis, the new city
representative, or Donald McLeod, Lewiston. Winona County
rural representative. Reapportionment, gasoline and sales
taxes and rebuilding of Highway 61 drew concentrated attention .

LAUFENBURGER said he
would "give favorable consideration" — but declined further
commitment — to proposed repeal of the statute limiting second-class cities to two representatives on a county board
of commissioners.
Liberals in the legislature opposed the retail sales tax , he
told another questioner, because
of its "regressivity." Although
the bill never got out of committee at the last session , he
believes a new version may
"get honest consideration" in
the 1965 session, the senator
said.
Bearing in mind Gov. Karl
Rolvaag's conviction that new

DENNIS THE MENACE

*lOOKAf
HEf2 ,3bev! Soe^ 'FRATO OF A CAN OF MORMS]*

revenue sources must be found ,
he continued, he is "neither for
nor against a sales tax without
first studying it."
Laufenburger added that, in
his opinion , a sales tax could
hardly perform the function of
a replacement tax (for personal property levies) when also serving as an additional
source of funds.
Pari-mutuel betting, he told
another questioner , has gained
no support aside from that ot
two or three Twin Cities legislators who try to drum up interest at each session.

¦
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should be considered, along
with population, because of "the
sheer fact of mileage."
"It's more difficult to represent a tew people in a larg e
district than an urban district
with twice as many people, "he
continued." The bigger the
area, the more divergent its interests. The issues in a single
large district have far more
diversity than those in a city,
for example, where problems
and population are consolidated.
"If the number of people is
the only factor , we're out of
balance. But there has been
only one session since the last
reapportionment and I don 't
believe one should come on the
heels of another.
"I BELIEVE Minnesota is as
fairly apportioned — all things
considered — as any state in
the union. I look for congressional action to force a change
in Supreme Court policy, possibly through a constitutional
amendment.
I further maintain the cities
of our state have suffered no
injury at the hands of rural
legislators, who now outnumber them in both houses. Rural
legislators have been much
kinder to the five-county metropolitan area than many of their
representatives have been to
out-state interests. Many of
them have no understanding
of any problems outside of their
own. The average rural legislator is a lot better acquainted
with the entire state than some
urban legislators are."
Theis said an equal division
of population among present
legislative membership would
leave Winona County about
where it is now.

exempting nonprofit industrial
development associations from
real estate taxes on their property until leased or sold. Theis
and McLeod concurred.
An unemployment compensation law amendment will have
to be passed at the next session,
Laufenburger said, because
"we can't afford to let it go
another two years." In the last
session. Conservative majorities passed a bill to bring up
the compensation fund' s declining reserves but the measure
was vetoed by Gov. Rolvaag.

Chief Robert Pollock,
been overlooked is urged to I high school members decorat- i Police
ordered each officer ,
who
has
the
ed the headquarters for
attend , too.
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including
In. charge of the morning party.
¦
of
his department , to
members
party will be Junior Am erican '
and mark the
in
daily
weigh
Red Cross members frqm Wi i
a
chart.
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on
nona Senior High School. Cotter ',
The order is part of a weightHigh School members will be
program launched to
reduction
in charge of the afternoon party.
fitness. A loss
hysical
improve
p
Invitations were made' by junior Red Cross members in ele- IDAHO FALLS, Idaho (AP ) - of a pound a week was ordered
mentary schools, and junior Calories count, says Idaho Falls for overweight officers.

Police Must
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SURE CURE FOR
CABIN SORENESS

Two Parties for
Retarded Slated

Two Christmas parties for
area retarded children will be
held Saturday at the Winona
County Red Cross headquarters, 276 W> 5th St.
Children up to 12 years old
will be guests at a party from
10 a.m. until noon , and older
children will be guests from 2
until 4 p.m. The parties are
sponsored by the Winona County Association lor Retarded
Children .
Santa Claus will be at the
parties, and there will be
lunch , games and presents at
both. Also present will be
"Jingle the Elf , " played «b y
Jane Sheets, a Winona Senior
High School senior .
Invitations have been sent,
but anyone who might have

IT MAY BE another eight
to 12 years before Highway 61
is rebuilt all the way to the
Twin Cities, Laufenburger estimated. Conceding that money is
the major problem, he said
gasoline tax raises nevertheless
are difficult to get enacted. He
recalled that proponents of
higher gas taxes had sought a
2-cent rise but could only accomplish a 1-cent-per-gallon increase.
Theis commented that bonds
offered another possible solution but that bonding for a
single project is not possible.
Although the legislature reapportioned itself in 1959, Laufenburger noted, this realignment
has been ruled unconstitutional
by federal courts. The effect
of any new reapportionment on
Winona will probably be roini- LAUFENBURGER was asked
mal, he told another questioner. if he would support legislation
requiring the governor to carry
McLEOD, newly elected this out in full all legislative comyear but a veteran of two pre- mitments involving school aids.
vious terms, commented exten- Without answering directly
sively on what he called the Laufenburger said the situation
Supreme Court's "regrettable" which had brought Gov. Rolselection of population as the vaag's controversial 5 percent
sole factor in apportioning re- cutback had about resolved itpresentation.
self and there did not appear
-""If Winona County can hold to be much reason for such
the status quo in a new appor- legislation.
tionment, this will be the best The senator said he "had no
we can hope for," he said. Area objection" to a proposed law

Each one ef us gets that restless, snowbound feeling at tome
time or other . . . we wont to GET OUT FOR FUN AND EXCITEMiNTI If you're on a limited budget,., a sure cure for
"cabin soreness" ii dinner here al Shorty's; The food tastes
great, there's lots of friendly folks around most every day,
the prices are right, and the service is quick. What are YOU
waiting for?
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State Scalps
Loras, Gets
1st Victory

!TQ WRITE A NEW CHAPTER FRIDAY NIGHT

Rivalry Equals Durand Vs. Moncfov/

By GARY EVANS
Durand 20-19 in football and losses to Alma and Stanley.
later wound up with a conferDally News Sports Editor
"We've had two big changes
ence
championship.
here," sums up a satisfied
"With a rivalry like this one, !
"I'm juat afraid they 're re- Miner.
"We 've gotten good
nothing previous that has hap- membering
what happened , " leadership from the kids and the
any
difference."
makes
pened
said Barneson. "That means spirit has been just tremenThat is Durand basketball j they 'll come over
here all fired dous. There 's no selfishness
i
coach Jim Miner summing up up. "
on this club. We 've had five or
sports
riPanther-Mondovi
the
Mondovi was upset last week six guys in double figures at
another
chapter
will
Still
valryDe written at by Arcadia in the three-team one time or another already .
Mondovi Friday league 's basketball debut. Un- Miner does feel his team has
night when tho til that time Barneson was sat- its best performances in front
Buffaloes enter- isfied with his team 's prog- of il. "We haven't put four
good quarters together yet , "
tain Miner and ress.
"We 've been averaging right he said.
Co.
The way Mon- j around 40 percent from the While neither eoach—Barnedovi coach Bob j floor until the second half son is a first-year man—has
Barneson has It I against Arcadia when we hit 2- seen the other's team , both
figured , some- for-35 ," he lamented. "We've know what to expect.
thing that hap- I been going hard all week and Miner points to the Buffaloes '
pened Oct. 2 j we 've looked better than I ex- . shooting ability, -while Bame_ ..
could play a de- i pectcd. "
; son talks about the Panthers'
Nlner
ciding role In 1 While Mondovi Is 2-2 overall , height , the outside shooting
j
Durand stands ,3-2 after victories abilities of 5-10 junior grade
the contest.
day
that
an
that
was
on
; over Elm wood, Spring Valley Dale Harschlip and the underIt
underdog Mondovi team clipped : and Prescott in overtime and the-basket muscle of 6-1 1/. sen-

Packers Seek
Spot in NFL
Runnerup Bowl

\

ior forward Wayne Kralewski.
Joining Kralewski and Harschlip will be 5-5 junior guard Joe
Langlois, 6-0 senior forward
Dale Walker and 6-2 senior center Rod Hurlburt. Top reserves
are 5-8 guard Dan Langlois and
6-3 center Steve Brack .
Barneson has adjusted his
starting alignment to counter
the Panther height advantage.
Moving in are 511 junior guard
Bill Hehli and 6-0 sophomore
center Jon Hessleman. They
join 5-10 senior forward Chuck
Schraf , 5-9 junior guard Steve
Kent and 5-10 junior forward
Bob Wright. Former starters
Dennis Parr <5-ll senior forward ) and Ron Hagen (5-10
senior forward ) are certain to
see action.
While the Durand-at-Mondovi
game tops the list , nine other
area leagues have games scheduled for Friday night , and, as
always , there are some big

Michigan Rips
Tmm^B^' tW
\£/ V; Indiana State,
Jl^mff
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ones.
In Minnesota , Root River leader Peterson (3-0) should get a
break when hosting Canton
( 0-2), but the Raiders forced
Caledonia , which gets a night
off , into overtime Tuesday.
Houston (2-1 ) hosts Mabel ( 0-3).
The feature battle in the Maple
Leaf sends Harmony (1-0 ) to
Chatfield (I -0) . Lanesboro hosts
Wykoff.
Other big battles have Lake
City hosting Kasson-Mantorville
in the Hiawatha Valley and
Rollingstone Holy Trinity at
Lima Sacred Heart in the Big
State.
In Wisconsin , Holmen entertains Trempealeau in the Coulee
Conference , Eleva-Strum treks
to Osseo in the Dairyland and
Alma, the club that scored 120
against Taylor last week, travels to Arkansaw in the West
Central.

C-FC TO HOST
ALMA CEN TER

There has been some confusion surrounding the site
of the Aim * Center-Cochrane-Fountain City Dairyland Conference game to be
played Friday.
Alma Center , one of the
loop teams sharing the lead
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS with a 2-0 mark , will be at
C-FC. The "B" squad game
Louie Dampier is turning out > starts at 6:30 with the varsIT'S TIME TO HEAR from the Swaml , who had a miserable Tuesday. He hit seven of 12 without handicaps and j to be one of the star sophomores | ity clash to follow at S
of the college basketball season. 1 o 'clock.
THREE ot 12 with.
The six-footer from IndiHis totals stand at 103 of 155 (.665 ) and 86 ol 155 (. 555).
anapolis exploded for 37 points
That's not a very good average . Now for this weekend.
to lead the ninth-ranked KenRochester over WINONA HIGH by 3 .
tucky Wildcats to a 100-74 victo"The Rockets will be riding high alter beatry
over Iowa State Wednesday
ing Red Wing. "
night.
COTTER over Wabasha St. Felix by 9.
"Nett's boys are getting better every week. "
"He did a tremendous job."
ST. MARY'8 over Macalester by 9. "Look
veteran coach Adolph Rupp said
FRIDAY
!
after Dampier, aided by another ; LOCAL SCHO0LSout for Wiltgen 's gang!"
Winoni High at Rochaitar John Marsoph, Pat Riley of Schenectady,
South Dakota State over WINONA STATE
shall.
N.Y., put the Wildcats back on j1
by 12. "The Bunnies are ready. "
Cotte r it Wibiihi St . Foil*.
the winning side after their road K0OT RIVERSpring Grove over Rushford by 4; HousRushford at Spring Grsvt.
defeat to North Carolina MonMabal at Houalon.
ton over Mabel by 14; Peterson over Canton
Pater»N! *l Canton.
day.
by 7; Austin over Albert Lea by 4; Mankato
BIG NINE—
Dampier
got
his
37
points
on
Auitln it Mbart Lai.
over Owatonna bv 9: Faribault over NorthMinkito at OwatonnJ.
field by 20; Kenyon over Zumbrota by 2; Plainview ov er 17 field goals and three fouls
Faribault it Northfield.
VALLRYStewartville by 10; Lake City over Kasson-Mantorville by 15; while Riley contributed 18 HIAWATHA
Zumbrola
at Kanyon.
Plalnvlaw at Stewartville .
Cannon Falls over St. Charles by 13; Lanesboro over Wykoff points including a three-point
play
that
put
Kentucky
ahead
Kasson-Manrorvllla at Laka City.
by 14; Harmony over Chatfield by 1; Preston over Sprbig
Cannon Falli at It. Charlai.
'
for good at 17-15.
MAPLE LEAF—
Valley by 3; Lima Sacred Heart over Rollingstone Holy TrinWykoff at Lanaibora.
Michigan 's Wolverines , the
ity by 7; Caledonia Loretto over Hokah St. Peter by 4; Holmen
Harmony it Chatfield.
country's
No.
1
team
in
The
AsSpring Valley at Preiten.
over Trempealeau by 12; West Salem over Melrose by 15;
rankings ,. I BI STATEsociated
Press
Gale-Ettrick over Mindoro by 6; Bangor over Onalaska by 2;
Holy Trinit y at Lima Sacred Hurt.
crushed Indiana State 102-64 and Ij
Loratto af St. Pater.
Eleva-Strum over Osseo by 17; Independence over Augusta the
second-ranked
Wichita COULEETrempialaiu at Holmen.
by 18; Blair over Whitehall by 5; Alma Center over Cochrane- Wheatshockers made it two
al West Satem.
Fountain City by 8; Durand over Mondovi by 7; Fairchild straight with a 73-55 romp over !1 Melrcne
Mindoro at Gale-EHrlck.
Bangor at Onalaika .
over Taylor by 9; Gilmanton over Pepin by 12; Alma over Texas Western. Both were I
' DAIRYLAND—
Arkansaw by 19; Elgin over Faribault Deaf by 6; Goodhue home-court victories .
Eleva-Strum at One*
Augusta at Independence.
over Randolph by 10; Wabasha over Mazeppa by 8; Faribault
Cazzie Rusell's 27 points led
Whitehall at Blair.
over Blooming Prairie by 15; Holmen over Neillsvi ile by 13; the unbeaten Wolverines to their
Alma
Center at Cochrane-Fountain
¦
City.
Hayfield over Byron by 4; Wanamingo overs Dodge Center hy fourth straight. Dave Stallworth I MISSISSIPPI
VALLEY—
6; Pine Island over Claremont by 5; West Concord over Dover- also scored 27 points and put on jI
Durand a t Mondovi.
WEST CENTRAL—
¦
Eyota by 2.
! a spectacular defensive perTaylor at Fairchlld.
Gilmanlon at Pepin.
formance in sparking Wichita.

i|S|p^0RTS

LOS ANGELES W - The Los
Angeles Rams, who played at
their peak in knocking Green j
Bay out of National Football j
League title contention earlier I
in the season, must face the i
i
Packers again Sunday.
The Rams capped a streak of !
prosperity by whipping Green j
Bay 27-17 in Milwaukee Oct. 25. !
The defeat left the Packers too
far behind Baltimore to ever j
catch up in the race for the I
Western Division title, but the !
effort a)so must have taken
something out of the Rams.
They 're lost five of six games
since then and have a 5-7-1 record.
(ireen Bay, with an 8-5 record, is in line for a second
straight appearance in the postseason Runnerup Bowl but must
beat the Rams to insure themselves of the trip to Florida in
January. It also would be reasonable to assume that the
Packers must beat the Rams
because they are the P ackers.
The Packers are all ready for
action , but the Rams have -problems.
Roman Gabriel was the quarterback in the victory over the
Packers but this Sunday it will
be rookie Bill Munson, -who has
convinced the coaches he's determined to be among the
league's best. The use of the
two quarterbacks also has
brought a division among fans
and this has added to the troubles of the coaches.
One of the Rams' prize rookie
running backs, Bucky Pope, was
benched in the second half of
last Sunday's defeat at San
Francisco. Ram Coach Harland
Svare admitted that other teams
had caught up with him.
Yearling fullback Les JosephMINNESOTA COLLEGES
son still is in the lineup and j! Indiana Central It, SI. Cleud e>.
picked up 14 of the 15 yards ; Augsburg M, St. Olef 70.
71, Loras «3.
gained by the , Rams on the I vrmom
North Dakota lot, Bemldil 71.
;
ground against the 4flers. While !
COLLEGES
EAST
he still runs, he can 't c arry the ,
7), Syracuse 71.
entire burden of the ground at- | Cornell
Connecticut 71, Harvard il.
tack.
Providence tJ, Brown al.
y 12, Amherst 41.
Missing from the game v/ill Arm
Venn 71, Delaware 34.
be defensive end Lamar Lundy, Temple
10, Lehigh It.
who broke a hand in the San Yale 74, Fordham 70.
••airfield fl, Seton Hall II.
I'Yancisco game. He/will be re- Columbia
14, CCNY It.
placed by rookie Gary Larsen , SI. ioni. «t, VII. Madonna 4S.
Wall. It , Rhode Island 47.
a (i-foot-5 , 253-pounder.
Maine 17, Bowdoln It.

a >a > a » » a »a»aW
a>
*^J^J^^*^*, * * * a ha»
I ^>^V- | nlr^VV*a^^l~»^^*>^^~¦

This Week's
Basketball

By ROLLIE WUSSOW
Dally Newt Sport* Writer

first half to lead at tha end
! of the first twenty minutes 4725.
Scalp No . 1 finally found its
In the second stanza, coach
place on the Winona State wa.m- Bob Campbell inserted reserves
pum belt Wednesday night when with a free hand as the Warriors coasted.
the Warriors clobbered Loras
WINONA STATE used nearly
at |Memorial Hall 79-62 before
every scoring play in the book
1,400 fans.
to blow the Duhawks off the
The score isn 't quite indica- court in the first half
.
tive of the contest. The War- i1
Loras
led
at
only
one
point
,
shot
riors ; now 1-4 on the year
a blistering 54 percent in the ! in the game , that at 2-0 on a
; long jumper by Rex Hester with
only seconds gone . A free throw
•
•'
•.
by Tom Stallings and a pair
by Gary Petersen shoved the
Warriors in front and they
were never again headed .
Petersen , Stallings and spark: plug captain Dave Goede put
! on the first half scoring show.
; Petersen, the methodical master from Kasson, faked the garments off the Loras defender.
The Loras College freshmen ; with his hanging jump-drives
GARY PETERSEN
handed the Winona State year- i throughout the first half , ending
Sparks Warrior Win
lings their third straight loss of I with 11 points.
the year in a preliminary to the
varsity contest Wednesday night STALLINGS added ten with
at Memorial Hall. The score was his drives, and Goede supplied
even more variety with his
92-78.
underhand layups
Frank London and Chuck patented
through the purple Loras forest,
Von Feldt each netted 25 points as well as a few long sets. He
to pace the Little Duhawks. 'Von also spearheaded the fast break
Feldt is a former Austin Pacel- attack , and wound up the game
lj star.
with ten markers, all in the
Keith Asleson bagged 20 for first half.
Winona, with Dwayne Davis After coming out of the dress,
getting 14 and Jim Kasten 13. ing room in the second period,
Winona Matt F. (71) Lores Frosh (M .
still cloudy after finding themf _ H pf tp
Page 17
f« ft pf tp
4 4 4 11 selves ahead by a 47-25 margin,
Dtvii
S 4 S 14 Glndorf
Thursday, December 10. 1964 Benedict 1 3 5 1 Alyward 1 • » 1 the Warrior regulars ran th«
Kitten
* 7 1 H score to 71-38 before Campbel]
* 1 4 13 LundM
Melons
• • l l VnFeMt 11 1 1 M
Jerciik
4 • 4 < Zwollnj kl 1 • J 4 pulled them in favor of the
» 1 ? 1 reserves .
Saecht
1 • 1 1 Walih

State Frosh
Fall Again

Menomonie in
119-89 Ripping
Of Alma learn Royals Shoot lor
Atltien
Greseth
Auseth

WESTERN WISCONSIN
CITV LEAGUE

Menomonie
Durand
Fall Craak
Gilmanton

VV
4
3
a
3

L
e
1
1
3

Mondovi
Alma
Cochrarie-FC
Elmwood

Sports Scores
NBA

Menomonie kept right'
rolling in the Western Wisconsin City League, ripping past
Alma 119-89 behind 34 points
from Fred Seggelink. In other
games, Gilmanton edged Cochrane - Fountain City 73-71 and
Durand outpointed Elmwood 7065. The result of the Fall-CreekMondovi game was not reported.
Menomonie built up a 57-37
Alma at Arkansaw .
halftime lead and coasted be¦ PAI RINGS SET
In a couple of one-point deci- CBNTENNIAI—
hind 22 points from Way, 20
Faribault Deaf al Elgin.
sions
Ohio State edged Butler
from Moessner, 13 from HamOoodhua af Randolph.
FOR
TOUR
NEY
Maieppi it Wabasha.
67-G6 on Al Rowley 's basket with ' WASIOJAmond and 11 from Smith. Jim
^
12
seconds
left
at
Columbus,
Hartman led Alma with 20, Lar|
Hayfleld at lyron.
Pairings for the Second
Wanamlngo at Dodge Center.
ry Foss, John Brandt and Rich
Ohio, and Cornell's Big Red in- j
River Island al Clartmenl.
Annual Cotter Holiday TourNoll hit 13 and Tom Bjork 12.
vaded Syracuse and surprised !
West Concord at Dover-Eyola.
nament, lo be held at WiRon Schultz and John Ewing
the Orange 7.!-72. Two free
SATURDAY
nona State 's Memorial Hall
provided Gilmanton with a douthrows by Jim Maglisceau on a I
SCHOOLSble threat , scoring 23 and 22
Dec. 28-29, have been com- one-and-one situation with 19 LOCAL
St. Miry's at Macaleiter.
Winona
Stile at Soulh Dakota State points. Bob Larson netted 15.
seconds
on
the
clock
won
for
;
pleted .
Unlvirslly.
Larry Abts pushed through 20
Cornell. Massachusetts also WISCONSIN
NON-CONFERENCCDec. 28, Minnehaha Acad1
Holmen vi. Neillsvllla at River Falls for Cochrane, Mike Leahy and
scored
a
road
victory
over
emy will meet Cotter at 7
State University preliminary.
Bill Johnson 19 each.
Rhode Island 79-67.
MINNESOTA NON-CONFERENCE—
p.m. with Minneapolis DeBlooming
Prairie at Faribault,
Bert Grochowski rammed
which
surprised
Connecticut
,
¦
LnSalle tangling with Rochhome 25 for Durand and Don
by beating Temple and Princeenter Lnurdes at 9 p.m,
McNaughton 22. Chet Lein had
ton in the NCAA p layoffs last
The winners play for the
22 for Elmwood and Steve
March , came from 10 points
Rhiel 21.
championship nt 9 p.m. Dec.
back to defeat Harvard 78-6:i
¦
2!) vith the consolation
behind 26 points by soph Wes
The Davis Cup, emblematic
Bialosuknia.
game preceding the contest
¦
of
the world's amateur tennis
!
at 7 o'clock.
Wllllami 7», Trinity 71.
i
championship,
has been won by
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
SOUTH
Kentuck y t o t , lowa Stale 74.
Augsburg rolled to its fourth either Australia or the United
Oeorgla Tech II, Mississippi Stale «9.
straight easy victory Wednesday States in every year since 1936.
Tenncssu 77, Sawanea 4J.
V
irginia
is.
night , while St. Cloud State was
VMI *1,
Florida Kate SI, Florida K.
suffering
its second straight deMississippi 45. Arkansas AAM SO.
MIDWRST
feat on a trip to Indiana.
Michigan 10], Indiana Stale 44.
St. Mary 's Grade School de- The Auggies , defending MinOhio State 17, Butler 41.
Wichita 7J, Te*aa Westarn 13.
feated St. Casimir 's 57-10 in a nesota Intercollegiate ConferOklahoma State 44, Arkansas St.
DULKTH, Minn . (AP) — If "ragged game" Wednesday ence champions , ripped St. Olaf
Miami (Ohio) tS, Dayton II.
¦vansvllie II, Northwestern 71.
W-70 with Dan Anderson scoring
there was any doubt that Min- night.
North Oikols 101, BemWII 71.
nesota - Dulutli was ready (or
St . Mary 's led 14 0 , 23-0 and 18 points.
IOUTHWIST
Northern Texas Slate 40, Houiton 41.
St. Cloud bowed 86-63 at InWestern Collegiate Hockey As- 40-3 at the quarter turns.
FAR WEST
sociation membersship the Bull- Scott Fentherstone hit 15 lor diana Central , pulling the HusOregon Slate 44, Arliona Slate It.
dogs have wiped it out this sea- the winners , Mike Conway 12, kies' season record down to 6-3.
Air Force II, Missouri 71.
son.
Only game on tap tonight has
Stove Nelton eight and Stev e
UMD has met five WCHA Wiltgen seven . Miller hnd six Mayvillc , K.D., State at Minneteams so fur and has won two. for St. Casimir 's .
sota-Morris.
The three Bulldog detents were
I by a total of four goals.
I Duluth edged Minnesota 's Goi pliers f>-!i Wednesday night to
take a 1-0 lead in th four-game
7x35
Tnconite Trophy series. Last
Regular
Prlca $_ ».?5
year , UMD hcut the Gopliers
' three out of four to take tho trophy.

Bulldogs Beat
Gopher Skaters
By/6-5 Score

W BDNBSDAY'S RHSULTI
Ntw YorW 111, Baltimore »0.
Cincinnati IM, oitrolt HI.
TODAY'S OAME1
SI. Louis at Lai Angeles,
•niton at Cincinnati.
MIDAY'I OAMII
Boston at Philadelphia,
tuirolt at Ssn Francisco.

Nil I,

W IDNISDAY'J RiSULTS
Montreal 1, Toronto i.
Chicago e, New York 1.
TODAY'S OAMI
Chicago al Boston.
FRIDAY'S OAMBS
Mo games scheduled.

i
I
I
•

¦

Thy £ot jt wjrkind of loan
with tj m kind ol payments

tliie
People '¦money neml . are (U f>r«nt-- fH.peri.lly »t
time of the yernr. And nobody dooa quite M much about
It »« Public Flniince.
Get the risht kind of Holiday loan foryoit . . . tailor-made
lo nt your inrlivicimuneerta—wi lh aeneiWo payment* you
run afford. Your good credit opena the if»y for you.

Call oi» ue If ynu need money for the Holiday*- *2B M
IfiOO- i/OMr kind of loan wit h your kind of payments.
You ctn depand o n . . .

\PUBUC FINANCE
Phon» 2368

Marr Hammers
257-632 Highs

JO

ELLINGSON LETTERS
SPRING GROVE , Minn. (Special) — Tom Ellingson, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Oren Ellingson
and a junior at Luther College,
received his letter in football.

the badge

eff fun and
happiness /

JW§Bp^ Just Arrived

SSm\

Winona 's male howlers made , pled 905 and Manknto Bar
a run for top ten totals Wednes- 2,5:12.
HAL-ROD LANES: Retail J, day night , but the firoups re- Wally Wenzel's 578 led Behrens
main intact this morning.
Here are the results of the
Pete Marr was just a few to 2,859 while Arnie Steivang 's
Wiiion.ii Shite - Macnlesler swim
pins
off the pace with 2f>7 for 246 pushed Federal Cokes to 997.
meet :
Golden Food in the Y/estgnte WKSTGATE BOWL: MixersMacALCSTIR 40 , WI NONA STATB II
Sue Czapl«waki tipped 212 -500
400<Yard Medley Relay - Both schools Men 'H Leugue. He totaled other
dlsquslisied.
games of Iftt and 212 lo finish to load her Deluxe Beauty Shop
20(1 Yard Preaatyla
- 1. •Ian<hartf
team to ftO-1 Golden Brand total(W ) i J. Paiho (Ml/ I. Luih IM). T- with 632.
ed
2 ,555 and Mary Douglas 504.
1:01,3
Meanwhile , D a v e Uuppert! WINONA AC: Majorette JOYard Freea lyle - 1. Andorien (Mil
celebrated his birthday by lend- Gert Gabrych of Sloppy Joes
}, Brawn (W l f J. Saga (M). T- ;>4.
300 Yard Individual Medley - 1 . Oa ing Ruppert' s Grocery to 1 ,071
t\m\ Eloyce Hock of Winona InWeerd (M)* l 1. Ktock»» (Ml) 1. M»liton (
another near miss) nnd 2 ,917 dustries deadlocked
(Ml. T—1:17.7. (-Now pool record.)
with 182
Diving - I. Wilson (M>| 1. Slnke (W); With his 2,-|2-20ll-16!> --<10!l.
gumes , but Gert pushed on to a
I. Stover (W). 1S7.il p-olnti,
Hal-Rod's Commercial League 4(W series. The Industries team
300 Yard Buttarlly — 1. Carlion (Mil
I J. Sander (Ml; 1. for«» I W ) , T-l:ri,l.
produced
an honor count as Lylo got the best of it with »76—
100,Yard
Freestyle
1. Ilancharal
's Direct 2,54fi.
(W)' 1. Breun (W)/ i Wheeler IM). T- Jacohson paced Sum
iS1 4. (-New pool record .)
Service to 2, 7(14 with his 224Ar* — .John Cisewskl's 572 se•- 1. Anderson
100-Yord Backstroke
B22. Rod Doobbcrt o>f Bub's ries led H nmernlk' 8 to 9M, Don
(Mil 1, Molmitrom (M) | 1. Anderson
blasted 224 nnd Schlltz 07fi.
(W). T—1:17 4
(¦ostomKki of Winonn Heating
300-Yard Freestyle — 1. Van VWInWe
The top women 's counts came Co. ti pped 225 and Schmldt'n 2,IM)) 1. Chllders IWH 1. raihe (Ml.
T~5l4> 7.
out of the Westgate Sunsctters R24.
lOeYa rd Breaitatrokai — t . Clark (Mil
RKI» MEN'S ( UJB: (']«»• A
T- Leugue where Betty Sclioonover
7. lakariaaen (Mli J *ord <WI
raked 517 for Merf ' s Market and ! —William Knohler rapped 217
3:7i S ,
I Mac400-Yard t- raeit y la etilay
Alice Spalding bounced 225 for Walt Williams 557 as lhe pair
alealer (Lush, Klochort, De WeeroV An- j
1 iter son), 1. Winona , T — t i l l 4.
I ASCO, Inc. GolU. Pharmacy top- 1 led Winona Milk to 1,020- 2,877.

Swim Results

*

Augsburg Rolls
To 4th Straight

m

Ho wonder these people are
enjoying the holidays !

302 Cheat. Bldg.

SI. Mary 's Cops
Another Win

THE RESERVE squad could
only muster eight more points
Totals 17 14 II 71
Totllt 1* H " 71 in the next ten minutes, allow14 44-71
WINONA JTAT* FROtH
41 51-tl ing Loras to cut the margin to
LORAS >R05H
79-62.
The much taller Duhawks
were outswapped by the Warriors throughout the contest on
the boards. Tim Anderson, Petersen and Dave Rosenau kept
the visitors honest by hauling
in the majority of the caroms.
Petersen finished with 22
' markers. Reserve forward Bill
Werner meshed 11, and Goede
and Stallings ' contributed ten
BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS each.
The Cincinnati Royals haven't
LADDIE SULA was the top
beaten the champion Boston point
getter for Loras,
meaCeltics in three tries this season ger 11. Hester and aDenny
in the National Basketball Asso- Haerle added ten.
ciation. Tonight may be the The Warriors rest until Saturnight when the teams clash at day when they travel to BrookCincinnati.
ings, S.D., and a bout with the
The Royals warmed up for South Dakota State University
their , fourth meeting with the Jackrabbits.
champs by defeating the Detroit Winona State («) Lor«» «J1
<B ft pf Ip
«B ft pl tp
Pistons 122-114 on the road ,
' Stalling* 4 1 1 1ft Oadlenl
ft 1 1 1
Wednesday night.
Andenen
1
2
2
»
Suit
1 7 5*1
[
Oscar Robertson, with 32 Rosenau 1 1 1 7 Cameron J 1 4 «
! « ) » Tlmrmin l i f t }
points which included three vi- Petersen
Goede
I ft ft It Hurl*
1 4 4 1ft
tal baskets that stayed off a late | Werner 4 J 1 11 Htitir 4 1 1 1ft
1
}
Goodrich i> • ft •
Detroit rally, sparked the Roy- j' Olcrck i 1 0
ft ft 1 ft Oerouln
1 1 ft 4
als to their third straight win ' SpantM
Asleson « 0 0 ft r»n|ln
J 6 t ft
1 1 4 t
and their fifth in their last six : Morgan ft 3 1 1 Hlnay
Burt n
ft ft 1 ft Hoy
1 1 ft J
starts. They now trail Boston by Bmedict ft ft 7 o
1
3 /. games in the Eastern Divi- Melsnar 4 ft » I Totali aft 11 I 41
sion.
Totali 11 17 71 77
The New York Knicks beat I WINONA STATE
47 M_7*
I 17—41
the Baltimore Bullets 111-90 in LORAS
the other NBA game scheduled
Wednesday. It was the first road
victory for the Knicks this season and ended a six-game losing streak.

Win Over Boston
on In NBA Play

WL
1 i
1 1
1 1
1 )

Basketball
Scores

¦

1 •
4 j.
t 11

7 « » 30 Outrich
• •
6 4 1 4 Freymtn l •
11 1
t il l Kappas

OUTDOR
and join

BINOCULARS

CHRISTMAS
SPECIAL

$22.50

the

Akvlcan
CW^a

7x50

Rogular Pric* J3MS

CHRISTMAS
SPECIAL

Lasavfrsg Browrtevllfe,

$29.95

Ttxaa

Jan. 21. 19CB
aH you mad /« a

BOTH COMPLETE WITH CASE, STRAPS
AND LENSE COVERS

l|
j

_¦__

«IABB^
Augers

.. . $7.95

;

OUTDOR
STORE

163 East Third Str««f

OPEN EVERY NIGHT NEXT WEEK

__,

____________ ¦

*.
HWv "fB ' " _____ PS^_>

Winona

Shmelmatf n
ttv furihar informationcontact your rfaalf

F. A. Krauts Co.
"Br««_ y Acra)*," l«»1 ot
Wrnona, Highway 14-41

Prion* »1J $

The Daily Record
At Community
Memorial Hosp ital
Visiting heurs: Medical end surgical
patients . J In 4 and 7 to 1:30 p.m. (No
children under 12.)
Maternity patients: 2 to J:30 and 7 to
1.30 p.m. (Adults only.)

WEDNESDAY

ADMISSIONS
John Austad. Peterson, Minn.
Mrs. Le ster Baeciiler, Fountain City, Wis.
August W. Engel . 555 Vila St.
Lori L. Rolbiecki , 516 Main
St.
Charles H. Nichols , 33 Fairfax St.
D ISCHARGES
Henry Olson, 900 E. Wabasha St.
Mrs. Eugene Brink: and baby
367 Grand St.
Mrs. Jer ome Kulas and baby,
480'._ E. Mark St.
Norman W. Bublitz , 267 W,
Mark St.
Mrs. R ussell Bublitz , La^
moille , Minn.
Mrs. Ral ph Wiczek and baby,
4574 6th St., Goodview .
Perry Frosch , Houston , Minn
Miss Maiy Williams , 526 Harnet St.
BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Melvtn Boone,
1845 W. 5th St., a son.
Mr .and Mrs. Gerald Wiczek
1760 Kraerner Dr., a daughter
Mr. and Mrs. John Lubbe
1009 W. Howard St., a son.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Goeman
1279 E. Wincrest , a daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Schultz,
Utica , Mini)., a daughter.
BIRTHS ELSEWHERE
BLAIR , Wis. (Special ) — Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Ystenes,
Blair, a daughter Sunday at
Tri-County Memorial Hospital ,
¦Whitehall. Mrs. Anna Ystenes,
Blair , is the paternal grandmother .

WEATHER
OTHER TEMPERATURES
BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
High Low Pr.
Albany, cloudy
29 7
Albuquerque , clear .39 29
Atlanta , cloudy .... 57 43 ..
Bismarck, cloudy .. 36 7
Boise, rain
34 31 T
Boston , clear
31 17
Chicago, cloudy .... 29 24 T
Cincinnati , cloudy .38 26 ..
Cleveland , clear ... 32 17
Denver, clear
. 4 2 23
Des Moines , rain ... 34 32 .10
Detroit , clear
31 24
Fairbanks, clear ... -32 -50
Fort Worth , rain ... 51 48 1.10
Helena, clear
42 15
Honolulu , rain .... 80 71 .33
Indianapolis , clear . 32 26
Jacksonville, cloudy 61 47
Kansas City, rain .. 50 44 .09
Los Angeles, fog .. . 70 49 ..
Louisville, cloudy .. 46 29
Memphis , r.ain
56 47 .02
Mj ami . cloudy
76 63 ..
Milwaukee, cloudy . 29 24 ..
Mpls.-Sr. P., cloudy 32 28
New Orlean s, cloudy 59 53 ..
New York , clear ... 36 23
Okla. City, rain . ... 51 42 ,4fi
Omaha, rain
41 32 T
Philadel phia , clear 39 22 ..
Phoenix, clear
61 35
Ptlnd , Me., clear . 2 6 11 .01
Ptlnd . Ore., cloudy 48 43 .22
Rapid City , clear
40 24
St. Louis ," cloudy
42 30
Sail. Lk. City, cloudy SR 24 .03
Seattle , cloudy . .. 48 45 .20
Washington, clear . 45 24
Winnipeg , clear .... 28 8
T—Trace.

Winona Deaths

THURSDAY
DECEMBER 10, 1964

Two-State Deaths

Kids Can
Call Santa
On Sunday

A direct line to the north
Mr*. Jo« Manuel
rWr». Anna R. Bort h
pole
will be open for Winona
Mrs . Ann a R. Borth , 82, 1 BLAIR , Wis. (Special) —
children
Sunday from 1 to 5
died in a DuLuth , Minn., hos- Mrs , Joe Manuel , 72, died sud- p.m.
her
home
at
pital Nov. 23 after an appar- denly Wednesday
The number for this year 's
I at Burr Oak, Iowa,
ent heart attack.
Santa
Claus callers to dial
Brace,
she
The
former
Lottie
born
here
Mrs . Borth was
said the Winona
is
8-1507,
but had lived in Duluth 62 |was born in Canton Town Dec.
Junior
Chamber
of Com,
AUie
to
Cecil
and
1891
!22
,
of
the
holder
years. She was a
Cross "Pro Ecclesia et Ponti- Brace. She was married Feb. merce, sponsoring organizati on.
fica " awarded her in 1954 by 125 , 1920. The couple fanned in
Pope Pius XII in recognition ' the Burr Oak area until retir
The hours are limited ,
of her 50 years service to the |ing and moving to the village. Jaycees , said , for the obSurvivors are : Her husband ; vious reason that Santa
Duluth Diocese.
Mrs. Borth was a member two brothers,.Clem , Mabel, and
Claus is just about swamped
of the Daughters of Isabella , Teman , New Hartford , Iowa, in his annual last-minute
,
Eli
Baarssister
Mrs.
and
one
the Duluth Council of Catholic
rush. No calls will be taken
Women , the American Guild of gard, Mabel. Two sisters have at the number after 5 p.m.
Organists, the Oblates of St. died .
Sunday, Jaycees warned .
Benedict , the Women 's Guild The funeral service will be \
. .
.
at
1
p.m.
at
Burr
Oak
Saturday
i
and Rosary and Altar Societies
the
R
e
v
.
of St. Clement' s C a t h o l i c Methodist Church ,
Bruce Mitchell officiating. BurChurch.
Survivors: T w o brothers , ial will be in Burr Oak CemeFrank Vondrashek , Duluth , and i tery .
Thomas Vondrashek , Winona;
nieces and nephews. Her hus- Two-State Funerals
band died in 1957.
Leo R. Smith Sr.

Leo R. Smith Sr., 84 , 1227 W.
Howard St., died at 10:05 p.m.
Wednesday at St. Anne Hospice.
He had been ill two months.
Mr. Smith, who had been retired 10 years, had worked 40
years for Fred Kroner Hardware in La Crosse and another
10 years for Tausche Hardware
there.
Born May 23 , 1880, in Washington , D. C , to Milton and
Nina (Griffith ") Smith, Mr.
Smith moved here in 1912. He
married Amelia Literski in St.
Thomas Pro-Cathedra l Feb. 9,
1914. She died in 1953. •
He was a member of St.
Mary 's Catholic Church and its
Holy Name Society and had belonged to the United Commercial Travelers 50 years.
Survivors are :.Five sons , Leo
Jr. (Buster) , Charles and W.
Wayne, all of Winona; Edward ,
Altadena , Calif. , and the Rev.
Leland, Avoca r Minn.; three
daughters , Mrs. Arthur (Marion) Cunningham and Mrs. Henry (Joan) Rosfcos , both of Winona, and Miss Nin a, at home;
27 grandchildren; seven greatgrandchildren , and one brother ,
R oger, Washington, D. C.
Besides his wife , one brother
and one sister have died.
Funeral services will be at
9:30 a.m. Saturday at Watkowski Funeral Home and at 10
a.m. at St. Mary 's Church , with
Mr. Smith's son . Father Leland,
officiating. Burial will be in St.
Mary 's Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 2 p.m. Friday.
Rosary will be said at 8.

Winona Funerals
Mrs. Lillian Malenk*.

Funeral sendees for Mrs. Lillian Malenke, 1783 Mankato
Ave., will be at 2:30 p.m. Friday at Breitlow Funeral Home,
the Rev. A. U. Deye of St.
Martin 's Lutheran Church officiating.
Burial will be in Woodlawn
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home from 7 until 9
p.m. today.

Mrs. Anton Miklethun

BLAIR , Wis. (Special) - The
funeral service for Mrs. Anton
Miklethun , 73, who died at her
home at Shelton , Wash., Nov .
27. was held Dec. 1 at Shelton ,
with burial in Memorial Park
there.
A former Blair area resident ,
she had suffered a stroke early
this fall.
The former Bertha Seljestad,
she „was born April 17, 1891, in
Chicago to Mr. and Mrs. Jacob
Seljestad. She came to Blair
with her parents, was married
here, and farmed in the area
until 13 years ago when the
couple moved to Washington.
Survivors are: Her husband :
one son , Jennings, Shelton ;
three grandchildren; six greatgrandchildren ; one brother ,
Thomas, Shelton , and two sisters, Mrs, A. J. Herreid , Blair,
and Mrs. Eddie Dahl, Galesville.
Mrs. Johanna Peterson

SPRING GROVE , Minn. ( Special) — Funeral services for
Mrs. Johanna Peterson , 83, who
died at Clarinda , Iowa, Nov . 25,
were held at Highland Lutheran
Church Nov. 28, the Rev. William T. Hexom officiating. Burial was in the church cemetery .
The former Johanna Larson ,
she was born Feb. 13, 1881, in
Highland Township to Nels and
Jorand Larson. She was married
to Peter M. Peterson at Highland Church Sept. 29, 1904.
She lived in Highland Township until 1947, when she moved
to Clarinda to live with her
daughter.
Survivors are : One son , Myron , La Crosse ; one daughter ,
Mrs. C. W. (Verna) Dalbey,
Clarinda; six grandchildren , and
one sister , Mrs. Oscar R.
Tollefsrud , Mabel. One daughter ,
Mrs. Harold (Norma) Larson ,
five brothers and five sisters
have died.
Pallbearers were Norris O.
Larson, Carl Wennes, Orrin Peterson , Glennys Tollefsrud , John
Hammervold
and Gerjhard
Clauson.
Miss Mary H. Witt

LAKE CITY. Minn. (Special)
- Miss Mary H. Witt , 84, died
Wednesday evening at Lake
City Municipal Hospital where
she had been a patient since
Nov. 16.
Funeral services will be Saturday at 2 p.m. at Bethany
Lutheran Church here, the Rev.
Eldor W. Richter officiating.
Friends may call at Tokmann
Chapel here all day Friday and
until Saturday noon , and after
I p.m. at the church.

Mrs. My rtle Firth
Funeral services for Mrs.
Myrtle Firth , Omaha , Neb., a
former Winonan , will be at 10
a.m. Saturday at Breitlow Funeral Home, Dr. E. Clayton
Burgess of Central Methodist
Church officiating.
Burial will be in Woodlawn
Cemetery .
Friends may call at the funeral home from 7 until 9 p.m.
1T31E CALLS
Friday.
Mrs. Firth was a member of
in 51 a m — 4611 E. Broadway. Mark fysewski residence , Winona Chapter 141, Order of
Roy E. Hanninger
no fire , overheated water sys- the Eastern Star.
, Wis. ( Special) — Roy
ALMA
,
tem basement lull <o( steam
Edward
Henninger , 65, died of
from a .safety valve .
a heart ailment at 4 a .m. today at his home.
He was horn here Jan. 21 ,
Hoka h Area Road
1899 , to Mr. and Mrs. Fred
He married Wilma
Won 't Get Aid
, DAKOTA , Minn . (Special ) - Henninger.
Lehman in 1924 and she died
were closed today in lhe in 1930. He married Elizabeth
From State Funds Schools
Ridgeway area because of slip- Rhyner Nov . 28, 1932.
He was employed by the RufCALKD 0N IA . Minn. (Special ) pery roads.
— I'hr Hon si on County Board j Workmen from lhe Nodine falo County highway departof Commissi oners Tuesday was i area employed rn Winona s( art- ment and retired in February
informed b\ lhe district enpi- ' ed for work but when they found l!lfi4. He lived here hi.s entire
ncrr lh;il County Ro;irl .'10 { cars off (he road in the Ridge- life .
thmii i'li Hokah would not h e ! way are a , turned back
Survivors include wife; two
recommended us n state aid
Willia m Everson , Dakot a El- brothers , William , Stockton ,
highway.
ementary Schoo l bus driver , Calif., and Elmer , La Crosse .
Dan Solilj i haeh . I,a Crescent , (iidn 't comp
lete his trips into Wis., and four sisters , Rosa and
was engaged atf din as weed !
o«f Dakota Val- Mrs. Esther Wright , La Crosse;
two
tributaries
inspector for one year heRinninp; j
because,
ley
of
the
icy roads but Mrs. Ed (Viola i Sauer , Mesa ,
J nn. 1. The salary wil l remain |
Anz., and Mrs. Harold ( Flormade Richmond Itidge.
at Slin a inrmth
) Riswold , Muscatine , Iowa.
enceLyle
Sperbeck
,
driving
DakoThe rotmty auditor , Miss Hn- '
One
brother and one sister
lores H<ni| !i' was instructed to ta and area students to Winonn
advertise for' print ing bids for for high school , slipped off the have died .
l%,r> , whir )) will he opened at ' Dakota Valley Road , County IB , Funeral services will be at
10 ill a rn .Ian ."> when the but got hack ont o the travel ed '1 p.m. Monday at Stohr Funerboard meet. ', to rcnr Rar ci/.e. Bids portion with the hel p of F.ver- al Home , the Rev .lames
on Hie season 's i cquircmerits of son.
Knieger , St. Paul and St . Luke
RMS , fuel oil and heating oil
The Hush nnd IS'o dine schools United Church of Christ , officiwill he opened fit 2 p.m. th at were open today; teachers m ade ating . Buri al will be in the
dale
it from (iondview and Homer. , Alma ComHery.
Kne Lawson , of the U pper
Ray Phel ps of S. M. droves Funeral arrangements are
M ississippi "Wild Life Refuse , k Son said sand ing began bebeing completed by Stohr Fupresented the county with n
cheek for :> :> .r>4 ,4<> representi ng tween f> and 7 a m , Maintenance nera l Home .
2.S percent of the proceeds of trucks used some of the comproducts sold from the refuge pany 's equi pment and sheds . It
this year. The money is desig- was reported a Murphy Transfer
truck couldn 't proceed on Internated for schools nnd roj tds .
state 90 near Drcsbach at 6:45
FIvVH IKItV WKAI 'ON
a.m .
I'i.ANT CITY , Kin. 'ID - It
Milk ( rucks were "running an
w.- fs a feall u vry assaul t ,
hour late and farmers on North
I'nlrolniiin A H. Hawkins re- Ridge weren 't letting (heir catported llwil he hnd investigate d tle out in the yard.
ST. I'ACI , ( API --. The Minn I'liinl City woman 's complaint
Roads in area valleys w ere
nesota Highway Department
thill she was .issaulte iJ hy her slushy hut not slippery.
will receive bids Dec, HI on nn
Ini -iliiiiid His report quoted the
estimated $10 5 million \\\ rond
worn.m tUnt her hii.shaird struck the telep hone .
her when she refused lo Ml him
Under weapon used . Hawkins projects.
ivh o six,' wis 1/iJJfim? will) on lifted: "u pillow. "
Included will he 12. 1 miles of

Ice Closes
Few Schools

More Road
Bids Asked

Korean Student
Suing Driver
inWabasha Co.

1 P. M. New York
Stock Prices
All'd Ch
52' * Int'l Ppr 33'.«
Als Chal 19' . Jns & L
67' .
Amrada 84> 4 Kn 'ct
917_
Am Cn
42 s * Lrld
42 n i
Am M&F 177 _ Mp Hon 125'_
Am Mt
14M» Mn MM
56
AT&T
667 _ Mn & Ont 25i_
Am To
337 s Mn P&L 52Mi
Ancda
54 7 » Mn Chm 86
Arch Dn 34 Mon Dak 39' _
Armc St
643B Mn Wd
.Wi
8H_
Armour
52' s Nt Dy
Avco Cp 20'-s N Am Av 62 3_
Deth Stl
35' * Nr N Gs 58a i
Bng Air
68*. Nor Pac 51'4
Brswk
8 No St Pw .W_
607.
Ctr Tr
41' < Nw Air
47l _
Ch 1WSPP 295 » Nw Bk
65-Ts
C&NW
60 Penney
62-1*
Chrysler Wi Pepsi
Ct Svc
74 Phil Pet
54%
73
Cm Ed
54*8 Plsby
Cn Cl
514 Plrd
17414
Cn Can
51 h Pr Oil
55
Cnt Oil
72 RCA
32'4
27V_
Cntl D
46* _ Rd Owl
Deere
43 7 g Rp Stl
42' s
Douglas 27 Rex Drug 54V<
Dow Chm 76! a Rey Tob 40
du Pont 229 Sears Roe 130".
East Kod 135 Shell OU 58%
Ford Mot 54 Sinclair
53a. _
Gen Elec 91!i-Socony
mi
Gen Fds 79Vz Sp Rand 13
Gen Mills 47 St Brnds 79%
Gen Mot 92' i St Oil Cal 69%
Gen Tel
363 s St Oil Ind 42 3,i
Gillette
28*8 St Oil NJ 88%
Goodrich 59 Swft & Co 57
Goodyear 45 s . Texaco
87%
Gould Bat 36% Texas Ins 86'/ .
Gt No Ry 58V. Un Pac
42%
Gryhnd
22^ . U S Rub 61%
Gulf Oil 59% U S Steel 51'i
Hom estk 47! . Westg El 45%
IB Mach 409 Wlworth
29
Int Harv 77% Yg S & T 44 3i

Stocks Show
Some Gains in
Active Trading

Want Ads
Start Here
N O T I C E
Thli newspaper wi ll be responsible
¦ona
Incorrect Innrflon of
for only
any classified »dvtrt1«ement published in tfie Want Ad Hcflon . Check
your ad and call 1321 It a correction mu>l ba made.

Plumbing, Roofing

21

Jerry's Plumbing
TaT. •3»«

«7 E. 4th

NORTH, SOUTH, east and w»»t, otopli
lowa ipaet-wv lng PEG POLES for th«lr
cinvenlenca and versatility. Come In
and tee |h«m and fH»lr many accessories and wo rk out T°dr °*n arrangement for bathroom and kitchen.

Frank O'Laughlin

PLUMBING & HEATING
Til. 170»
307 E. 3rd
COMPLETE PLUMBING

NEW YORK (APWThe stock
Hydronlc Healing Service
market made an irregular reSANITARY
PLUMBING S, HEATINtt
covery in active trading early BLIND ADS UNCALLED FOR—
Tel. VST
U« E. 3rd SI
this afternoon.
e-15, 13, «, 43, 44, 47 , 4», 4?.
26
Held W«n-»»d—FtmaU
Following Wednesday 's sharp
setback there was selective buyASSISTANT took wanted, local cotte*
shop. Wrlle E-4B Dally Newi.
Card of Thanks
ing in a fairly wide range of isWAITRESS wsnted, mult tea 31 W ova*.
sues which had been battered RUEHAAANN Tel 9765.
We wlsti to thank friends, relatives and
down.
neighbors for their acts of love and
wanted, from 7 a.m. t» 4
durlno our recent bereave- BABYSITTER
p.m.. 2 pre-school children. Write 451
Plenty of stocks declined , sympathy
ment, the loss of cur beloved husband,
E. fth. Apt. 3.
father and brother. Wa alio extend "ur
however , and the gain on bal- grateful
thanks for the beautiful floral
PART TIME . Age 30-40. No «xptrlr ibutes. We especially thank Rev . Menance was very slight.
ence necessary. Demonitrate Tuppernlckr lor his comforting words, the docSteels and rails rebounded tors and nurses at Community Mernor ware, world 's bait known plastic
lei, tlie children 's, choir, pallbearers,
houseware, at home , .P»rtl«i. W»K«
moderately. Rails continued to those who contributed
cars and those
your own siouri. Fun, profitable.
take some heart from the court- who sent food. ¦
Mrs. Harry Ruehmann and Family
Should have car. For Interview Inj
order ;d delay of the threatened
privacy ol your own home, ctll your
rail strike. Investment buying Lost and Found
4 nsarest distributor:
supported the steels in spite of
M B . M. SALES
the concern over the approach- HEREFORD strayed to our farm. Owner
102 S. Wabash, St. Paul
may have by Identifying, paying for ad
Tel. 2.7-JMe
ing union contract negotiations. and keep. Vernon Burfeind, Arcadia,
Wis.

RAINBOW SALBS
3204 Bloomlngton Ave., Mpll.
ret. PA 1-2411

The tone was generally highvicinity ef Cathedral, Qray
er among motors, farm imple- LOST—In
striped cat with white face, underside
and
feet,
answers to name of Tommyments , nonferrous metals and
utilities but chemicals were Reward. Tel. I-2S7C.
lower and the pattern was Personal.
7
mixed among tobaccos , airlines,
drugs and rubbers.
WHEEL CHAIRS—for every price range;
walkers. For rent or sale.
The Dow Jones industrial av- adjustable
First two months renta l credited toerage at noon was up .33 at wards purchase price. Crutches, wood
adjustable aluminum. TED MAIER
864.14, still a little below the •so- orDRU&S.
called reactionary low of 864.43
set Dec. 1—a level which has OUR BASKETBALL TEAM won their first
game last Sunday and play again this
been regarded as an important Sunday
afternoon at S:30 at lhe High
School Auditorium. There Is no charge,
test area.

CLERK-STENO

Large local manufacturer
needs clerk-steno for credit
department , job requires
shorthand /and typing ability plus aptitude and Interest in figure work , Attractive starting salary and
liberal fringe benefits.
Write E-51 Daily News

WABASHA , Minn . (Special)—
Testimony started in Wabasha
County District Court this morning in the state 's aggravated
assault case against Larry *
Wayne Aslakson , Red Wing.
He is charged with operating
you can see Hire* games absolutely
his car in such a manner March
and you can'f hardly gel a deal
Bethlehem , Republic and U.S. tree
like that anymore! See you there. Ray Help Wanted—MaU
27
Tack
Kim
,
31 as to force Young
Steel all made fractional gains Meyer. Innkeeper, WILLIAMS HOTEL.
Winon a, off the traveled portion
while Jones & Laughlin spurted LOSE WEIGHT safely • with Dex-A-Dlet WAN WHO wishes to add to his ratlreof Highway 61. Kim received
PRODUCE
enent Incoms for part time nlghl porter
tablets.
Week 's supply only 98c at
well
over a point.
a fracture of the lumbar verte•work. Hold VAflnona.
Ted Maler Walgreen Drugs.
Comsat
opened
late
a
on
CHICAGO (AP) - Chicago
bra , according to testimony of
NEW DRAMATIC Dlmenslor . . . TRUCK DRIVER — experienced. Writ*
Dr. John Flatt , Wabasha.
Mercantile Exchange — Butter block of 20,000 shares, declined THE
qualifications to E-49 Daily News.
Sculptured Golden
Picturesque wall
,
more
than
2
points
recovered
steady; wholesale buy ing prices
panels, so easy to make on the very
FRY
COOK-days, 11 a.m. to I p.m., *
JURORS CALLED were : Mrs. lVi lower ; 93 score AA 58%; 92 to show a fractional net gain , first
try. So different, so fashionable, so
closed Sun. Call or see Frank
Phil Baker , Mrs. Walter Danck- A 58\ _ ; 90 B 57:!4; 89 C 56' .; then slipped into fractional loss. giftable. 3 sizes, many themes to choose days,
Cunningham, Steak Shop.
from. PAINT DEPOT, 167 Center SI.
wart, O. N . Farmer, Earl Gates, cars 90 B 58!_; 89 C 57V_ .
Trading in Comsat was very
THE anna.lng Blue Lustre will leave RELIEF MILKER parlor operation In
H. L . Haase, Claude Harrison
Rollingstone urea, some weekends and
Eggs about steady ; wholesale heavy.
your upholstery beautifully soft and
and Elmer Lutjen , Lake City;
holidays. Wus) be experienced and deIBM
recouped
4
points.
clean. Rent electric sbampooer, II.
buying
prices
unchanged
;
70
per
pendable. Write E-47.
Nick Delva , Goodhue; W. C.
Prices were generally higher R. D. Cone Co.
"
Drysdale, Dean Plank and Leo cent or better grade A whites in moderate trading on the WHEN SANTA'S HELPERS are foot- "
"
,
AMBITIOUS MEN
Pulles, Wabasha , and Mrs. Wal- 31; mixed 31; mediums 26; American Stock Exchange.
sore and arm weary . . . take a
WILLING to work » hours a day, 5H
standards 27; dirties unquoted;
for lunch, dinner or a cup of
ter Xruger , Plainview.
Corporate bonds were mixed . break
days a week. Bright future tor qualified
checks 23.
steaming coffee at RUTH'S RESTAUmen, for above average earnings.
Sheriff Ed Lager, Wabasha ,
U.S. government bonds were RANT, 126 E. 3rd. (Right downtown) Steady
year a round work , also part time
Open 24 hours a day, except Mon .
and Theodore Wiel , Lake City,
openings available. Must have a good
CHICAGO (AP ) - (USDA) - slightly stronger.
car.
See
Mr. Auman, Thurs . Dec. 10th,
of the Highway Patrol , were Potatoes arrivals 36; on track
TROUSER knees do wear thin; better
from 7:30 to 9:30 at the Winona Holtl.
a patch than a square of skin. W.
among the first witnesses .
143; total U.S. shipments 468;
Kim, 27 — accompanied by supplies light; demand slow ; | WINONA MARKET S BETSINGER, Tailor, 6M W, 3rd.
NO LAYOFFS
Clark Leeson , now a University market dull; carlot track sales :
ARE YOU A PROBLEM DRINKER? or slack periods. Sleady job with unSwift Company
Man or woman your drinking creates
of Minnesota student ; Dennis Minnesota North Dakota Red Buying hours *
limited
future. Applicant must be
ere from 8 a.m. toy *
numerous problems. If you need and
willing to move within 40 mile radius
p.m. Monday through Friday.
Morrison , now at Winona State River Valley round reds 5.00.
want help, contact Alcoholics Annonyof Winona. Man will be company
There will be no call markelj durlno
mous. Pioneer Group c/o General DeCollege ; Richard Friese, curtrained. Immediate employment to
the winter months on Fridays.
livery, Winona, Minn.
man
selected. Plus guarantee during
rently an apprentice electrician, NEW YORK CAP ) - ( USDA) These quotations apply as to noon
training. Send resume to Oept. e,
TRUSSES-ABDOMINAL BELT S
and John Stuber , Winona State — Butter offerings in excess of today.
E-50
Uaily News.
All livestock
arriving after
closing
SACROILIAC SUPPORTS
— was en route back to Winona needs. Demand steady.
lime will be properly cared for, weighed
GOLTZ PHARMACY
from Red Wing, the home town Wholesale prices on bulk car- and priced the following morning.
Hog*
274 E. 3rd
Tel. 2S47
Experienced
of the other students, all 21. tons (fresh).
Top butchers, 190-200 lbs.. K60-15.0C
According to testimony, they Creamery , 93 score (AA ) 61- Top sows .. . .
12.35-I2.7J
Business Services
Turret Lathe
14
Cattle
were harassed on Highway 61
score (A) 60%- The cattls market; All classes sleady.
all the way from Red Wing 6IV4 cents ; 92
High choice
22.2.5
DREAMING OF A Brlghr Christmas?
Operator
(B) 603,i-61.
Top beef cows
11.75
south by Aslakson, Larry Hemp- 61; 90 score
Have rugs sparkling and clean by letWh
olesale
egg
offerings
amCanners
and
cutters
10-down
ting
our
experts
revltallzs
end
restore,
hill, Red Wing, and William
Preferably on saddle type
Veal
your floor coverings. Get like-new beauple. Demand fair for larger sizSarazin , Reads Landing.
The veal market is steady.
ty from soiled carpeting. WINONA RUG
heavy • engine
machines,
es; good for smaller sizes today. Top choice
CLEANING SERVICE, 114 W. 3rd. Tel.
22.0C
Leeson , one of the first wit3722.
9.00 17.00
(Wholesale s e l l i n g prices Good and choice
lathes experience may be
nesses, said the three men fol- based on exchange and other Commercfal and bonejj .. 9.00-down
satisfactory. See
lowed them part of the way in volume sales.)
Plumbing, Roofing
21
Froedtert Malt Corporation
Henry Przy bylskl
one car and then in two, some8 a.m . fo * p m . ; closed Saturdays
times in front of them , some- New York spot quotations fol- Hours:Submit
Airport Plant
sample
be
lore
loading
ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER
(New crop barley)
times in back , then running low : mixed colors: standards 31For
clogged
itwara
checks
26-27.
)
and
dra
ins
32'.;
No.
barley
J l.ll
parallel so Kim couldn't pass.
Tel| 9509 or 6436
1 year guarantee
No. 2 barley
1.05
Warner & Swasey Co.
Wh ites: extra fancy heavy
No.
3
barley
95
CALL SYL KUKOWSKI
ABOUT l' _ MILES north of weight (47 lbs min) 351/2 -37' _ ;
Badger Division
No. 4 barley
86
the intersection of Highways 61 fancy medium <41 lbs average)
"An equal opportunity
(First Pub . Tuesday, Dec. 8, 1964)
Winona Egg Market
and 60, Kim was forced off the 30-31V.; fancy heavy weight (47
employer "
These quotations apply as of
COUNTY OF WINONA"
road and landed in the right lbs min) 33-34V.; medium (40
10:30 a.m. today
CITY OF WINONA
ditch.
lbs average) 28M>-29! _ ; smalls Grade A (lumbo)
29
NOTICE
A. (large)
24
Help—M.I* or Femal* 28
Kim , originally from Seoul, (36 lbs average ) 26-27; peewees Grade
Grade A (medium)
19
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
Soutli Korea , was graduated (31 lbs average) 22-23.
Grade A (small)
12
GENERAL KITCHEN HELP — eleedy
B
20
From this day, I will nol be refrom Winona State College a Browns : extra fancy heavy Grade
work. Apply Ray Meyer, Innkeeper,
Grade C
la
sponsible
for
any
debts
WILLIAMS HOTEL.
)
contracted
by
(47
week ago and left for the Uni- weight
lbs min 37V.-39;
any person other than myself.
versity of Wisconsin , Madison , fancy medium <41 lbs average)
WANTED-state
experBEAUTICIAN
Bay State Milling Company
DUANE SAVOY
lence, school attended and reference!.
to work on his master 's in inter- 33-34; fancy heavy weight (47 No. I northern spring wheat . . . 1.60
Write E-3a Dally News.
2 northern spring wheat . . . . I. k7
Subscribed and sworn fo before ma
national relations . He is a law lbs min ) tty i-ZVk; smalls, No.
No . 3 northern spring wheat .. . . 1.63
this 7th day of December, I9M.
ASSISTANT cook wanted, local eoffea
(36 lbs average ) 28V.-29' .; pee- No. 4 northern spring wheat
graduate from Korea.
1.59
John D. McGill, Notary Public.
shop. Wrile E-48 Dally News.
No. 1 hard winter wheat
1.59
Testimony continued this aft- wees (31 lbs average ) 22-23.
Winona County, Minnesota.
No. 2 hard winter wheat
1.5/ *
ernoon.
No. 3 hard winter wheat
1.53
IMy commission expires April 14, 1970) Situation! Wanted —Fem. 29

7 Communities,
4 Firms Cited
For Pollution

LIVESTOCK

If thin procedure fulls , the
commission then may file formal charges and hold hearings
about the conditions complained
of , wi th a cease and desist order
as the u lti mate result .

SOUTH ST . PAUL
SOUTH ST. PAUL, Minn v FI—(USDA)
- C a t t l e 5.500 ; calces 1,500; slaughter
steers
and hellers moderately active,
early sales steady, later wea k lo 35
cents lower; cows fully steady; bulls
steady;
vealers and slaughter calves
t .rm; few sales fe-eders steady; high
choice with a low prime 1,050-1,250 Ih
slaughter steers 23.75-2*.00 ; most choice
9S0 1.250 lb 22. 75-23.?5; mixed good and
choice 22.25-22.75; averaoe to hl .h choice
with some prime 925-1,0)5 lr> heifers
2275-23 00; most choice
850-1,050
Ibs
21 25 22-50; mixed oo-od and choice 207521 25; utility and commercial cows 11 .00
12 00; canner and cutler 9.00-11 .0O; utility
and commercial buUs 16.00-17.W; cutter
I3O0-I5 50; choice
vealers
24 ,00-26.00;
choice slaughter calves 16.0018.00; oood
14 .00-16. 00 .
tlogs 8,000 , moderately active; barrows
and fliUs lhMdy lo I i cent slower; sows
and terder puis steady ; U. S. I I 190-330
lb harrows and gills 15.2515 50; mixed 1.1
190 240 Ibs H75-I5 25; 24O-260 Ibs M M
15 00; medium. I and 2 160 »0 Ibs 14 .00
15 25; I ] 270 :i»0 lb sows 12.50 1 3.00 ; 2 3
360 400 Ihs 12 00 )275; 400-500 Ibs I I 50
17 50 , choice 110 161) »> Ireder pig* U.OO
lo 14 OP.
Sheep 2. 50O , all classes a c t i v e - and
sh'dily;
choice and
prime 00 110
It)
wooled slaughter lambs 20.00 21 .00; good
and choice /5 B5 lt> 18.50-19 50,- utility
and snort wooled ilauonler ewes 5.0O-6.OOi
rhoice «nd (amy 60HO lb wooled feeder
lambs 19 5O20. 5O; oood and choice 5O60
Ihs 17.0O-1? 00; cholc* and fancy 03 and
B4 lb shear Ino lambs 20 50.
CHICAGO
(USDA! . Mod s «,O0O;
CHICAGO iyP
butchers steady lo 2 5 cents hlolier; 1 2
ITO 270 ih butchers lo 25 16 50; bulk mlw
ed 1 . 1 190 230 Ibl 15 50-16.25; 230 250 Ihs
I 5 0 O I 5 W; 2 3 250Z7I7 Ibs 14. 50 15 251
I I 350 400 lb lows 1250-13.00; 400 500
Ihs 11 .75 12 50; 2 3 500 650 Ib^s
1100
II 7).
Cattle
BOO ;
none;
steady;
calva*
slaughter steers most ly choice 1.000- 1 .250
Ihs 23 00 124.50; high choice and prime
I 000 Ih standbier heifers 23. 50,; lonrti cinod
D50 His 20. 00; utility cows II 00-12 50;
bulls MOO 17 00.
Sheep 1,000; &tauc>hfer lambs and wool
e<! slaughter ewes about steady; few
package s choice and prime BO 105 Ih
wiioted slaughter lan>bs 21 0O-21 50; ooml
and choice 20. 00 21.00; good 19 00-20 00;
< nil and ullllly 14 00II.SO; three decks
rhoice nnd prime 99 lb shorn lamb* wilh
No I «nd 2 pells 70.75; cull lo good
slaughter ewes 5.50 6 50.

Interstate 94 in Stearns and
Todd Counties , near Sauk
Centra ;. Seven bridges are included in this project , Another
big project will be further work
on the vast interchange complex
for Interstate 35K and 5)4 In the
Capitol Approach area In St.
Paul.
The- department said total contracts - let for the year will come
to about $10fl million , or $21 million more than last year.

It I Hi Y AT STHATFOIID
STRATFORD , Conn . W Rub y Dec is to portray Kathcrino in production of "The
Taming of the Shrow " nt the
Shakespeare Festival lion' next
summ«r.
Miss Dee is t he first NcRro
netrevs in major assignment at
Stnitfnrd since tlie group began
in 1955. Enrle Hvmnn , however ,
enacted the title role In l!)r>7 in
"Othello " and also appea red in
"The Merchant of Venice ;. "

ST. PAUL (AP ) - Failure to
correct alleged pollution problems brought citations Wednesday for seven communities and
four fi rms from the Minnesota
Water Pollution Commission ,
Called upon to appear More
tho group for lack of or inadequate- sewage disposal plants
were Bird Island. Cosmos , Hector , Fairmont , Winstecl , Waite
Park and Williams.
Firms cited
for similar
reasons were lhe St. Regis Paper Co.. Sarlell; American Crystal Sugar Co., East Grand
Forks ; International Refineries ,
Wrenshall , and the Blandon
Paper Co , Grand Rap ids.
Commission officials said the
call-in amounts lo a warning
that lhe parties involved have
not proceeded ns fust as the
agenry thinks they should on
correcting pollution evils.

¦

No. 4 hard winter wheat

No. 1 rye

No. 2 rye

1 .49

1.12

1.10

GRAIN

MINNEAPOLIS (AP )-Wheat
receipts Wed. 79; year ago 1:15;
trading basis unchanged; prices
x/2 lower; cash spring wheat basis, No 1 dark northern 1.74 s It1.76s 8 ; spring wheat one cent
premium each lb over 58-61 lbs ;
spring wheat one cent discount
each '¦_ lb under 5.8 lbs; protein
prems: 11-17 per cent 1.74-l ir
l.Kl'- d.

No 1 hard Montana winter
l.W'. ttATr-:*.
Minn. - S.D. No J hard winter
1,WI ::H -1.74 ;' H .
No 1 hard amber durum ,
choice 1,7:1-1,75; discounts , amber 3-5; durum 7-10.
Corn No 2 yellow 1.21» 4-1.2 _ Vi.
Oats No 2 white fiO' ,2-69 1/.; No
',1 white 58-66'/.; No 2 heavy
while 67V_ -71 ; No 3 heavy while
65» _ -«!>.
Barley, cars S9; year ago
101; good to choice 1.02 - 1.H6 ;
low to intermediate J .01 - 1.30;
feed 94-1.(X) .
Rye No 2 1.I7U-1.21 • *.
Flax No 1 :U7.
Soybeans No I yellow 2.< 12'-i,
H irst Pub. Thur sday, Dec. 10, 1944 )
Stale of Minnesota
County of Winona

) ss ,
I In f' rohnle Cour l

No. H, v4e

In Ka Esfitr of
Teresa S. Jamti, alio known al
Tracy S . James. Decedent.

Order for Mrarlng on Prllflon for Admin-

(Seal)

(Flrsf

Pub.

Thursday, Dec

3, 1964)

STATE OF MINNESOTA
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS
NOTICE OF CAU. FOR BIDS
FOR TRUCK RENTAL
Bids Close 10:00 A.M., December 11, 1944
Rochester , Minnesota

RECEPTIONIST work wanle . In Wlnon".
Tel. 334) j(ler 4.

Situation Wanted—Mala 30
ODD JOBS WANTED. Tel

9-1246.

Business Opportunities

37

Sealed proposals will be received by FOR LEASE—new .stall service stathe Commissioner of Highways for tho
tion . In downtown Winona, Excellent
State of Minnesota, at the Area Mainopportunity for ambitious man. Iralrv
tenance Office of lhe Department of ! Ing program, financing, rat Irament plan,
Highways al Rochester, Minnesota, until
Call or wrlle for confidential interview.
10.00 A . M., December II, 1964, for leasT a k e advantage lodny ol tha many
ing lo the State on a rental basis the
e < l i n aids
b«lng ollered on this
following equipment to be used for wlntor
business local Ion. J. R. Lynch, Cillei
and spring maintenance on Trunk HighService Oil Co ., Box 869, Rochester ,
ways
In Wabasha,
Olmsled , Winona,
or Tel, Wi nona 534.1,
Houston, Fillmore and Mower Counties
comprising Maintenance Area <IA wilh LOCKER S E R V I C E & Sausage Factory
headquarters at Rochester, Minnesota
¦ for sole . Completely enulpped. Oolng
TABULATION OF BIDS NO. aA-447
good year around buslnrsv Write E-S3
APPROXIMATELY
EIGHT
D nlly News.
DUMP
TKUCKS , W I T H DRIVERS ANO OPERA T I N G SUPPLIES . F»ch truck shall have
minimum load carrying capacities of V'.'j
Ions and shall have truck bed dlmen
slons ol not less Ihon seven 17) (eel In
width by twelve (121 feet In length with
vertical siil<-s of not less than (our (4)
feet In height , Trucks shall have been
pbrchaverJ when new alter Janua ry I,
19S7 . 1 rucks are lo be used tor liai/llnfl
snow when required ,
Estimated rental
period from December 28, 1964 , lo May
«, 1965.
Bids to be submitted on an hourly
basis
Bidder may hid In one proposal on
one or rnore trucks.
BIDS
MUST
BE
SUBMITTED ON
PROPOSAL FORMS SUPPLIED BY THE
UNDERSIGNED.
Proposal forms with
Specifications may ba obtained without
charge at the Area Maintenance) Olflca
ot the
Department
of Highways, at
Rochester , Mlnnesola .
PLAIN NOTE - A U T O f U R N I T U R E
J A M E S C. M A R S H A L L ,
W0 1 . 3rd
TH 2»l. l
Commissioner of Highways.
Mn. f> a.m . lo 5 p.m., Jaf. » • ni. to noon
(First Pub. Thursday, Dec , 3, 19.4)

"

SERVICE STATION

""

For Lease

Now ultra-modern 2-bny, is
well located on new Hwy.
HI in Winonn . Very attractive program willi f(ood
inrome for an nrnbitious
party . For details
Tel . 474,1
I
!
or write Unx 2iM, Winona
. Money to Loan
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sLOAN SlrSf

Slate of Minnesota
Courtly ot Winona
No.
In Re

) ts.
) In Probate
15 W
estate ef

Court

Isaball* Oraikowikl, Decedent.

latrallon. Limiting Time to File Claims Order for Hearing on Petition for Admin
and lor Hearing Thereon
titration, Limiting Time In File Claims
W . Douglas James having Med l\«reln
•nit lor Hearing Therein
a petlllon
lor urnrral administration
Donald Orarkowskl having filed riereln a
stating Iliat said OeuMent died Intosla te petition tor general administration ilaland praylnu ttva l W . Douglas James trt ing that said decedanr died Inlaslate
anointed admlnlstralor ;
and praying that Donald Drarkowskl tie
II IS ORIIf HKO, T»ial Hit hearing appointed edmlnlslrator;
Itwirol b» hnd on January I , IW, al
II IS ORDERED, lhe! the hearing
10 *\ o' rloc* A M., before Idle Courl thereof he bad on December 30. I»»4 , at
in the probate courl ro-om In the courl 10 JO o 'cloc k A M , before ihls Cuurl In
lunne In lhe City ol Winona, Minnesota; the probate court room In tha court
lha' Hie time within which creditor! <o| house In , Winona. Mlnnosofa i t»iaf Ibe
said decedent may III* their claims be time wllbln which creditors ol »Md ite
limited lo tour months from the dale cedent m«y file llirlr claims he limited
hereof , and Hint the rlnlmt »o Hied h» to four months f/om Hie dale hereof,
heard on April 14, l»«5 , nl 10 30 o'clock and that lhe claims lo tiled ha tiencd
A M , belore this Court in the prnbalt on April 7, 1965 , at 10.JO o'clocK A . M.,
i iiurl r oom In lhe tmul house in 1hfl belore Ihls Court In lhe probate court
c Hy ot Winona, /Mfnn«soln, and th,*| room In the court bouse In Winona,
notlre hereof be given by publication Minnesota , and that notice hereof tie
of this order In lhe Winona Dally News given by publication of this o'der In
ami by mr t 'l tr t nolle * as provided biy ,tfie Winona Dolly News and by mailed
law
notlre as provided by la*
Haled [let (intier n ;.) M
Da'rd November in, l««4
i;. r> t im UA ,
t- t> I IIU R A ,
''rebate Judge.
F' ror.nle Jiidyi.
(Pro bate Court Sea l)
(Probnte Court 5eal|
nrf hmer Vtd McMahnn,
Harolrl ) I iti*i ft.
Attorneys for I'eltt ionir ,
Attorney tor Petitioner,

Quick Money . . .
on any article ot value
NTIJMANN S riA R O A I N STORE
HI !. 7ml SI
1,|, 8 3| M

Dogs, Peti, Supplies
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II R K I E R PljfPH s, J, very reasonable.
I
.lac liMiiiiKl d e e . t nwrll f larV elmj
Moiklnn, rVimn
ReAGl tr MDHND tor sale W lhox Resnrl ".
Wabasha, Minn. I el M, <} |„
C O I I I E PUI'S piirrhrnd , I r l r n l o r e anri
>»nlav Noini/iri (lines. Galesville , Wis.
I' U F T I E S - m i l e , hrnwn lo while , Sliephrrd iros s, mniii el „„,K | t n l t l t (|0(|
Melvln
nola ilt.
Muilifo rrt ,
Minn.
(Hratsiiei ui
PEDIf iRCEn M I N I A T U R E blai K Darrnv
huniis, $js ,„ no, l r l „M t y rny
Fn*
ferners, sit |„ «|j, ptr
{% rm ,g h nrl
rail) Toy Maoctieilers, »'Jt) Frosrh'
.
n
Muriels. Houston, Minn. M yaare
«*p t r r i r n r r , niwnvs nl your nervlce ,

,„

C H I H U A H U A f l l f P H- s . O (alls, black
»i»rt hiciv.ii; (,i,|,|,,„ Re| f ,, V |1M/ | „to
iM.np.M
Wnnner tui
ihllit rrn ' t.
pels.
f i ' r u i m a- , qui, A S In* ns \\<\ tuilay
VV « IO<1 h rm„.|, , Rl |, Hnu.lon, Minn.
Id. a#« J_ »s (i„ Mnn ,y cr eeh)

Hor.«i, C<rf l>. Stock

43 ArticUt for Sits
-

veal
calves,
rTfl UsTsvVlSS cross
}J,
(tirlfr-y wneft. Kanntrn OI»«n, Hwhfarf,
gtoft^Tt l. IM-INSS.

'

57 Good Things to Eat

102 Uitd C«r.

91 Wanted—Real Estate

65 Apartment!, Furnished

'et
oril' ^irtf
"*^
*to">'«
hi-fi. We
jteree
hive)^
the "
tlniil
*.«|ec-

BUY YOUR winter potatoes now while S I X T H E, 255—1 end J-rcom completely NEED LISTINGS nn farms and weler
frontage ion Qualified buyer'.,
the price is right. Full line of apples.
furnished epts , Including gal range and
CORNFOR TH R E A L T Y
Wlnone Potato Market, 111 iVurket.
refrigerator. Private balls and entrance
( n, n or
r
WINO NA
L« Crescent, Minn.
Til. MS-JIM
Tal. 3004 or 4(42.
,JL 34 «*"
Polled Sherthorni, bulls and.
»laTV
FIRE t B
M.WI OALB
POWER CO.,
E. JflO. T,|. APPLES -- Mcfnloih, Corflendi, HerelremiiH. I *r fl' '*"*' c""*' •¦' "O* 1- 3
jww . (Across Irom the new pirklng
nr
buy:
2 or 3 bedWANTED
TO
RENT
preferably
ions,
Delicious,
Prairie
WORKING
GIRL
to
share
apt
,
Spy
.
At
reason(rot
,
si. charpornex) bulls. Kaehlir
room modern home within reasonable
able prices. F . A. Krauii Co, "Breety
between aget 20 lo 25, garage Included .
in, Minn.
distance from W inona, on good road
Acres" , i. on new Hwy. W-«l,
Tal. a-ilii afte r 5.
Moderately priced for celh. Slate price
- iiolitered. James
_UROC BOARS
Weslioghouse iron and Wesllnohou n
¦
and location. Wrlle E-53 Oelly News
CENTRALLY LOCATEO-modern furnish° Hovr«, Ettric k, Wll.
iteem iron F . A . KRAUiE CO., South
ed apt.. Immediate possession. Tel. 77'e.
on New Hw. )4 ol . Tal. 4153.
nk
tor
Syo
Johnstom.
BULLS-for
sail.
Curtis
Acceeioriei, Tires, Pirlt 104
HEREFORD
REM.INGTON 17 automatic rifle. In good
~
Minn.
Til. t-1664
". ihkpe. 120. Tel . 3277 liter «,
Olien, Lamolll*/
LA
Rrirr.7m. , de^o7e
*^f£?°
T ^
fioni, ,trains,
Business Pieces for Rent 92
•vinkngi.
wardrobe, lultcasti, booktlon arid largest supply ol sell In the

V!JL£

Gum, Sporting Good*

ntjUOC BOA*»—from lirge lltleri, vacnacro
end
erysipelas.
for
clneted
Cfiretnce Sehtrbrlnp, Minnesota City.
«»•»«•
T«l. .
GOLDEN DAPPLED Pilomlno, S yian
old. mare, white) face, mane and tall,
also white itocklnger, Wm. O. Neldnir, Lewlalof i Winn.
age, from
ANGUS BULL—serviceable
artif icial breeding. Thomas MarioKk ,
City,
Tel.
fountain
<68rW«2*.
HI. t ,
BEEF CALVES-21, while faced, weanLuehmenn,
Lewiston,
Edmund
ed.
Minn .
FEEDER STEERS— 1 Holstalrt, betwaen
800 aand 900 lbs. Fred Kiakhoeler , Ar0 cidla, Wis.
jOAR PIS—purebred Hampshire yearling. Herman Arnatpii, Hwy. »J, FounLin City, Wis. Tat. M7 4753 .
HOLSf ElN SPRINGING cows, 3/ 10 In.
harnmermlll! I In. belt. Tel. centervilla S39-3543.
HOLSTEIN sprlngars. 1, Vincent Speltz,
Minneiska, Minn .
HOLSTE IN HEIFERS , 15 bred, 1 dm
Jan. 1st, others Feb. lit. W, M Rock,
ney. Melrose, Tel. Black River 1-5872,
SHETLAND PONIES. Will hold 'til Christmas, Marlyn Langstth, Lewiston, Minn.
Tal . 4s8i,
feeder pigs, Reorge
GOOD T H RI F T Y
Burns i t- Rt 1> LtwIHon . TH. 3JU.
HtX EFORD BULL-purebred, very gen
tie. Vincent Ashelln, Stockton Hill. Tel ,
Winona »57S.
HOLSTEIN BULLS—for te le or lease,
ready for heavy urvlca . pat Daley,
Lewiston, Minn. Tel. 4802.
PUREBRED Spotted Poland Chine boars.
These boars will weigh from 275 Ibs. lo
375 Ibs. Tops In bloodlines. Contact
Gary Smlkrud, Galesville, Wis. Or Tel.
7-F-I2.

Houiehold Articlei

10/1 Gilmore alter i .

BEAUTIFUL sole pIllowsT" hiMrnade,
•etln and leffete, a l l colors. Rfanon•bly priced . Msrli Ledebuhr, lUVi
Walnut .
CHILDREN'S NEW leather snowbo ots,
size • Ihrough 1, 12.97. Besl buy in
town! Bargain Cenle r , 251 E. 3rd.
KROEHLER
secllona I
davenporl ,
good condition. Til. 73»1.

In

T E E N A G E GIRL'S Indoor roller Ik ales,
site I; new gfl Hems; anllquf china
end olassware;
miscellaneoul
used
clothing;
ladles coal ,
44; cu rlaln
slretchir; duck decoy. 1114 w. Ilh.
TWO PAIR of girl's while Ice Ik ales,
sins I and 2; piano; Jungers oil burner; antique buffet, 2 commodes, I bedsteed end spring. Tel. »;37 JlKr ».
FRIGIDAIRE D R Y E R ; two 9x12 Ivueed
rugs, I year old. 1630 Gllmon.
LONG NEEDLE Chrl-.tmas tress, good
variety and color, 75c to $2.SO, Turn
N '.i mile al Skelly Oil Co., Ltwlslon.
James Luehmann,
MAN'S BRAND NEW 1» lewel, 10 ksral
gold, self winding, watorprool -wrist
watch. Won In sales contest, don't need
It. Cost $200. Firsl V5 takes II. Tel ,
8-1053.
RE-FrNISH WITHOUT REMOVING! Create modern wood finishes wlfiUtr f removing old finish with Old Maslers
Liquid Wood, PAINT DEPOT, 147 Center St.
THREE SLEOSi Lione l electric Usln set
477 Johneon St., alter 2.30 p.m.
ARTIFICIAL flocked
ChrKlmes frees.
use y«ar after year ,
,' high. SCHNEIDER SALES, WO eth Sf., Gdviv.

*'

Terramycln

For Mastitis

PLAIN OR TREATED* land for illppery
walks or autOrrntii It balasl. ROBB
BROS STORE, 374 E. 4th. Tel. 4D07.

with carton of 12

ICE SICAT E Exchange, new and used.
Skafes sharpened.
KOLTER Bicycle
Shop, 502 Mankato. Tel. 5665.

Free F lashlight
TED MAIER DRUGS
Animal Health Center

Poultry, Eggs, Supplies

44

H v LleJ E

HFNS-. 000, 50c each. Nerval
Prcdmore, Eyola, Minn. Tel. 545-2797 .

MUSCOVY DUCKS- abouf 30, good sfre,
reasonable. Tel. Rolllngstotie 86S»-_303,
DEKALB 20 week old pullefs, fully vaccinated, light controlled, raised on slat
floors. . Available year (round. SPELTZ
CHICK HATCHERY, Rollingstone, Minn.
Tel. 8&89-3311.

Wanted—Livestock

46

HOLSTEIN SPRINGING COWS and h«lfers wanted, also open and bred heifers. E. E. Gremelsbach, Inc., Lewiston,
Minn. Tel. 4161 .
LEWISTON SALES BARN
A real 900. auction rrtarket for your
livestock. Dairy cattle cn h»nd all
week, hogs bought every day. Trucks
available. Sale Thurs. Tel. 26(7.

Farm Implements

48

WANTED grain drill or seeder and packer Herb Sp.llz and Sons, Rollingstone,
Minn.
VIKIMG 3'/> h.p. garden Irftctor with 30"
slckfe bar mower, also 30" reel type
mower . All steel McDeerlng hay loader.
All In good condition. Leon Henderson,
Rl. 1, Houston. (Ridgeway)
JUST RECEIVED another truck load
of P«t2 silo un loaders and bunk (evaders, sizes from 12 to 19 ft. silos.
You will enloy the holidays more If
you let us Install a Patl silo unloaded; Also for sale 1 used Badger
silo unloader, 2 years old ; 1 Pali alio
unloader to fit either 12 ft., 14 II.,
U It. silo . Ray Spalfi & Sons, Lewiston, Minn. Tel. 2953 or 2112 .
Sea lhe new 12 lb model XL II.
HOMELITE CHAIN SAWS
AUTO ELECTRIC SERVICE
Ind & Johnson
Tel. WSJ

Mc-CULLOCH CHAIN SAWS
New Model MAC 15 Lightweight 17-inch bar . $124,95.
FEITEN IMPL . CO.
113 Washington , Winona , Minn.
REMINGTON CHAIN SAWS
Set? the PowerLite , 12 lbs..
17-inch roll nose bar. On
display now at
FEITEN IMPL . CO .
11.1 Washington , Winona , Minn.

F REE
KINIPCO HEATER
Bring in your
"GOLD RUSH CARD"
you moy hove the
LU CKY NUMBER

273 E. Jrd St.
We Buy
We Sell
Furniture—Antiques—Tool!
and ollw Items.
Te|. 1-3701.

~~
CHRISTMAS TR¥ES

Wholesale and retail,
Plantati on grown.
All kinds and sizes,
Boughs and Roping,
Corner of W. 5th and Orrin ,
Tel , 2959 (Open evenings )

CHRISTMAS TREES
and Boughs
All kinds and sizes.
2'to 16', retail and wholesale
Corner of W. 4th and
Lee St., behind
Jefferson Stadium.
Srnitty 's Tel, 8-2731.

CHRISTMAS
TREES
Scotch & Norway
Pine
Balsam & Spruce
Wreaths — Branches
Roping

A. GRAMS &< SONS
120 E, 2nd
Open Sundays

at

BURN MOBIL FUEL OIL and en|0Y the
comfort of automatic personal c.ire.
Keep lull service - complete burner
care. Undue! planned and guara meed
price. Order today from JO SW UCK'S
F A S T ENO COAL «. OIL CO., 901 E.
6fh. Tel, JJBf.

O A Rl^ N D O A T S - heavy, bright, drown
tior r> r.ttrtlfleil sated, SI bu Roger Haer.
lewf stnn . Minn
SIUA1-V B A L I S
1 1(1. s lnred In the
lia rn. Dale Go«rQ«n, Caledonia, Minn
lei
124-3 HI.
oals

hu. lei.

Orion S T R A W - .100 halas
fiihlln, CalednnM, Minn.

for

Tel

sale.

Peterson tt y
Ed

In harn.

Anti que*, Coin* , Stamp* 56
A N T I Q U E DISHES anrl oilier small items
Mrs. t's arl Melius Oallay, Rncha s ler
lei
283 1f»l after J n i". "'"I
<"'
woeKenrii .

"'

ArficUi for SaU

97

NfiW ROAD R* C £ RS , et ectrlc trains ,
unilk, doll linnlluie, g«rn«», a lairge
lux*load ol notj ular toys. All new Villi
sell t or half m K a I d Brnnk, r.oodvlew
Road, Mlnnetot n City. Tet , » 1823,
aTnvrr , rerrlqarrtor, hlfr.tiarn table end
chain. ) pair of di apet. Tel. JIJ»,

US E. 3rd SI.

Radios, Television

7i

FOR CHRISTMAS a fine selection of
lino used sewing machines, J20 and
up. WINONA SEWING CO., 551 Hufl
St. Tel. 9348.

Specials at the Store
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LUN D 8' foboasan, I3..50. 110 cushion
free with purchase. BAMBENf_ K'S, »th
t< Mankato
51" 1«5 Console TV Sels,
S169.55. No trade needed.
1 Only Phllco Stereo Console ,
SI5W5. Floor model.
See our selection ol portable TV
Sets and Phonographs

TAKE MONTHS TO PAY
NO MONEY DOWN

Mcint osh , Coil lands ,
Rod and Gold Delicious ,
Northwest Clreenings ,
Packed fresh out of storage ,
good (o ent tight now. Limited supply of tree ri pened
ornnges nnd litnBorlne .i,

Heuer & Johnson
Wvi ff Siding, Wi^ .

EIGHTH 8. T20 - 5 roomi Including 2
•mall bedrooms. Contact Henry Mures
or Tel. (-4192 for appointment .

INVESTOR'S SPECiAL-cenf rally located, all modern, 3-unlt apt. building.
12,940 annual Income, only il2,500. Tel .
7774, ask for Syd Johnstone.

FIRESTONE STORE
200 W. 3rd

Stoves, Furnaces, Parts
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FAMOUS ALADDIN blue flame kerosene
heaters. No smoke, no imell, hums 25
hours on I gallon. Also rangie, gas or
oil heaters. Service and parti. RANGE
OIL BURNER CO., 907 E. 5th St. Tel.
7479. Adolph AAichalowskl.

USED
APPLIANCES
APARTMENT SIZE GAS
RANGE
30" GAS RANGE
40" GAS RANGE
ELECTRIC RANGES
WRINGER WASHERS
AUTOMATIC WASHERS
SMALL OIL HEATER
OIL HEATER WITH
THERMOSTAT
GAS HEATER WITH
THERMOSTAT AND
FAN

YOUR ONE STOf» typewriter and But!
ness Machine Headquarters . We servlci
all type s ol machines, stock ribbons for
anv make and sire typewriter. WINONA
TY PEWRITER SERVICE, 161 E. 3rd.
Tel . 8-3300.

81

FOR D—1950, wanted for motor. Wrlti
Box 4U, Wli'una. Give price and condllion.
UPR IGHT PIANO, double dresser . In
Oood condition. Tel. 1-3435. After 4 p.m.
OLD DISHES, dolK, woodtn trunks, pit
lure frames, clocks, lamps, vases, anything old or antique. Write lo Oliver
Or«dson, 4«21 Abbott So., AHpls.. 35410.

HICHEST PRICCS PAID
for scrap Iron, mctnls, rags, hides,
raw fur % anrl wool I

Sam Weisman & Sons
INCORPORATED450 W. 3rd
Tel. 5847

RENT

G

A REALL Y exquisite home right In
the heart of town, 9 rooms, 4 bedrooms
up, tun room can bl used as 5th bedroom. Large kitchen , living room, dining
room, den or office. Fireplace. Hot water oil fired heat. Ful' bam up- 'i
balh down. This home has so many
features, we c?n not mention -them all.
Call us on this homi so we cen show
you a home .worth every dollar we are
asking. ABTS AGENCY, INC., Realtors,
159 Walnut St. Tel. 8 4365 or .after
hours: E. R. Clay 8-2737, Bill Zlebell
4854 , E. A. Abts 3184.

I. DUPLEX or West King Street, between
State College and the College of St.
Teresa. 3 bedrooms down, 2 bedrooms
up. Gas furnace. Choice condition, ready
to move Into. Corner lot. 1-car garage.
Full price S15A0O. ABTS AGENCY ,
INC., Realtors, 159 Walnut St. Tel,
8-4365, or after hours: E. R. Clay 8-2737 ,
Bill Zlebell .4654 , ,E. A. Abts . 3184 .
THREE- OR FOUR-bcdroom house, cork
and carpeted, bullt-lns, new furnace,
gas water heater, central air conditioning, 2-cer garage, screened patio. 1
lot for sale. Tel. 6059.
D. Modest 2-bedroom, 1-floor home on
lull lot. All hardwood flooring. Gas f ired
forced air baseboard heat. Good condition. Located east In W. -K. Schoo l district. Priced fo sell af $5,500. ABTS
AGENCY. INC., Realtors, 159 Walnut
St. Tel. 8-4365 or alter hours: E. R.
Clay 8-2737. Bill Zlebell 4854, E. A.
Abts 3184.

85

for

86

oenlleman.

Tel,

Rooms for Housekeeping 87
ROOMS FOR MEN, wilh or wllhoul
housekeeping privileges. Tal. 4D59.

Ap«rtmenta, Flats

90

HOWARD W. Ml' i- - s m a l l upitaln apt ,
kit chen appliance), heal and walrr lur.
nlr.hed . Tel. 5116.

NF.Av R W A T K I N S
.1 room dowmfnlri
a p t , hnl wnlor and nil burner furnlihad.
VIS. Tol. 1 3076
deluxe effici ency apt ,
C L N T l '.R SOU 1 j
pa rtially turnlstied , heat and air ion
(lltlonlng, Adults. »85. 111. 101/ or eW.
tW O f itDPOOM rtnwmtalri
902 E. (III.

ant.

Inqulri

f-ivr ROOMS and hath, all ullllllrs exc e p t heal furnished . Inquire. M0 W
T rl. 1901 aniytlmi.
4fti , evenings
FOUNTAIN C I T Y 1st floor apt , 4 rocmi
end hath, l e i , f ountain City l«l7-)90],

Telep hone Your Want Ads
lo The Winona Daily News
Dial 3.'121 for an A<l Taker,

°
St.

120 Center

|

You Promised
Her A Lot

No* buy her a house. Now under
construction. Four-bedroom, two -tlreplace colonial with double garage,
powder room, ceramic bath, kitchen
with big aatlng area. Let us show
you the plan.. At this state you may
filck your colon In (He, paint and
Ight fixtures.

A Place to
Hang Your Heart

Thle three-bedroom and panelled den
home Is ready to move Into loday.
Fruitwood kitchen cabinets, built-in
Hot Point range and oven, disposal,
beautifully
carpoted
living
room
complete
with t color
coordinated
drapes. Large ceramic bath plus half
balh oil master bedroom, two-car
garage, landscaped lot.

Hunters Special

No license required to Inspect this all
new home with stone fireplace, big
corner lot, both and three quarters,
built-in rangb and ovon and lots of
close! space. Located out tar cnousih
to give you breathing space , close
enough lo be convenient.

f

0B

A F T E R HOURS CALL:
Laura Flsk 2118
Leo Koll 4581
W , L. (Wlbl Heljer 8-2181
Bob Solover 7827

I-

I C^ C- V^

GREAT BUYS ON:
ir Passenger Tires
ft Truck Tires
ft Tr actor Tires

»

SHOP NOW AT
W. 5th k RR. Tracks
Works" Bldg.

Moto rcycles, Bicycles

Tel. 2349
120 Center St .
102

W I L L PAY HIGHEST CASH P R I C E S
FOR YOUR C I T Y P R O P ER T Y

"HANK" JEZEWSKI

(Winona 's Only Real Estate OuyaO
Tel, 6388 and 7093
P.O. Ilox 341

Lin coln Agency, Inc .
Real Estate—Insurance
WE HAVE
TUB BUYERS . .
BUT WE NEED 1IOMKS
IMMEDIATE LY
TO SUPPLY OUR

DEMAND!

If you would like your home
sold before the first of the
j'enr , mil now mid we will
Rladly come out and mnko
II free apprnlsn l. We will
either lirst your property for
Male or purchase it outright .
AFTER HOURS
Pat Heise . . . 570!)
Gordon Wei.shoin , . . 4H04

f~

m,
m

J

FOR&-UM VI, porldtt roiyjllloo, 10,000
milts. 1 year guarantee l«ll. rel. 8-3036.

LINCOLN
AGENCY

Used Car*

FORO-1959 <.t«tlnn >«flqr,n 4door, colonial
wtiit* . Tel. J.2IJ5. 162 E. Snrnifl.

Look at These Prices!
These Cars
MUST BE SOLD
This Week

C H E V R O L E T - 1M7 4-door, *-cyllnder,
straight stick, In excellent condition
ell th* way. MJ E. Jnd. Tel »-l«47.

~~
1959 C HEV R6LET
Impala

Moor hardtop , radio, healer,
matic transmission. V-*.

SCHWINN 5-speed English racer, excellent
condition, $30; J'Y maple skis,
excel lent, S5. Tel. 1-1026 alter e p.m.

IT'S A BARGAIN
ONLY WHEN
IT'S GOOD!

MOTORCYCLE REPAIRS
PART S & SERVICE
Robt> Bros.
Motorcycle Shop
573 E. 4th.

Truc ks, Tract's, Trailers 108
WE ARE EXPERTS In our field. Truck
bodies built, rt palred, pain 'ed, lettered .
BERG'S, 3950 W. 4th. Tel. 4?33.
CHEVROLET - 1949 U-ton pickup. W5
Tel. 9752 .
INTER- NATIONAL—1958 2-ton truck , combination box and rack . Very qood condition. Tel. St. Charles 932-3157.
INTERNATIONAL— IUi, 6xt truck. A-l;
house moving limbers, all sires; 2 HD
10 Allli Chalmers cats cable dozers.
Tel. 2142.

'59 "INTERNATIONAL
% ton pickup
4-soe«() transmission, I owner, low
mileage, in extrerrely oood conditio,-!.

$995

NYST ROM'S

NEW CAR?

REA L
SHARPIE
1963 JEEP
Wagoneer
4-wheel drive, light blue in
color , this one is fully
equipped , automatic transmission, whitewall tires,
power s t e e r i n g , power
Drakes, radio,
AJLSO

several older units on hand
at a good price.

F. A. KRAUSE CO
"BREEZY ACRES"

1 962 International

C-132

Heavy duty 1 ton chassis
complete with 10 ft . stock
body, 7.00x17 8 ply dual
tires, 4-speed transmission.
A-l condition.
1 960 Chevrolet
l'/4 C&.C, 4-speed transmission , 6 cy linder , 7.50x20
tires. See this one. Very
clean.
196 1 International
Travelall Station Wagon , 6
passenger, V _ ton, V-8, 3speed transmission . Very
clean.

ft

DEC. 16—Wed. 12:30 p.m. Quarry Equipment Auction . • From Mondovi, Wis.,
S. on Hwy. 37 about 4 miles, continue
on 37 past where Hwy . 68 turns E.,
about Vj mile to first road to the W.
Neuhelsel Lime Works Property; Thorp
F Inance Corp., Thorp, Wis., Sale.

FOR CARE FREE
WINTER DRIVING
Select one of these 18
outstanding buys. One
year warranty, easy
payment plan.

Nystrom
Leasing
Inc .
1R4 West 2nd

CHECK
THE ONE
YOU LIKE!
Then come by and look
it over . . . and try it
out !

1962 PONTIAC

Bonnev ille
4-door hardtop, p o w e r
steering, p o w e r brakes,
radio , heater, tinted glass,
whitewall tires, arctic white
with maroon interior , an
exceptional car.

$2 195

1962 OLDSMOBILE 98
2-door hardtop, black with
maroon interior , whitewall
tires, power steering, power
brakes, power windows, 6
way power seat, tinted
glass, rear seat speaker, air
conditioning, 27,000 actual
miles , see it to believe it.

$2500

DEC. 15—Tues., 1 p.m. 5 miles S. of
Wes t Salem on County Trunk M to Weyer '» Store at Bsrre Mills, then turn left
and BO 2 mile:, to Russlend Coulee Rd„
then ! miles lo farm. Fritz Thlelker,
owner: Schroeder & Thlelker, auctioneers; ThorD Fin. Co., clerfc.

Open Mon . & Fri. Eve.
3rd & Mankato Tel. 8-3649

YOU FURNISH:
Gas
Wash Jobs
One and two year leases

CHRYSLER - PLYMOUTH
Open Friday Nights

DEC. 15—Tues., l p.m. a miles S. of
Durand, Wis. Francis (Nick) Brunner.
owner/
Leon Schroeder , auctioneer;
Chippewa Valley Fin. Co., clerk.

RAMBLER /" \ DObGE

SALES

'64 PONTIAC Catallna 4-dr.
'64 PONTIAC Tempest 4-dr.
'63 PONTIAC Bonneville
4-door hardtop .
'63 FORD Fairlane 2-door.
'63 CHEVROLET Bel Air
4-door.
'62 BUICK Electra 225 4door hardtop.
'62 PONTIAC Grand Prix
2-door hardtop.
'62 MERCURY Monterey
4-door.
'60 PONTIAC Catalina 4-dr.
'60 FORD Starliner 2-door
hardtop '.
'60 FORD Falcon 4-door.
'59 CHEVROLET Biseayne
4-door.
'59 PONTIAC Catalina 4-dr.
hardtop.
'59 RAMBLER Super 4-dr.
'59 VOLKSWAGEN.
'58 CADILLAC 62 Series
4-door hardtop,
'58 OLDSMOBILE 98 4-door .
'57 DODGE Coronet 4-door.

75 W. 2nd

Tel. 8-2711

Open Friday Evenings

W ALZ

Mobile Homai, Trailers 111

BUICK-OLDSMOBILE-GMC
Open Friday Nights

Antique & Household

AUCTION
KELLOGG AUDITORIUM
(Heated)

VENABLES

•

DEC, 12—Sal.. 12:30 p.m. 7 miles N.l.
Ot Winona Brldue on Hwy. 35, 5 mllet
W . of Dodge, 1 mile S of Bohrl' s Valley
School. George Sluber, ownerj Alvin
Kohner , auctioneer; Northern I PV . Co.,
clerk.

COMPLETE ANTIQUE, etc., disposal
auction. Sal ., Dec. IJ, 12 noon. 41rt
& Wilson Sts , Menomonie, Wis. Arnesoti Auction Services. Tel. Collect Ettr ick 5 3749.

1955 PONTIAC
4-door sedan , automatic
transmission , whitewall
tires , power brakes .

TJr

'
ALVIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER. City and itate llctniad
ar>d bonded . 352 Liberty St. (Corner
E. Sth end Liberty). Ttl . 4780.

DEC. 12-Sel., 1 p.m. Chevrolet Paris S.
Etquipment, 163 S. Leonard St., West
Salem, Wli. Curly 's Chevrolet Sales,
owner; Alvin Wilier, auctioneer ; Marvin Miller, clerk .

W INON A UTO_

INVESTIGATE LEASING
WE FURNISH :
100% Maintenance
( Including Tires)
100^ Service
100% Licensed
100% Insured

AUCTIONS I I I Houiahold, Llvaitoek «r
General. LV LE L. BOBO, Rf. J, HoUfr
Ion, Minn. Tel. HoKah W4-J1M, LW
celled t, Bonded.

DEC. 12—Sat. . H:30 a.m. Vi mile W. of
Lund, Wis., on J. Carl H. Barnes, owner ; Leon Schoedtr, auctioneer; ChipWv/a Valle y Fin. Co., clerk.

1957 OLDSMOBILE
Super 88
4-door sedan , automatic
transmission , whitewall
tires.

105 Johnson
Tel. 2396
Open Friday Night Until 9:00

Auction SSIM

Everett J. Kohner
151 Welnut. Tel. 8-3710 after houre 7114

C H P Y S L E R - PLYMOUTH
Open Friday Night*

VK^CHIVROIET^CO.

RED TOP Hwy . al Moblla Home StIH.
Se« us befort you buy, Wa i»ll quitity and price _a yean it trailer d«»linas. Hwy. 61 n«ar Goodvlaw Wittr
Tower. Tel. »342«\

Minnesota
Land & Auction Sales

NYSTROM'S

107

BOY'S BICV CLE-24 " , Ilka n«w condition, new paint lob. Perfect Chrlstmn
prsse-nl. Tel. 7791 -

auto-

$1095

1957 DODGE 4-door . . $348
1959 FORD Custom ,
4-door
$498
1960 FORD Fairlane
2-door
$698
1960 FORD Fairlane
$698
5O0, 4-door
1961 FORD Fairlane
2-door ...
$698
1958 CHEVROLET Impala
Convertible
$698
1960 CORVAIR 4-door ,
Powerglide
$698

WTNONA DAILY NEW! I

109 Mobile Honrn, Trailari 111

M E R C U R Y — m< Cornel 4M 2 rtoor , bio
V-8,
slsndflrd
transmission,
fully
fqulppnd, ni>w «nowtlr»s, 1 twnur , driven only 11 000 »rtual mile*, showroom
rrrtlllnn
Y OII r. *n I llnrl them like
lhi % everyday Will accrrpl trade. Tel
8687-6661

CLOSEOUT!

HUNTERS, VACATIONERS - He«t*d
pickup Campars and travj l Irallers for
rent or sale. LEAHY'S, Buffalo City.
Tel. Cochran* 248-2532.

SAT., DEG. 12
1 P.M. Sharp
Complete household furnishings. Large amount of
antiques, dishes, silverware
clocks, lights.
FRANCIS DRAKE, OWNER
Peters & Miller, Auctioneers
First State Bank, Clerk

AUCTION
Sat., Dec. 12th
11 A.M.
Dover, Minn.

Complete line of household
goods and appliances.
Antiques: F r e n c h China
clock, marble top dresser,
lamps, many items of furniture and dishes.
JReal Estate: 8 room house
cn 3 lots . To be sold at
1:30 P.M . — Terms 10%
day of sale. Sale will be
held indoors in case of bad
weather .
Terms: Cash.
ALMA M. BUSH
ESTATE , OWNER
Merle E. Comingore, Adm.
Don Tiffany , Auctioneer
B. A. Smith & Sons, Clerk

Winona Truck
Service

IHC TRUCK SALES
& SERVICE
65 Laird
Tel. 4738

'62 INTERNATIONAL
Scout

0M<^

Wanted—Real Estate

FIR5T F LOOR extra nlre J bidroom apt .,
with garao". Centrally located . Available soon. let . 4324 for Appointment.
LOWER OUPLF.X wilh living room with
fireplace, J bedrooms. 2 ballu, don,
kitchen wilh hrnakfasl room. Rent 1130
per month. Walking distance lo down
town. BOB SELOVl. R, HI At. TOR. Tel
2J<4» .

Tel- 234

|
b "^

77

Wanted to Buy

Bargain Center

South on New Hwy. 14-61

T Y P E W R I T E R S and adding michlnei
for sale or rent. Reasonable rates,
free delivery. See us for all your of
fice supplies, desks, files er office
chairs. Lund Typewriter Co. Tel. i2JJ,

ROO M FOR
(V5B9.

OWNERS LEAVI NG city, must sell 3-bedroom home, full basement, garage. Buy
In Dec. will still pay taxes. Tel. 4110.

HOMEMAKER'S SPECIALS
EAST location. Coiy 2-bedroom home,
modern except heat. Si,250.
WEST
CENTRAL. Modern 2-bed room
home, large lot . S10.50O.
CORNER LOT, Belmont addition. All Improvements In Reasonable.
HOMEMAKER'S EXCHANGE, C. Stunk,
552 E. 3rd .

Tel . 4210

Typewriters

99

AAOOERATELY
P R I C E D Jbedroom
home, only t years old, city location ,
with suburban atmmphere, 1359 Glenview Road. Tel. *Q87 .

GAIL-ROSS
APPLIANCE

217 E . 3rd

Houses for Sale

IF YOU WANT to buy, sell or trade
be sure lo see Shank, HOMEAAAKER'S
EXCHANGE, S52 E. 3rd.

Rooms Without Meals

APPLES

lot,

98
ZENITH COLORED TV , many eels on Farms, Land for Sale
our floor ready for delivery now or el
Christmas lime. Come inol ie» them. DAIRY FARM—172 acres, modern house,
F R A N K LILl A 1 SONS, 761 E. Ith
2 cement slave silos, 410x72 II. barn.
Open eyenlngs.
Located 14 miles S.E. of Winona or 2
miles N.W. of Rldgewey. Lester H a n,
Sawing Machines
73 Audubon, Minn.

oood
StllO.

65

95

Nelson Tire 's

Bus. Property for Sole 97 Old "Wagon

Hardt's Music Store

D A V E NT O R T FOR SAI B- In viry
condition, very rtmanabU. 1«l,

SO Good Things, to Eat

Hay, Grain, Feud

We Service and Stock
Needles for All
RECORD PLAYERS

64

Burke 's, 3rd A Franklin

52'.-_ E. 3rd
Tel. 6046 or 2349

FOUR ROOMS and balh on firsl floor, 4
SCAMDALLI - 120-bass piano accordion,
rooms and Hath on second floor , qood
2
switch, complete with case and
west central location, $50 per monlh
music stand. Ttl. 1593.
4 rooms and bath, east central locanon ,
ipace healer and gas kitchen stove furnished, »S0. W INONA REAL ESTATE,
eOl Main St. Tel. 2849.

Furn., Rugs, Linoleum

nimKE'S PURNIT U HE

ll.'l Washington
Winona
Contest ends Dec, 12

UPRIGHT PIANO—good condition. Tel.
H6B;2?73. Edwin L. Maui. Minnesota
Cil-y, Minn.

B O A R D , ROOM and laundry , Would Ilka
older gentlemen who prefer not to ot
lo rest homes , Cln-ie lo downtown and
ch«irches. Wrlle flox 49* , Harmony,
Mlmv , or Tel. 8B6 50U,

Bran plated pole rarorrt rack, ^-llh
Kolrli
ion
.1 «d |inlahle
haiknls .
record i
!¦*"

Stirneman-Selover Co.

HOHINER ACCORDION, Ilk* new, 130CITY — 5 ro-irns, large
basv f reolsters on treble, J remitters BUFFALO
garage. Tel. 6>W or 9912.
on bass. Tel . 9550 after 5 p.m.

Rooms With Meals

Tel. SJIrMIH

PRIME DOWNTOWN LOCATION - Re
lull and office spaci. Availab le row.

70 Houses for Rent

61

Thrifty Gills af

FEITEN IMPL. CO.

Muiical Merchandise

WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON ft METAL
CO. pays hinhest prices lor screp
I Iron, mctnls, hides, wool and raw tur.
J22 W. 2nd.
SURPLUS BUILDING material! nl ways
Closed Saturdays
for sale at W MC, Inc., construction
Co. Yard, loot of Kansas St Tel. 7239
WANTED SCRAP IRON 8. METAL ,
nr 1893. Hours 1 lo 4. Mon. throuor. Fri.
COW HIDES, WOOL, RAW FURS.
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
Coal, Wood, Other Fuel 63
M A W IRON AND M E T A L CO.
20r W. 2nd, across Spur Gas Station
DRY Bl OCK WOOD for sals , Henry
For your convenience
Hork , l-ounlaln City, Wis . Tel. 1(17 -416 *
Wei Are Now Again Open on Sals.

Building Materials

WALNU T COCKTAIl tables, UtSl 1 PC
latils sroup. Including 1 step laWn-, am)
maichlno cocktail ts ble , Mt ,« k d.
3M
BORZYSKOWSKI
FURNITURt,
Mankolo Ave. Opin evenlnB s.

KNIPCO HEATER

EAR CORN-1)00
Jim,

OK USED FURNITURE STORE

Trempealeau , Wis .

FREEE

antl

USED TVs, porlstlas and tont-oles;
B J. B
also
used
refrlgeretors .
ELECTRIC CO.. Hi E. j rd

BRUNKOW'S SAW MILL
«. LUMBER Y A R D

absolutely win a

HAY. S M A C E
Allure 6.119.

WHEELCHAIR - aluminum frame, soft
cushions, ad|ustable back rest. Will sill
for i«0. Inquire fAerchent' s Nil lonel
Bank, Trust Depf,

SLAB WOOD
Good dry onk alahs.

One or the cards
brought in will

67

RAOIO-World' s imillut tebuTadhl TAKE soil away the Slue Luifre way
from cirpils end upholstery. Rent
pleys anywhere, Impossible lo tatet,
electric shampooer, SI. H. Choate t Co.
1.000 uses. Excillint reteptlon. » 4« .
HMelten Variety, Jit E. JM,

TREES—family fun,
cul
PUREBRED Durtx boars, «lio Lamlraca CHRISTMAS
your awn tree. Sheared Norwiyi, 3' to
hoars . Clifford Hoff, Lansaboro, Mlrn.,
«' , your choice, H.25. Dec . Slh to Kth.
(Pilot Moundl.
10 a.m. to dusk . Lamke 's Trei F arm,
~~
Trempealeau. Wis .
REDEEM VALUABLE COUPONS
Oct. Farm Journal
MEN'S
AND LADIES' Figure Ik atej .
(Inside back cover.)
»6.»5 at BAMBENE K'S, 9th 1 Mankato,

Animal Formula

66

Thnrsday, December 10, 19^ I

109

___**__§r\

4-whecl drive pickup, mud
and snow tixes all around ,
snow plow with hydraulic
hoist , 2,300 miles, just like
new .

$ 1895

4-WHEEL DRIVE
PICKUP

19(52 CH EVROLET
»'« TON
.-cylinder encine , 4-speed
transmission , lock out hubs,
power winch (front mounted ) , aluminum canopy over
box , heavy duty rear bumper, rudio , West Const mirrors, five perfec t mud and
snow tires ,

!^|

'63 FORD V-8

Gnlnrie 500 hardtop, very low
mileafie , carefully maintained ,
will please the most diserlminatin R buyer ,
jp/l Y D
Payments us low as $50 per
month enn be arranged.

WALZ

'63 MERCURY V-8

Monterey Breezoway sedan ,
Mercomatic , radio , power steerinR, completely checked over
by our service department .

BLT ICK-OLDSMOBrLIC-GMC.'
Open Friday Nights
Uied Cart

109

OLDSMOBIl.e-lfia 4-dnor hurdlnp, air
1om»tlc
Ir<iniml3ilnn, radio ,
hiiltr,
sl nrts oood. Til- 57»), 171 Gould SI.
CHEVROLET- l»54 Bcil Air 4door. Priced
rcasonariK. May Im mn <l 610 SI OUK
SI.
RAMB Lt H
l?4? Custom 40O . In rul
oood condition rVlty 0« i«en nl 143 B
Mil. or Tel. I-JO-M.

I959T6RD
4-door

Rtdlo, lu»l«r, _ u1orr»tli frmr-mlislnn,
1 ow nir, low in!l<iig», cnrvi tall this
from ¦ rnw pnr

$895

NYSTROM'S
OIPYSI TH" - PI YM0II7H
O ivin I i ld«v Nlolils

k
•
V^v
I
I

$2)95

(1

'63 CO/WET 6

One owner. Has new car performance and appearance , used
car price.
$ , 495
Generous allowance for your old

Cflr or tmck

'59 MERCURY V-8

Monterey 4-door sedan , Mercomutio transmission , radio ,
power steering. Real value at
our low price .

'59 CHEVROLET V-8

$895

I
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4-door hardtop, manynt extras.
Competitively priced

I I
J 1

Buy Wit h Confidence at Winona 's Automobile
Super M a r k e t - - We Always Advertise Our Prices

l 1
I ¦

< Owl Motor Co. /)
1
Ford—Lincoln—Mercury—Comet
I
4th h Main
Open Friday Kvenlng and Saturday Afternoon
^\
^

Winonn
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1U2Z SAWYER

By Ch««rtr Gould

DICK TRACY
i

By Mort Walktr

BEETLE BAILEY
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By Hanna-Barbftri

THE FLINTSTONES

By Don Sherwood

DAN FLAGG

By Ch'c Young

BLOND1E

LI'L ABMER
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STEVE CANYON
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By Milton Canniff
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HOLIDAY

By Dal Curtis
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By Emit Bushmillar
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This showing is made possible by the cooperation ot a famous New York Diamond Jewelry Designer and Manuf|
acturer. This is an opportunit y without parallel . . . a seleclion of diamonds and diamond jewelry equaled only in the
|
largest and finest jewelry stores in the count ry. Timely,
to», t° r Christmas Gift-Giving and other Gift Occasions.
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By Saund«n and Emit
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By Alex Kotzky
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REX MORGAN,M. D.

By Al Capp
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Diamond Dinner &
Cocktail R IUKS
Diamond Men 'h
Finficr llinfi.s
Diamond
Necklace Pendants
Diamond Sel
doom 's HiiiKs
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from $65.00
from $80.00
from »9 50
from 149.50
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Diamond

Sot Karnngs
Diamond Sri

Pins & Clips

|
from 439.50

from $100.00

Dinmond
Set Bracelets
from 5175.00
Diamniul Set
Wntcli Attachments
from $37.50
Diamond Sri MnuntiiiRs
tor r.vsettin« \our
from $39 50
"w " diamonds
Diamond Watches
Irom J39.9S
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Bri ,|j a||t C||t piamond a , Spec j a , p rices! 3
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$266
$268
$432

.97
1.03
1.10
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$504

$66o

$fe04

$574
$844
$767
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Quantities Are limited nt th»»« »pscl«| prlce» . . so ACT NOWI Many
other jj i«» with j pcci/il pricei, but w« could nnt litt them all |ier«.
EASY S-P-A-CE-D PAYMENTS
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